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ABSTRACT 

While media presentation of hackers and other members of the "computer 
underground" tend to be pejorative, such representations are often based solely on 
the viewpoints of "outsiders." As such, society is presented with an image of the 
hacker subculture that fails to examine the meanings hackers attribute to their 
activities. Employing symbolic interactionist theory and taking an ethnographic 
approach to understand the experiences and activities of hackers, this thesis has 
sought to examine and analyse various characteristics of the hacker subculture. 
Information pertaining to how hackers define themselves and their activities, the 
principles underlying the hacker ideology and the distinctive elements of the 
hacker language constituted the main focus of this thesis. Fifteen semi-structured 
interviews were conducted with self-defined hackers and fieldwork was 
undertaken to collect data on and off the Internet during hacker meetings and 
interactions, and from hacker news groups, web sites, and subcultural pUblications. 

Findings from this thesis reveal that the hacker subculture is quite complex and is 
socially constmcted through small-group interactions in various local subcultures 
that, while dissimilar in some respects, identify with characteristics of the 
transnational hacker subculture. Along with the application of role labels, 
adopting the hacker ideology and argot serve as identifying traits, which are used 
to situate different subcategories of hackers within the subculture in terms oftheir 
status, skill and the perceived ethics of their activities. Condemning "inaccurate" 
media portrayals of their subculture, imputing labels to others within the 
subculture to differentiate between "good" and "bad" hackers, invoking the 
hacker ideology as a vocabulary of motive, and linking their perspective to 
outsiders viewed favourably by the public, all serve as ways ofmanaging the 
stigma attached to hackers' deviant public identity. A number of other theoretical 
and substantive findings, as well as recol1.}mendations for future research, are 
presented. 
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M.A. Thesis - S. W. Kleinknecht 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

McMaster - Sociology 

What is a hacker? As Taylor (2001) points out, over the course of the last 

forty years the word "hacker" has become a highly contested term. In recent 

years the media have solidified the notion of hacker to mean someone who gains 

" ... unauthorized access to, and subsequent use of, other people's [computer] 

systems" (Taylor, 2001, p. 284). However, "hacker" has not always been 

synonymous with deviant behaviour, at least not of the criminal sort. The tenn 

was first coined at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the 1950s 

and 1960s to denote the highly skilled but largely playful activity of academic 

computer programmers searching for the most elegant and concise programming 

solution to any given problem (Levy, 1984). Three generations of hackers later, 

and the term is almost exclusively used to depict people who engage in the illicit 

use of computers. 

While media presentations of hackers and other members of the "computer 

underground" tend to be fairly pejorative, such representations are often based 

solely upon the viewpoints of "outsiders" (e.g., politicians, law enforcement 

officials, computer security persOlmel). As such, society is presented with an 

image of the hacker subculture that fails to account for the meanings hackers 
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attribute to themselves and their perspectives. By engaging in participant 

observation among self-defined hackers and conducting in-depth interviews with 

them, the goal of this thesis is to offer an ethnographic examination and analysis 

of the hacker subculture. 

GUIDING QUESTIONS 

At the outset of this project, I had decided upon two broad guiding 

questions to be used throughout the course of the research. They included, (1) 

how do people become involved in the hacker subculture and, (2) what 

characterizes the hacker subculture? However, a third question regarding how 

"hacker" was defined, developed as I met with hackers and began reading the 

literature (both scholarly and media produced) pertaining to hackers. As an 

ethnographer venturing into the foreign world of the hacker, I decided from the 

beginning to let hackers define what the tenn meant to them. In so doing, I 

quickly realized that mainstream representations of hackers tended to over

simplify the term and were often in opposition to those definitions applied by the 

people with whom I had been meeting. Thus, how hackers define the terms 

hacker and hacking in comparison to outsiders' understandings became 

significant. 

In attending to these questions a series of interactionist concepts have been 

applied and investigated to offer a sociological perspective grounded in the life

world experiences and perspectives of hackers. In particular, the concept of 
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subculture has been examined and applied to the offline (i.e., real-world)! and 

online aspects of hackers' lived experiences. While there is extensive qualitative 

literature examining people's real-world subcultural experiences (e.g., Becker, 

1963; Fine, 1983, 1987; Humphreys, 1975; Letkemen, 1973; Liebow, 1967; 

Mitchell, 1983; Prus & Irini, 1980; Whyte, 1943), the Internet has provided a new 

medium through which people interact and develop viliual communities. A 

growing body of scholarly literature is developing as academics seek to offer an 

understanding of the human lived experience as it pertains to the new 

technologies. I hope to contribute to this material by examining how various 

aspects of the hacker subculture are fonned and mediated through their online 

interactions. 

LITERATURE REVIE'V: A HISTORICAL LOOK AT THE SOCIAL 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE HACKER 

Of substantive interest to this project is the social scientific research that 

has been conducted on the hacker subculture. Although the (computer) hacker 

culture has been in existence since the 1950s, there has been little in the way of _ 

scholarly literature published on hackers. However, in the context of growing 

governmental, commercial and public concern regarding computer security an 

increasing amount of social research was conducted from the late-1980s to 

1 The tern1S "offline" and "real-world" have been used interchangeably in this report to 
denote activities that transpire in the physical world in which we live. In contrast, the word 
"online" has been used to describe those activities that take place over a computer network, such 
as the Internet or a Bulletin Board System. The term "virtual" refers to anything that has been 
created by or mediated through a computer software program. The notion of representing oneself 
in a virtual space, such as "on" the Internet or telephone system, necessitates that these distinctions 
be made. 
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present. For the most part, the literature focuses on describing and analysing the 

history and social construction of hackers and the term hacker. To a lesser 

degree, these studies also examine characteristics of the hacker subculture such as 

their beliefs and ideology, identity, pattems of behaviour, and motivations. While 

research on characteristics of the hacker subculture will be presented in later 

chapters, the focus of the literature review in this section is on providing an 

overview of findings peliaining to the history and social constmction of hackers. 

Defining the Computer Hacker: A Historical Overview 

As a number of researchers (see Arbaugh, 1999; Chandler, 1996; Clough 

& Mungo, 1991; Copes & Huss, 1999; Duff & Gardiner, 1996; Hafner & 

Markoff, 1991; Huss, 1998; Taylor, 2001) have indicated, the term hacker has 

undergone a number of definitional shifts since the 1950s. Through a process of 

re-definition the meaning associated with the tenn hacker was transformed in the 

popular discourse from non-deviant to deviant. Although the hacker was once 

seen as a "technological wizard", the tenn is now taken by and large to mean 

"electronic vandal" (see Diagram 1). 

Diagram 1. Definitional Shift 

Hacker Technological 
Wizard 

Electronic 
Vandal 

(Non-deviant) - 1950sl1960s 

(Deviant) - Today 
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The first generation of hackers was comprised of the highly skilled 

computer programmers at MIT in the 1950s and 1960s who delighted in finding 

the most ingenious ways of overcoming programming obstacles (Chandler, 1996; 

Levy, 1984; Rheingold, 1991; Taylor, 2001; Turkle, 1997). As major contributors 

to the development of the personal computer and pioneers of what was later to 

become the Internet, hackers were held in high esteem for their devotion, 
, I 

I 
I 

creativity and skill. Considered among the brightest in their field, the term hacker 

became synonymous with being a "technological wizard" or "computer virtuoso" 

(Chandler, 1996; Clough & Mungo, 1992; Taylor, 2001; Turkle, 1997). To be a 

hacker was to wear a badge of honour - the label being one of the highest 

compliments of computer programming genius a person could receive (Hafner & 

Markoff, 1991; Arbaugh, 1999). 

The second generation of hackers was responsible for bringing computer 

hardware to the masses (Chandler, 1996; Clough & Mungo, 1992; Levy, 1984; 

Rheingold, 1991; Taylor, 2001). Entrepreneurial computer radicals such as 

Stephen Jobs and Stephen Wozniak, founders and designers of the Apple personal 

computer, characterized the second generation of hackers (Chandler, 1996; 

Clough & Mungo, 1992; Huss, 1998; Rheingold, 1991). With the goal of 

bringing "the same power over information that large corporations and the 

govemment have over people", the marketing of the Apple personal computer 

echoed the counterculture and "power to the people anthem of the Sixties" 

(Clough & Mungo, 1992, p. 32). So successful were Jobs and Wozniak in 
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bringing the personal computer to the public that by 1980 they had a combined 

worth of approximately $US 400 million (Chandler, 1996) as Apple Computer 

Corporation moved from selling $US 2.5 million wOlth ofPCs in its first year of 

operation in 1977 to $US 583 million in 1982 (Duff & Gardiner, 1996). As Huss 

(1998) points out, "The label hacker served as a positive label of accomplishment 

and the potential for economic success for this second wave" (p. 11). 

Inheriting the personal computer technologies of the previous generation, 

the third generation of hackers became defined by those leading the way in the 

development of the latest video game architecture (Chandler, 1996; Clough & 

Mungo, 1992; Levy, 1984; Taylor, 2001). However, as Chandler (1996) points 

out, during this era of innovative software development, individuals began to take 

advantage of their knowledge of computer programming to "pirate,,2 software 

(Chandler, 1996). Thus, with this generation, the term hacker can be seen as not 

only involving the intense computer programming that defined first and second 

generations, but also the use of computer knowledge to break copyright 

protections and unauthorized sharing of proprietary software. 

The fourth generation of hackers became ever more characterized by 

criminal behaviour as a growing number of individuals were seen as becoming 

involved in not only the pirating of computer software, but also the construction 

and spread of computer viruses (Chandler, 1996; Clough & Mungo, 1992). As 

wide area networks such as Bulletin Board Systems and, more recently, the 

2 Pirating involves making, giving or receiving an unauthorized copy of proprietary 
software. 
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Internet became increasingly widespread the term hacker has come to describe 

both the computer network gurus responsible for network operation and 

development, and also those involved in the illicit access of computers on local 

and wide area networks (Taylor, 2001). 

The Social Construction of Hackers as Deviants 

Following this historical overview, the question for researchers focuses on 

how hackers came to be defined as deviant. The principal argument is that the 

explanation has to do with who holds the power in the claims-making process and 

the social milieu within which the process was (and stilI is) occurring. 

In her writing on social constructionism, Donileen Loseke (1999) indicates 

that who is doing the defining (i.e., the status of the claims-maker) can have a 

significant impact on the success or failure of a claims-making initiative. In the 

eyes of the public some types of claims-makers and evidence hold pm1icular 

sway. Loseke (1999) argues that, in general, scientists and others possessing 

"lofty academic credentials" are pm1icularly influential. The research identifies 

three main groups of claims-makers who were influential in the construction of 

the hacker as deviant: (1) the computer security industry (CSI); (2) government 

officials; and, (3) the media. 

Given that members of the CSI have particular expertise in the area of 

computers and electronics, they are situated fairly well in what Loseke (1999) 

refers to as "the claims-making hierarchy." Since they are also entrusted with 

protecting public and corporate computer systems from "hacker" intrusion, their 

7 
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claims against hackers are given further credence (Huss, 1998; Jordan & Taylor, 

1998; Taylor, 1999,2001). The CSI's relationship with lawmakers and 

corporations provides them with even greater occupational power to define 

hackers as deviant (Copes & Huss, 1999). Copes and Huss (I 999) contend that 

nearly all CSI professionals see hacking as a threat, with hard line computer 

security specialists advocating that, " ... an intensive effort must be made to define 

the activities of hackers as unethical, unacceptable, and criminal" (p. 13). By 

stigmatizing hackers as deviant, members of the CSI are able to distance 

themselves from hackers, reaffirm their professional identity and thus, help to 

ensure the continuity of their profession (Huss, 1998; Taylor, 1999, 200 1). 

The role played by politicians in the claims-making process is also 

emphasized (Chandler, 1996; Rosoff, Pontell & Tillman, 1998; Taylor, 1999; 

2001). Given their function of enacting laws and protecting the public, any 

claims made in keeping with this agenda will be seen as particularly influential by 

society. Taylor (2001) utilizes information taken from the United Kingdom's 

debates on the Computer Misuse Act, a piece of "anti-hacking" legislation, to 

illustrate how politicians' law-making role can be seen as claims-making activity 

contributing the definition of hackers as criminals. 

The third group identified in the literature are the media (Chandler, 1996; 

Copes & Huss, 1999; Duff & Gardiner, 1996; Huss, 1998; Rosoff et aI., 1998; 

Taylor, 1999,2001). While some media accounts present a balanced picture of 

the hacker subculture, the ovelwhelming consensus within the literature is that 
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most media portrayals of hackers are overly sensationalistic. Rosoff, Pontell and 

Tillman (1998) argue that media sensationalism combined with the timing of 

particular hacker antics, such as the spread of computer vimses and the 

apprehension of their creators, have captured the public's imagination. In keeping 

with its agenda to attract the public's attention by presenting "newswOlihy" 

stories, Huss (1998) argues that, "The prototypical computer crime story presents 

a hacker who is a maladjusted, teenage, computer genius who is a thrill seeker 

that breaks into a military computer system and brings humanity to the brink of 

World War III" (p. 1). His research suggests that for a story to be "newswOlihy" 

it must reflect, "timeline~s, prominence, novelty, or, for crime and deviance 

stories, the seriousness of the incident" (1998, p. 20). Therefore, the public is 

presented with the most spectacular stories about "hackers." As Copes and Huss 

(1999) suggest, this type of unbalanced presentation ofthe hacker misleads people 

into thinking that hackers are the source of all computer crime. 

The literature highlights a number of strategies used by politicians, the 

CSI and the media to influence public perception about hackers, including: (1) 

drawing clear distinctions between confonnists and deviants; (2) using imagery 

which equates hackers with the "abnonnal" (e.g., monsters, addicts); (3) linking 

the "problem" of hacking to other more established social problems; (4) 

presenting hackers as being physically dangerous and thus, requiring restraint in 

their apprehension; and, (5) playing to audience's emotion of fear. 

9 
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Taylor (2001) states that one strategy used by politicians during 

parliamentary debate concerning British anti-hacking legislation was to draw very 

clear lines between "us" (i.e., conforn1ists) and "them" (i.e., deviants). In this 

case politicians reinforced group identity by outlining the positive qualities that 

produce "us" while simultaneously emphasizing the alien nature of "them." For 

example, one politician in the debate made reference to a leading bank official 

who had taken the time to write the MP asking him to support the new anti

hacking legislation. The MPcontrasted the personal qualities of the constituent 

with hackers by discussing a hacker's posting to. a computer bulletin board. In the 

posting the hacker makes reference to assassinating another MP for suppOlting the 

legislation. This example is also a good illustration of how the claims-makers 

appeal to their audience's emotion of fear in order to generate support for their 

claims. Other extreme cases are referenced by politicians such as the hacker who 

allegedly tried to kill hospital patients by accessing their drug records and altering 

their prescriptions (Chandler, 1996; Taylor 2001). 

As a number of constructionists (see Ibarra & Kitsuse, 1993; Loseke, 

1999; Spector & Kitsuse, 1987) have indicated, it is necessary for the analyst to 

pay close attention to the words used by claims-makers in their attempts to 

persuade audiences. Researchers examining how hackers came to be defined as 

deviant also make this point by drawing attention to the pejorative rhetoric used 

by politicians and CSI persOlmel (Chandler, 1996; Huss, 1998; Taylor, 2001). For 

example, Taylor (2001) argues that words such as "rat", "monster", "vandal", and 

10 
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"bastard" are used by CSI writers in books andjoumal articles to distance 

themselves from hackers and emphasize hackers' deviant and dangerous qualities. 

Chandler (1996) also discusses the language used by claims-makers to define 

hackers as deviant. Loaded tem1S such as "addict", "compUlsive", and 

"obsessive", used to describe hackers' willingness to spend hours on their 

computers and their intense drive for exploration, paint a picture of mentally 

disturbed individuals no longer in control of their behaviour (Chandler, 1996). 

These terms, along with others such as "monster", "abnormal" and "robot" 

pOliray hackers not only as mentally unstable, but also non-human and dangerous 

(Chandler, 1996). 

Another strategy used by claims-makers is to relate hacking to other more 

established social problems such as the underground distribution of pornography 

and drug use (Chandler, 1996; Taylor, 2001). Chandler (1996) identifies five 

predominant images used in the media to characterize hackers. These images 

include: (1) cowboys; (2) intellectualjoYJ-iders; (3) murderers; (4) mentally ill; 

and, (5) spies. While the more positive cowboy metaphor conjures up feelings of 

individualism and freedom, hackers are more often portrayed in terms of the 

dangerous and potentially subversive characteristics associated with the other 

types of images. Drawing on headlines such as "Intellectual Joyriders' Jailed", 

Chandler (1996) argues that by grouping the escapades of joyriding youth racing 

about in stolen cars together with hackers and their "illegal computer joyriding", 

the media alerted the public to the danger of computer hackers and contributed to 

11 
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the moral panic surrounding their alleged activities. As another example, 

Chandler (1996) discusses how media reports liken computer vimses to AIDS. 

She states that, " ... linking two 'folk devils' in this way, lends tmth to media 

speCUlation and reporting about both because reports on AIDS can now be 

compared with hacking and vice versa, and in this way spurious evidence 

becomes corroborative" (p. 241). 

Vivid visual cues are also employed by legal officials via the media to 

illustrate the dangerousness of hackers. Taylor (2001) argues that images of 

police raids on suspected hackers' homes can be interpreted as exhibiting the 

displaced fear of the law enforcer or as a deliberate strategy to increase hackers' 

deviancy status. In addition, Taylor (2001) points out that politicians' lack of 

evidence concerning the claims made against hackers (e.g., their use of drugs, 

trafficking child pornography) helps to buttress the success of their claims by 

again playing on audience fear. While politicians lack specific evidence, rumour 

and guesstimates increase pressure to legislate against hackers because of the fear 

that is produced by the unknown. However, if we are to understand how 

politician's and the CSI's claims have been successful, Taylor (2001) also argues 

that it is necessary to consider the socio-historical context in which they were 

made. 

Employing Marshall McLuhan's notion of "cultural lag", Taylor (2001) 

posits that there is an air of mystery surrounding technology in our society. He 

states that, " ... hackers are perhaps a specific illustration of some of the wider 

12 
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problems society faces as it struggles to assimilate new inforn1ation technologies 

into existing social structures" (2001, p. 285). He argues that the ongoing 

computer revolution, combined with privatization of consumption, post cold-war 

feelings of vulnerability and the information/generation gap, has led to conditions 

of large-scale social and technical transition where hackers are made the 

scapegoats of the social unease accompanying this transition. It is within this 

context that claims-makers are able to persuade their audience. 

Taylor (2001) also maintains that the non-physical nature of hacking, 

along with its anonymity and (popularly defined) illicit nature, combine to create 

an air of mystery surrounding the activity, which in tum contribute to societal fear 

and anxiety. He indicates that these factors make it easier for the media to portray 

hackers in deviant tern1S. 

Those making counter-claims against the media, CSI, and politicians 

include hackers and those acting on their behalf (e.g., defence attorneys). h1 an 

attempt to contest the assertions made against them a claim employed by hackers 

is that of similarity. One such similarity hackers maintain they share with 

members of the CSI is the desire to explore and test the limits oftechnology 

(Taylor,2001). Given the CSI's attempt to professionalize their work, hackers 

have been largely unsuccessful in employing this claim (Taylor, 2001). That is, 

since the public sees hackers as deviant, those in the CSI avoid public disclosures 

that would associate members of their burgeoning industry with "computer 

criminals." A further counter-claim used by hackers is to asselt that authorities 

13 
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are over-reacting and that hackers are simply misrepresented by the media and 

other claims-makers (Huss, 1998; Taylor, 2001). Counter-claims made by 

hackers and those acting on their behalf are largely unsuccessful. Such appeals 

must be made within a social atmosphere wherein hackers have been predefined 

as deviant. Therefore, the majority ofthe populace are unsympathetic to 

individuals who are seen as having contravened the legal conventions of society. 

Given their inability to influence popular discollrse sun-ounding hacking, Huss 

(1998) suggests that traditional hackers have lost control of the popular definition 

of the hacker image. 

TOWARDS A STATEMENT ON THE HACKER SUBCULTURE 

We can describe the perspectives of one group and see how they 
mesh or fail to mesh with the perspectives of the other group: the 
perspectives of rule-breakers as they meet and eorlfliet with the 
perspectives of those who enforce the rules, and vice versa. But 
we cannot understand the situation or process without giving fit/I 
weight to the differences between the perspectives of the two 
groups involved. It is in the nature of the phenomenon of 
deviance that it will be difficult for anyone to study both sides of 
the process and accurately capture the perspectives of both 
classes of participants. (Becker, 1963, p. 173) 

It is not within the purview of this thesis to acquire, first-hand, the 

perspectives of both insiders and outsiders to the hacker subculture. As Becker 

(1963) suggests, such an undertaking is not practical considering the amount of 

time necessary to gain access to and win the confidence of the people we hope to 

study. Therefore, what is presented is necessarily a one-sided perspective on the 

things considered impOliant to one group and not the other. The focus within this 
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section and those that follow is on the perspective of hackers, and not outsiders. 

With that said, two qualifications must be made. First, the perspectives of 

outsiders are necessarily taken into account by hackers in coming to a sense of 

what defines them. Such understandings are made clear in how hackers interact 

with one another, but more impOliantly in how they present themselves to 

outsiders. These insider perspectives, however, are presented through the lens of 

the hacker rather than through the perspective ofthose labelling hackers as 

somehow different or deviant from an outside vantage point. Second, outside 

perspectives are taken into account to a certain degree in this thesis by relying 

upon secondary source materials such as previous research and media 

presentations. The need to understand a subculture from the standpoint of those 

involved in its development wan-ants the focus on one group, at the expense of 

another. 

As Huss (1998) points out, most of the infonnation we have about hackers 

is based upon media portrayals. A difficulty one encounters when trying to 

understand hackers through the media is that, as discussed, the media offers a 

representation of hackers that is necessarily limited due to their outsider status and 

focus on producing newsworthy stories. Very few studies have gone directly to 

hackers as the primary source of data on their experiences, viewpoints and 
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activities.3 Departing from much of the previous research, I work from the 

symbolic interactionist perspective (Blumer, 1969; Mead, 1934; Pms, 1996) and 

rely upon ethnographic fieldwork and in-depth interviews to acquire an insider 

perspective into the life-worlds of hackers. 

The notion of "subculture" is central to my work. Pms (1997) defines a 

subculture as, "a set of interactionally linked people characterized by some sense 

of distinctiveness (outsider and insider definitions) within the broader 

community" (p. 41). He indicates that, "subcultures typically develop around 

some fonn of activity, but imply reflectivity, interaction and continuity over time" 

(1997, p. 41). The concept of subculture will be examined further in the next 

chapter. 

Drawing and abstracting from various researchers' theoretical writings on 

subculture (e.g., Arnold, 1970; Clarke, 1974;Fine, 1987; Fine & Kleinman, 1979; 

Goode, 1957; McCaghy & Capron, 1997; Pms, 1997; Shibutani, 1955), some of 

the main features characterizing a subculture can be said to include: (a) an 

ideology shared by members of the community; (b) common patterns of activity 

that distinguish those within the subculture from outsiders; (c) a unique language 

or argot that is particular to the subculture; (d) symbolic objects or miefacts that 

3 Arbaugh (1999), Huss (1998) and Taylor's (1999, 2001) research are notable 
exceptions. Huss (1998) combines both quantitative and qualitative research techniques to 
analyze the social construction and labelling of hackers and the hacker identity. He bases his 
findings on media, computer security industry and hacker perspectives. Arbaugh (1999) bases his 
research on online interactions with and between hackers and examines hacker-produced 
information (e.g., newsletters, magazines, tutorials) to delineate the different roles played by 
members of the computer underground (e.g., hackers, crackers, phreaks, warez dOOdz, lamers). 
Similar to the CUlTent thesis, Arbaugh (1999) examines whether or not the computer underground 
can be classified as a subculhlre. Taylor's (1999, 2001) research compares hackers' and the CSI's 
perspectives by interviewing and analysing each side's accounts. 
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hold unique meaning to those within the subculture; (e) community norms or rules 

of behaviour; and, (f) self-image/identity which is closely linked to the 

subculture's ideology. The ensuing discussion will focus on examining the 

hacker subculture in terms of its ideology and argot. Additional chapters explore 

how the ternl hacker and hacking are defined by outsiders and insiders and 

discuss some ofthe methodological issues surrounding online field research. This 

thesis very much represents a departure in certain ways from examining hackers 

in telms of their associated criminally deviant characteristics. Moving beyond 

what Prus (1997) has termed the "deviance mystique" the ultimate goal of this 

report is to present an interactionist account of hackers' perspectives as they are 

shared with others and enacted in the here-and-now of online and real-world 

experience. 

Before moving on to the substantive content of this paper, an overview of 

the theoretical framework and methodological approach is presented in order 

situate the reader and frame the current analysis. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THEORY 

This chapter and the one that follows present the theoretical and 

methodological approach taken to investigate the hacker subculture, ~hile at the 

same time offering insights into the types of theoretical and methodological issues 

that had to be dealt with along the way. In order to fully appreciate how human. 

group life is accomplished on an everyday basis, I have adopted a symbolic 

interactionist perspective (Mead, 1934; Blumer, 1969; Prus, 1996, 1997) and used 

an ethnographic approach (Prus, 1996, 1997) to study the experiences of those 

within the hacker community. As will be made clear in these next two chapters, 

the theory and method used in this study are not wholly separable. 

SYMBOLIC INTERACTIONISM 

In general, symbolic interactionism can be described as, " ... the study of . 

the ways in which people make sense of their life-situations and the ways in 

which they go about their activities" (Prus, 1996, p. 10). According to Herbert 

Blumer (1969), symbolic interactionism rests on three basic premises: 

The first premise is that human beings act toward things on the 
basis of the meanings they have for them ... The second premise is 
that the meaning of such things is derived from, or arises out of, 
the social interaction that one has with one's fellows. The third 
premise is that these meanings are handled in, and modified 
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through, an interpretive process used by the person in dealing with 
the things he encounters. (p. 2) 

Consequently, the accomplishment of human group life should be viewed as an 

intersubjective process where people develop meanings about objects by 

interacting with others. Meanings are therefore social products, " ... creations that 

are fonned in and through the defining activities of people as they interact" 

(Blumer, 1969, p. 5). By viewing human life as group life, where people are in a 

process of socially constructing meaning about the world of objects in which they 

live, symbolic interactionism requires that the researcher be attentive to the way 

in which people convey meaning about objects to others. Accordingly, linguistic 

interchange and activity within the life-worlds of the "other" become the focus of 

the symbolic interactionist. 

Adopting the pragmatist stance on agency, interactionists emphasize the 

active role people play in shaping their environments and destinies (Mead, 1934; 

Blumer, 1969; Prus, 1996, 1997). Rather than treating individual behaviours as a 

result of external factors causing people to act in one way or another, 

interactionists stress the human capability of engaging in minded and meaningful 

behaviour. At the same time, interactionists recognize reality as not only being 

socially constructed, but also as being obdurate. Blumer (1969) employs the 

notion of an "obdurate reality" to suggest that human group life takes place within 

a world of objects that can act back upon the actor and resist definition. These 

objects are given meaning and are interpreted by actors through their interactions 

with others and through one's own capacity to think in abstract ternlS and 
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develop, refonnulate and carry out lines of action. The same object may hold 

different and multiple meanings for each individual and may, at the same time 

mean something different at different times and in different contexts for the same 

individual (Mead, 1934; Blumer, 1969). 

Humans also have the capacity to be both a subject and object unto 

themselves (Mead, 1934; Blumer, 1969). Individuals thus have the ability to take 

themselves into consideration when formulating lines of action. It is this reflexive 

capacity and the ability to see oneself in the "generalized other" (i.e., the ability to 

take a generalized set of attitudes or multiple positions towards oneself into 

consideration) that an individual develops a conception of self (Mead, 1934; 

Cooley, 1922). Mead (1934) suggests that individuals fonnulate the notion of a 

generalized other during their youth. The generalized other is used as a referent 

when attempting to anticipate how others may perceive and act towards us. Thus, 

even without the presence of others, individuals are capable of organizing their 

thoughts and behaviour around the generalized other - the representation of 

societal attitudes within the individual (Mead, 1934). As Liebow (1994) states, . 

"Trying to put oneself in the place of the other lies at the heart of the social 

contract and of social life itself' (1994, p. xv). 

Building on the aforementioned premises, Prus (1999) captures the 

essence of the interactionist perspective in a series often assumptions: 

1. Human group life is intersubjective. Human group life is 
accomplished (and made meaningful) through community-based, 
linguistic interchange. 
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2. Human group life is knowingly problematical. It is through 
symbol-based references that people begin to distinguish (i.e., 
delineate, designate, and define) realms of "the known" and (later) 
"the unknown". 

3. Human group life is object-oriented. Denoting any phenomenon or 
thing that can be referenced (observed, referred to, indicated, acted 
toward, or otherwise knowingly experienced), [objects] constitute 
the contextual and operational essence ofthe humanly known 
environment. 

4. Human group life is (multi) perspectival. As groups of people 
engage the world on an ongoing basis, they develop viewpoints, 
conceptual frameworks, or notions of reality that may differ from 
those of other groups. 

5. Human group life is reflective. By taking the perspective of the 
other into account with respect to one's own being that people 
become objects unto themselves (and act accordingly). 

6. Human group life is sensory/embodied and (knowingly) 
materialized. Among the realms of humanly knowing "what is" 
and "what is not," people develop an awareness of [the material or 
physical things] that others in the community recognize. This 
includes attending to some [sensorylbody/physiological] essences 
of human beings (self and other), acknowledging human capacities 
for stimulation and activity, and recognizing some realms of 
practical (enacted, embodied) limitation and fragility. 

7. Human group life is activity-based. Human behaviour (action and 
interaction) is envisioned as a meaningful, deliberative, 
formulative (engaging) process; of doing things with respect to 
[objects]. 

8. Human group life is negotiable. Because human activity 
frequently involves direct interactions with others, people may 
anticipate and strive to influence others as well as acknowledge 
and resist the influences of others. 

9. Human group life is relational. People do things within group 
contexts; people act mindfully of, and in conjunction with, their 
definitions of self and other (i.e., self-other identities). 

10. Human group life is processual. Human lived experiences (and 
activities) are viewed in emergent, ongoing, or temporally 
developed telTI1S. 

By delineating the underlying assumptions ofinteractionist theory, the researcher 

is better positioned for investigating and understanding the world of the other. 

Such premises form the theoretical position of this thesis and in tum represent the 
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sociological lens through which the social world of the hacker has been 

interpreted. 

Interactionism Online 

In the process of interaction, people use symbols to convey meanings. As 

verbal symbols, words provide representations for objects, emotions, and 

behaviours. Non-verbal symbols such as body language are also used to convey 

meanings about objects. In their methodological discussion on field research, 

Taylor and Bogdan (1984) suggest that it is necessary for the researcher to be 

attentive to the "dialogue accessories" that accompany people's verbal symbols. 

Such things as one's gestures, tone of voice, and speech patterns add additional 

meaning to what someone says and therefore help in the researcher's 

interpretation of the meanings of words. 

When interacting with other people over the Internet the researcher is 

presented with a different, somewhat more limited, range of dialogue accessories. 

However, everyone participating in online discussion must interact within the 

same boundaries. In entering into this virtual life-world, part of the process of 

achieving a sense of intimate familiarity with one's subject matter is experiencing 

the same sorts of ambiguities others encounter when engaging in online activity 

and communication. Not only are there various forms of communication on the 

Intemet (e.g., e-mail, IRe, web boards) there are also a number of conventions 

(known as netiquette, which are interpreted in various ways), short hand (e.g., 
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emoticons, acronyms) and j argon one learns to follow and interpret. 4 As people 

spend more time online they tend to develop a greater sense of proficiency with 

the different ways of communicating with one another. 

Although Fine (1987) suggests that the researcher's role is to focus on 

interaction as it takes place on a face-to-face basis, the Internet allows for 

sustained interaction, although non-physical, to occur across vast distances. In 

this computer-mediated, social life-world people with a wide range of 

backgrounds and interests are spending a significant amount of time forming 

relationships, developing perspectives, sharing ideas, creating meaningful online 

identities and virtual objects, and generally, developing and transmitting culture. 

With a computer and an Internet cOlmection, people can navigate the online 

realm, moving from one interest to the next as quickly as they move from one 

online persona to another. 

While having to interact through a computer may be seen as an obstacle to 

effective communication, to certain individuals online interaction removes some 

of the limitations encountered dUling face-to-face interaction. For instance, the -

perceived anonymity one is afforded by the Intemet permits those, who may 

otherwise be too shy, to engage in conversations about things of interest to them. 

At the same time, one's sense of anonymity may provide for a more open 

discussion about activities that may be deemed by outsiders as deviant and 

necessary of some fonn of sanctioning. From a researcher's standpoint, the 

4 Aspects of online talk are discussed in Chapter 6: Hacker Argot. 
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interest is in having informants feel as comfortable as possible so that they may 

discuss all realms of activity, experiences and perspectives (deviant or otherwise) 

that are of interest to them. 

Online interaction demands that the researcher be proficient or develop 

proficiency in achieving a degree of comfort with this medium of communication. 

In acquiring this knowledge, one necessarily goes through a number of steps -- a 

natural history -- of gaining competence in the online realm. Experiencing, 

recognizing and examining the various stages of this process provides a great deal 

of insight into one's understanding of how others acquire a sense of online 

fluency and know how. This in tum may very well be what the researcher is 

interested in studying. 

Given their affinity with computers and the Internet, hackers, likely more 

than any other computer user, have developed a great deal of online comfort and 

fluency. In discussing his research on the hacker subculture, Dr. Kall Loper 

suggests that hackers are likely more at home when communicating online than 

most users (Chawla, 2001). During my real-time chat sessions with hackers, not 

only were most able to communicate their thoughts quickly, they were also quite 

miiculate in expressing their ideas and perspectives. 

Conceptualizing Subculture from an Interactionist Perspective 

Throughout the scholarly literature on the concept of subculture one finds 

that there is variability in how the ternl is defined and applied. Citing Cohen 

(1955) and Miller's (1958) research on delinquent youth, Fine (1987) indicates 
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that some researchers treat subculture as a closed and formal stmcture devoid of 

social interaction. The symbolic interactionist stance on this matter is to put 

interaction front-and-centre in one's research, focusing on communication and 

activity as it takes place in the here-and-now in order to understand how cultures 

is developed and spread (Blumer, 1969; Fine, 1987; Fine & Kleinman, 1979; 

Pms, 1996, 1997; Shibutani, 1955). From this point of view, subculture can be 

defined as, " ... a set of interactionally linked people characterized by some sense 

of distinctiveness (outsider and insider definitions) within the broader 

community" (Prus, 1997, p. 41). Some of the fundamental conceptual features of 

subculture identified by interactionists include: (1) an understanding of group 

culture in tenns of the multiplicity of involvements individuals have with various 

groups; (2) the processual nature of subculture; (3) subcultural variants; and, (4) 

characteristics which constitute the culture of a subsociety and distinguish 

individual subcultures. 

Culture Formation: The Subcultural Mosaic 

While a study may focus on a particular subculture it is important to 

recognize that the cultural characteristics of any group are fonned and influenced 

by individuals' perspectives as they are developed in other aspects oftheir lives 

through an ongoing process of self-reflection and interpretation. To appreciate 

how subculture is developed, it is necessary to explore individuals' 

5 Culture is defined in this thesis as the cumulative body of ideas and practices for a 
given group of people (Becker, Geer, Hughes & Strauss, 1961). 
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understandings not only as they are constituted in the activities and interactions of 

people within particular life-worlds, but also by examining the interpretive 

process and individuals' perspectives brought to the group from outside or 

external involvements. 

Building upon the works of Blumer (1969) and Strauss (1982, 1984, 

1993), Prus (1997) stresses that society is best understood by examining people's 

multiple involvements in various life-worlds: 

Rather than envision any society or community (from the most 
elementary and homogeneous human communities to the most 
complex and diversified societies) as characterized by a dominant 
or highly pervasive culture, it is posited that any society or 
community consists of people acting in a mosaic (or set, 
configuration, amalgamation, matrix, or collage) of diverse 
subcultures or life-worlds that exist in temporal, dialectic (and in 
many cases only indirectly connected) relationships to each other. 
(pp.36-37) 

Prus (1997) argues against treating culture as a homogenous "overarching 

singularity." He suggests that by doing so we lose sight of how culture is fornled 

between individuals in their various everyday interactions in a series of different 

settings. Instead, Prus maintains that the cultural aspects of human group-life 

should be envisioned in telIDS of a subcultural mosaic: " ... the multiplicity of 

subcultures, life-worlds, or group affiliations that constitute people's 

involvements in societies or communities at any point in time" (1997, p. 36). 

Viewed in these terms, culture is very much a humanly enacted phenomenon 

dependent on individuals interacting and drawing on their knowledge garnered in 

and from a series of life-worlds or subsocieties. 
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Most of the research on subcultures has left it unclear as to whether the 

term refers to a group of people or to a group's shared ideas (Arnold, 1970; Fine 

& Kleinman, 1979). While "subsociety" is defined in purely stmctural ternlS 

based upon membership in groups or smaller segments of society, the cultural 

elements (i.e., ideas and practices) that characterize a particular sub society make 

up its subculture (Fine & Kleinman, 1979). As people enter into or become pm1 

of a subsociety their membership requires that they adopt the group's cultural 

elements (Fine & Kleinman, 1979). Within each subsociety, cultural 

understandings are developed and influenced by the perspectives brought from 

each individual's involvement in and knowledge of other life-worlds. Drawing 

upon the perspectives of various reference worlds,6 individuals' viewpoints are 

adapted to the different contexts and situations in which they find themselves 

(Shibutani, 1955). Therefore, individuals may simultaneously or alternatively 

identify with more than one subculture (Shibutani, 1955). It is in this way that 

group-life is said to be multi-perspectival (Pms, 1997). 

Shibutani (1955) points out that it is possible for anthropologists focusing 

on isolated societies to adequately discuss "cultural areas" in geographical terms. 

However, in "modem mass society", rapid transit and mass communication (e.g., 

the media, telephone, Internet) provide for numerous communication channels. 

Through these networks individuals are able share and encounter cultural 

6 As Irwin (1970b) indicates, although Shibutani (1955) does not refer to "reference 
worlds" or "social worlds" as subcultures, this is one of the ways in which the concept can be 
applied. 
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knowledge without ever being in close proximity to one another (Fine & 

Kleinman, 1979; Prus, 1997; Shibutani, 1955). As such, geographical boundaries 

may inhibit, but not halt, the transmission of culture: 

[S]ince communication networks are no longer cotern1inous with 
territorial boundaries, culture areas overlap and have lost their 
territorial bases ... Each social world, then, is a culture area, the 
boundaries of which are set neither by territory nor by formal 
group membership but by the limits of effective communication. 
(Shibuta~i, 1955, p. 566) 

The Internet is a good example of a communication medium through which 

culture can be developed and conveyed both directly (e.g., one-on-one chats) and 

indirectly (e.g., inforn1ation presented on web pages, newsgroups, etc.) to people 

that might othelwise never "meet." Online access to a wide range of different 

groups espousing varied cultural understandings permits for the fOl111ation of 

perspectives on a grand scale. Although the Internet creates restrictions for more 

complete associations (i.e., of the kind one acquires through face-to-face 

interaction), individuals are able to fonn perspectives that are identifiable both on-

and off-line. 

The Processllal Nature of Subculture 

Culture is not a static entity but a continuing process; norms are 
creatively reaffirmed from day to day in social interaction. 
(Shibutani, 1955, p. 564) 

If we work from the interactionist premise that group life is processual, 

and meanings therefore historically relative, it follows then that subcultures are 

more or less in constant flux. Irwin (1970a) aptly discusses the need for a 
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processual conceptualization of subculture in discussing the historically and 

contextually relative nature of meanings: 

In conclusion, a subculture must be analyzed historically. With 
the concept of subculture that was presented here - as something 
strongly akin to the concept "culture" which is changing and 
evolving constantly - to understand the behavior ofthe subculture 
participants, the investigator must be cognizant of the time 
dimension ofthe phenomenon. Subcultural systems are 
undergoing constant changes due to intemal processes of growth 
and change, and due to varying circumstance of the greater 
cultural-social setting of the subculture. Therefore, certain 
behavior at one point oftime does not have the same meaning, 
and relationship to the subculture as it has at another time. (p. 111) 

As individuals enter into different groups and experience others' perspectives, the 

way in which they think about the world is influenced in some way. Through a 

process of interchange, the meanings people attribute to the world of objects in 

which they live may be challenged or confirmed and perhaps, refined (Fine & 

Kleimnan, 1979). As people encounter and dwell on these ideas, their cultural 

understandings are negotiated both externally and internally through the exchange 

of verbal and non-verbal symbols and a process of self-reflection. 

As Pros (1997) points out, when individuals sustain an enduring 

intersubjective understanding of the objects that make up their particular life-

world(s), they develop more sustained cultures. However, given the pluralistic 

and information-oriented nature of modem western societies, where individuals 

are more or less in contact with a number of different cultures, subcultures are 

likely to fluctuate over time to varying degrees. Some subcultures have 

undergone totalizing changes in a very short period of time, while others have 
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changed very little over the centuries. The extent of change would seem to 

depend on such things as the mles of a given society, encounters with outside 

ideas, and actions taken to alter others' understandings. Even in more modern 

societies, where contrasting perspectives are encountered on a continual basis, if 

individuals are part of a society wherein ideas opposing their own are effectively 

countered, they too may be able to retain a relatively stable or static subculture. 

Th-e changing composition of group membership is a stmctural aspect of a 

subsociety that is inevitably fluid. Some groups might continually be accepting 

new members, whereas others are more closed. However, as time passes 

individuals seek alternative involvements, age out of groups, and pass-away, 

therefore necessitating that these groups attract new members or cease to exist. 

Some groups may be formed for very short periods oftime and others may exist 

forever (even though membership changes). As group membership changes, 

newcomers bring with them a series ofperspectives acquired in other contexts. 

The possibility of encountering differing viewpoints brought by newcomers has 

the potential to impact on the existing ideology of a subsociety. Thus, fluidity of 

membership is a key stmctural element impacting on the cultural aspects of a 

society. 

Treating culture as "something in the making" (Prus, 1997) has a profound 

effect on how social scientists study subculture. Rather than treating a subculture 

as being static, it necessitates that researchers develop an understanding of the 

ongoing and emergent aspects of culture within particular groups. As Fine and 
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Kleinman (1979) indicate, however, it is problematic to investigate something that 

is in flux, as findings will only capture a subset of information across a certain 

time period. Nonetheless, the fluidity of personnel and information across 

subcultural boundaries needs to be taken into account (Fine & KleilIDlan, 1979). 

Subcultural Variallts 

Pms (1997) asserts that there are, " ... an endless assortment of contexts 

(and levels) in which the concept subculture may be applied ... " (43). The terms 

idiosubculture (Fine, 1987) and groupculture (Gordon, 1970) have been used by 

researchers to distinguish a smaller segment of an overarching subculture, the 

small group, wherein the group's culture is created and shared amongst 

individuals who know one another. For these researchers, the telID subculture is 

reserved to describe the larger social units through which culture is disseminated, 

where members may not interact directly with one another, but still share a 

common culture. Expanding on this idea, Pms (1997) offers a set of working 

definitions for researchers to apply to the different contexts or levels of a 

subculture. Of particular interest to this thesis are the distinctions Pms (1997) 

makes between transnational and local subcultures. 

The hacker subculture is very much what Pms (1997) has temled a 

"transnational subculture." Transnational subculture is used to define a group that 

is COIDlected by some focal activity over a broad geographical region (Pms, 1997). 

Therefore, the focal activity of hackers is hacking and its related activities, and 

the broad geographical region they cover, via the Internet, is the world. As Pms 
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(1997) points out, it is not necessary for members of a subculture to ever meet 

face-to-face during their interactions or even know of each other's existence in 

order for a subculture to exist: 

While contingent on communication between the pmiicipants, 
subcultural communication is not limited to face-to-face 
interaction (consider mail, telephone, and computer linkages), nor 
need it imply direct interaction between all members of the 
subculture (others may provide interactive linkages). Thus, while 
a great many subcultures are built directly on face-to-face 
interactions, it is not necessary that those involved in any 
particular subculture reside in the same geographic setting or even 
know of each other's existence. (p. 41) 

Each of the different groups that were investigated in this study can be seen as 

existing, for the most part, autonomously from one another. These groups 

represent what Pms (1997) has tem1ed "local subcultures", or simply, smaller 

groups of hackers, although operating somewhat independently from the 

transnational subculture, very much identify with the larger hacker community. 

Characteristics of Subculture 

In examining various theoretical writings on subculture (e.g., Fine & 

Kleinman, 1979; McCaghy & Capron, 1997; Pms, 1997; Shibutani, 1955) and 

other qualitative research directly or indirectly employing the concept (e.g., 

Becker, 1973; Fine, 1987; Humphreys, 1975; Letkeman, 1973; Mitchell, 1983; 

Pms & Irini, 1980), a consistent pattern of the common conceptual characteristics 
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of "subculture" has been observed.7 A brief overview of each of these 

characteristics is presented here in terms of working definitions. Although the 

following characteristics are presented separate from one another, a more 

complete appreciation of a community's culture is accomplished by envisioning 

each element as being related to the next and coming together to form an 

interconnected whole, resulting in the formation of subculture: 

(1) Ideology or Perspective - The way in which a group views and makes 

sense out of the world that serves to justify the existence of the group and 

its accompanying values and beliefs; 

(2) Rituals or Routines - A common set or patterns of activities, which are 

pmiicular to a subsociety, but more importantly differ from outside 

understandings in telIDS of the meanings applied to them by insiders; 

(3) Argot - A distinct language and way of speaking where new symbols may 

be developed within the group context and additional meanings placed 

upon words used by both insiders and outsiders; 

(4) Norms - Rules of behaviour or expectations of appropriate conduct 

developed within the group context, which exist both formally and 

informally as ways of governing members' behaviour; 

7 The idea for presenting subculture in terms of the various characteristics identified here 
came as result of a lecture by Dr. Dorothy Pawluch (of which I was sitting in on as a teaching 
assistant). The pUlpose of the lecture was to introduce "subculture" to an undergraduate sociology 
of deviance class at McMaster University. Soon after I began exploring the concept further in 
different interactionists' research and found that, while the terminology differed somewhat from 
researcher to researcher, the ideas presented by Dr. Pawluch were more or less consistent 
throughout others' writings. 
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(5) Artefacts - objects (both physical and non-physical) that represent the 

symbolic items of a particular subsociety as they may be a focal point of 

group activity and hold special meaning due to their historical or nostalgic 

significance imputed upon them by insiders; 

(6) Identity - Definitions of self revolving around how individuals in the 

group see themselves and how they feel outsiders see them. 

In subsequent chapters the concepts of ideology and argot will be explored more 

thoroughly and applied directly in analysing the hacker subculture. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHOD 

ETHNOGRAPHIC INQUIRY 

McMaster - Sociology 

In outlining the methodology ofthis thesis, I take the stance that it is 

necessary to make indications of where we, as ethnographers, are coming from 

when we approach our studies. This involves not only laying out one's theoretical 

orientation, but also locating oneself in the research and bringing to the fore a 

recognition that what the field researcher presents is his or her interpretation of 

the setting and interactions therein. In presenting my own sUbjective disclosures, 

I hope to share a small portion of the research experience and, in tum, offer a 

more complete picture of the study's results. 

As Bailey (1996) points out, that which we leam from our setting is 

affected by who we are, including our personality, status, appearance and 

expertise. Like any other individual, we too are bound to our interpretations. 

And while our interpretations are guided by theoretical and methodological 

principles, we camlot ignore personal factors that influence our research in one 

way or another. The methodological approach to be described attempts to not 

only illustrate the procedure, but also make indications as to the types of obstacles 

and sentiments that arose throughout my time in the field. In giving recognition 
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to those aspects of the research that affect the process of data collection, I hope to 

provide a more complete picture of the field research process, a process that while 

sociologically grounded, remains tme to the human aspects of making 

negotiations, fonning relationships, reflecting upon situations, deciding on 

courses of action, and developing understandings. 

Illteractiollism and Ethnography 

Viewing human group life from an interactionist standpoint has profound 

implications for the type of approach taken to study human behaviour. Blumer 

(1969) suggests that if one wants to study human behaviour, he or she should take 

a "naturalistic" approach. Such an approach requires that the researcher make an 

effort to get inside the world of the people being studied and place him or herself 

in the position of the individual or the collectivity being investigated (Blumer, 

1969). Additionally, Blumer (1969) stresses that the researcher should strive to 

acquire a body of relevant observations on the group being studied. Therefore, 

Prus (1997) suggests that an ethnographic approach be adopted to gain "intimate 

familiarity" with one's subject matter, that is, the world of human experience. 

An etlmographic approach allows the researcher to acquire an inside 

perspective on how people actively engage the world in a meaningful, interactive, 

and interpretive fashion. Prus (1997) posits that ethnographic research requires 

that the researcher learn about human lived experience through "interactive 

inquiry." He states that it is only by venturing into the life-worlds of the other 

and interacting extensively \vith those being stlldied is it possible to fully 
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appreciate human lived experience. Pms (1997) maintains that the goal of the 

ethnographic investigator is to examine and analyze human group life "as it is 

constituted in practice" (Prus, 1997, p. 195, emphasis in original). To accomplish 

this, he suggests that the primary pursuit of the ethnographer is "to achieve a 

thorough, sensitive, and fine-grained descriptive account of the life-world of the 

other" (1997, p. 192). While ethnographers may limit themselves to this task, he 

argues that a second and related objective is to develop analytical concepts that 

help to establish more precise understandings ofthe situations they are examining 

- an objective I attempt to adhere to throughout the analysis. 

In order to collect ethnographic data, Pms (1997) suggests that the 

researcher acquire information about people's lived experiences through 

observation, pm1icipant observation, and interviews. While observational data is 

limited to making inferences about the meanings that others attribute to objects, 

participant observation and interviewing allow the researcher to obtain an in

depth understanding of the intersubjective realities that are actively forged within 

particular settings (Prus, 1997). 

Dealing with Preconceptions 

As an ethnographic study, the research and analysis in this report can be 

envisioned as exploratory in thrust. It is exploratory in the sense that, although 

each ethnographer begins with a theoretical and methodological toolset, the 
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imposition of prior understandings of a patiicular group are forgone 8 in favour of 

acquiring an insider perspective and achieving a sense of intimate familiarity with 

the particular group being investigated. While it is impossible to simply forget 

one's previous impressions and understandings ofa specific group, it is necessary 

to keep an open mind to meanings people apply to the objects they make 

reference to within their particular life-worlds. 

With that said, what one learns in theory, does not always play out to the 

same extent in the field. Even with a few years of background research and 

reading on grounded theory, at the outset ofthis project I had already faltered on 

one of the primary mles of ethnographic research - I had developed preconceived 

notions about the hackers I sought to understand. As Taylor and Bogdan (1984) 

advocate, the research design should be flexible from the outset as, " ... the 

preconceived image we have of the people we intend to study may be naIve, 

misleading, or downright false" (p. 16). Perhaps the most fundamental mistake a 

person can make in this regard, is to apply a pre-formed, moralistic definition to 

the group under study. However, given the widespread, outsider (media, layman, 

legal) consensus that hackers were computer criminals, I thought it would be 

interesting to examine this criminally deviant subculture and see how it worked 

from the inside. 

8 As mentioned, the degree to which one can set aside his or her personal biases and 
preconceptions is highly questionable. However, being aware of such things as researcher bias, 
reactive effects, and related issues allows the researcher to evaluate their own impressions. At the 
same time, presenting one's subjective interpretations as part of the research process helps to 
frame the analysis so that others can better understand the researcher's findings. 
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I ended up meeting with a group of hackers after coming across their web 

page and seeking permission, via e-mail, to attend one of their meetings. 

Although the rules laid out on their site suggested that all were welcome, I was 

sceptical. The following day I received an e-mail reply indicating that I was more 

than welcome to attend. However, after my first meeting with this group, I was 

unsure as to whether or not these people were indeed hackers. The topics of 

discussion at the meeting had little to do with the illegal activities I felt were 

typical of hackers (e.g., creating viruses, stealing passwords, breaking into 

computer networks). Instead, they discussed the theory behind the Tesla coil,9 

visited the local automotive parts store to sift through an endless array of (what 

appeared to me) to be useless bits and pieces of electronics, and examined the 

inner structure of a discarded dial-tone generator (which they dubbed, "The God 

(Ascension) Box"). In short, nothing of an illegal nature was discussed during the 

meeting. Instead, what appeared to be of most interest to this group was a desire 

to find new creative uses for things and an interest in finding out how things 

work. Even though I had it in my head that I would not pre-judge the group, I 

found myself questioning whether or not these people were hackers. 

I was well aware of how hackers were presented in the media, but there 

were other social pressures for me to predefine members of the subculture as 

criminal, and potentially dangerous. For example, before my first meeting with a 

group of hackers, my father thought it might be prudent for me to take my brother 

9 In very basic terms, a Tesla coil is a device capable of producing an electrical charge 
that appears similar to a stroke of lightning. 
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along for "protection." One of my friends, a police officer, joked about staking 

out the meeting place in case there were any "hostiles." While I was determined 

not to predefine the hackers I was about to meet, I began to contemplate my 

parent and friend's notions that this group might be physically dangerous. 

There are at least a couple theoretical and methodological observations or 

lessons I took away from this initial experience of claims-making and labelling. 

The first insight is theoretical and pertains to interactionist assumptions regarding 

how people come to understand the world in which they live. As outsiders, my 

father and friend knew very little of what a hacker was, nor did 1. The words of 

caution and concern that were expressed seem to have had a great deal to do with 

our lack of understanding and, at times, fear of the unknown. Through linguistic 

interchange people label and define groups and individuals in order to situate 

them within their realm of experience and understanding. Such labels carry with 

them a set of meanings and definitions. Having never met a person such as a 

hacker before, one relies upon other definitions he or she has come across in an 

attempt to make sense of how a particular person or group of people may think 

and act.' To my father and friend, the suggestion of me going to meet with 

hackers, led them to draw upon their notions of what a hacker was. While my 

friend invoked his police self and accompanying definition of hacker, my father 

drew upon other second hand knowledge of hackers such as media images and 

definitions presented to him through previous conversations. Having encountered 
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similar definitions and having these reinforced by meaningful others put me in a 

position where I found myself further internalizing their perspectives. 

With this in mind, the second, more methods-related observation pertains 

to one being aware of the relative nature of understanding, and how recognizing 

that this in itself offers explanatory power when analysing and presenting one's 

data and findings. It is beyond the field researcher to consciously forget how he 

or she has previously (and/or personally) defined a group of people. However, 

what is important is that ethnographers be cognisant of this fact and always be 

working towards an understanding of a particular group that is not only based 

upon insider information, but also contemplative of the relative nature of 

meanings people apply to the world of objects in which they live. Thus, it would 

seem that a more complete sociological understanding of a pmiicular group of 

people is offered when the researcher works towards presenting and comparing 

both insider and outsider definitions. \0 

Locating Informants and Deciding Upon the Research Settillg 

In order to gain insight into the experiences of hackers, it was necessary to 

detern1ine the various methods of communication they use and discover where 

this group tends to congregate. As one might expect, being a fairly 

geographically disparate group, and given the highly technical (and sometimes 

10 While the terms insider and outsider have been presented here in rather simplistic 
terms, they serve to denote and conh"ast the degree to which one can relate (in telms of viewpoints, 
identity, activity, language, etc.) to a pmticular group. However, rather than thinking of "insider" 
and "outsider" in dialectical or contrasting terms it is likely more informative to view them as 
being on a continuum, with people experiencing a greater or lesser degree of "insidemess" at 
celtain times and places than others. 
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illegal or covert) nature of their activities, hackers use the Intemet (and Bulletin 

Board Systems to a lesser extent) 1 1 to communicate with one another. The 

Internet represents the predominant medium of choice through which they not 

only correspond with one another, but also gather as a virtual community. 

While "traditional" etlmographic ventures have grounded their inquiries 

into human behaviour as it occurs in the real world, the Internet has opened up 

new avenues of communication and has allowed for the formation of virtual 

communities (Ferguson, 1999; Kleinknecht, 2000; Rheingold, 1993). Therefore, 

in order to fully appreciate the experiences of hackers, it is not only necessary to 

meet with them on a face-to-face basis, it is also essential to delve into their 

communities as they exist in the virtual realm. Working from this perspective, I 

approached the study by examining hacker interaction as it occurs both on and off 

the Intemet. 

Hacker meetings in public settings such as a coffee house and food court 

were the primary offline settings in which data were collected. My first meeting 

with a group of hackers took place at a popular coffee shop. As I noted before 

this meeting, "It seemed kind of interesting to me that a group that is 

stereotypically known as being anti-social and involved in illegal activities would 

choose [a popular coffee shop] as a place to meet" (field notes). However, my 

II A Bulletin Board System (BBS) is a computer that people can dial into using their 
modem. Those people who have access to the BBS can: copy files to it from their own computer; 
copy files from it to their own computer; send messages to other users of the bulletin board; and, 
play multi-player games. BBSs are still around in abundance but have generally been superseded 
by the Internet. 
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first experience with a group of hackers quickly reinforced that it would be 

necessary to set aside any such preconceptions and open my mind to the new 

reality I was encountering. 

At the outset of the project it was difficult to find a group of hackers 

geographically close enough to be accessible. However, after a series of searches 

on the Intemet I came across a web site that provided information on (offline) 

hacker meetings that had been held on a monthly basis for a number of years in 

cities across Canada and around the world. Initially, it was necessary to drive a 

few hours to meet with one of these groups. However, this initial meeting 

generated a series of contacts and suggestions of people to talk to and places to 

visit on the Internet to learn more about their subculture. The first group that I 

had met with stmied with approximately five to eight members, but over the 

course of the year had grown to as many as twenty people. When I first attended, 

the group was still in its infancy, having only been officially in operation for 

about five months. This provided for a unique perspective in terms of how people 

became involved, solicited membership, conveyed initial perspectives and 

engaged in preliminary group identity work. Over the course of the first year I 

attended monthly meetings with this group and continued conespondence with 

members of the group via the Internet for the entirety ofthe study. 

Upon setting out to my initial meeting with this group, I encountered some 

of the inconveniences endured by etlmographers during the course of data 

collection: 
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I was late for the meeting, which began at 7 p.m. On my way 
there I faced heavy traffic, ran into three accidents, and got lost 
three times before actually making it to my destination. I arrived 
at 8 p.m. and once I got there I headed directly for the washroom. 
(field notes) 

At this time I had also been arranging to meet with a second group of hackers at 

one of their meetings. My meeting with this group had been coordinated in 

advance and was to occur exactly a month after I had met with the first group. 

However, this did not quite work out as planned: 

I was supposed to meet with [the second] group tonight, however 
when I got to the meeting place there was no one there. The food 
court ... was to be where the group was congregating. Today, 
when I asked my dad for directions to the [location] he told me it 
no longer existed and that it had been replaced by [a different 
building], but he was pretty sure there was still a food comi there. 
On the [the group's] web page it said that they meet at the food 
court on the upper-level of the [building] from 6 to 8 p.m. the first 
Friday of every month. A couple days earlier I had confirmed 
with [the meeting organizer] that they were still meeting on this 
date, and he told me they were. Perhaps it could be that they 
decided to change locations and/or time without updating their 
meeting information on their website. Or they may have 
cancelled the meeting without infomling me. Or maybe they 
wanted to lead me on a wild goose chase ... (field notes) 

It turned out that they did meet that night, but only a few people were going to be 

around, so they got together at a different location. In choosing to come to this 

meeting, I had made the choice to forgo my meeting with the first group (as it was 

also their night to meet). I also missed attending my brother's high school 

convocation (which I had unfOliunately justified on the need for data collection). 

In building the research relationship with informants, each party (i.e., the 

researcher and the subjects) must necessarily place a significant amount oftmst in 
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one another. In this case I had trusted that the meeting would be where it was 

supposed to be or that I would be informed otherwise. This was not a serious 

breach in the trust relationship, but one that nonetheless caused me a certain 

degree of inconvenience. In order to ensure continued communication with this 

group, I bit my lip and remained congenial when following up with them. 

Experiences such as these did not make me lose faith in the research. I simply 

wrote them off as leaming experiences and moved on. While there were some 

setbacks encountered and sacrifices that needed to be made during the course of 

the research, the experience was overwhelming positive and very rewarding in 

terms of data collection and field research practice. 

About a year into the project a new monthly meeting had been initiated 

closer to where I was living and thus made it easier for me to attend meetings. 

This group was somewhat different in its membership composition (e.g., more 

university students) than the first group and slightly larger with approximately 

twenty members. In addition to meeting with the group offline, I spent a number 

of hours interacting with members via the Intemet in their Intemet Relay Chat 

(IRC)12 channel. The group had established its own IRC server, which meant that 

they had physical access to the computer that ran the IRC server program and 

12 IRe will be discussed more extensively later in this chapter, but for the time being it 
seems pertinent to provide a brief description. Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is a vast muiti-user 
discussion forum that allows users to communicate textually in real-time (i.e., chat) over the 
Intemet. Each IRC server (e.g., DALnet, EFnet) hosts hundreds of channels devoted to various 
topics (e.g., hacking, pop music, fast cars, football, stamp collecting). Individuals can also set up 
their own private IRC servers, which others can connect via the Internet. 
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therefore, could ultimately control as much of the channel's discussion as they 

liked. 

A third meeting developed in a nearby city about nine months into my 

research. Like the previous group, this group also established its own IRe server 

and channeL While I never met with this group face-to-face, I did interact with 

and interview some of its members over IRe. 

The final group I met with was constituted by those with an interest in the 

annual Defcon hacker conference that takes place in Las Vegas. \3 I acted as a 

participant observer in the group's IRe discussions and as I began to get to 

"know" members of the channel, I started to solicit interviews. Most were more 

than willing to be involved, but some were unable to or hesitant, for a number of 

different reasons (e.g., time limitations, distrust of the project). 

I met other informants through hacker discussion fomms or based on 

referrals from the people I had been meeting. I also attempted to contact various 

hacker "icons" - i.e., hackers that had gained status within circles of the hacker 

community as a result of such things as their computer knowledge and 

programming skills, significant media attention and hosting of popular web sites. 

My requests for interviews with these individuals were not met with much 

interest, mainly due to self-reported time restrictions. Towards the beginning of 

the project I posted a message to a hacker newsgroup asking for their input into 

\3 Attracting over 4,200 attendees in 2001, Defcon is the largest hacker conference in the 
world and has been in existence since 1993. The conference is geared towards those with an 
interest in computer security. As such, a three-day schedule of events and presentations are 
planned around this thenle. 
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my study. This effort turned out not to be as valuable as I had first anticipated. 

While I was e-mailed a couple of references by members of the fOnIm, most 

replies were more derogatory than helpful (e.g., one response read: "would you 

like some fries with that education"). Even so, these responses did offer some 

insight into how uninitiated outsiders were treated in hacker newsgroups. 

Negotiating Presence and Self-presentation ill the Field 

Although Becker and Geer (1970) emphasize the benefits of participant 

observation over interviewing, they advocate a multi-method approach, including 

both of these teclmiques, in order to collect the richest set of data possible. 

Research solely based on interview data places investigators in a position where 

they must infer actual events and understandings of particular life-worlds that 

they have not observed. Fmiicipant observation allows the researcher to acquire a 

great deal of experiential data by observing group activities, interactions, and 

shared understandings as they are enacted and conveyed in their natural settings .. 

In such settings, subjects are constrained by their real-life situations to behave as 

they usually would (Becker, 1970). So long as the researcher is not viewed as a 

threat, subjects will tend to behave as they would if the researcher were not 

present (Becker, 1970). This last point was necessarily one of serious 

consideration for my research. 

A consistent theme noticed in both interviews and participant observation 

with hackers was their suspicion of outsiders. On one occasion I was jokingly 

referred to as an undercover parole officer, on others a Fed and a NARC. Huss 
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(1998) relates a similar experience in discussing his master's research. He states 

that he was questioned on many occasions about which law enforcement agency 

he belonged to. He also points out that, "The hacker population is not generally 

visible and participants in it have high levels of suspicion toward those wishing to 

perform investigations. My early electronic contacts were met with hesitation and 

suspicion on the part of hackers" (p. 28). 

In the process of gaining acceptance within the subculture it was necessary 

to make ongoing confirmations as to the legitimacy of my research and constantly 

negotiate my presence with gatekeepers and interviewees. The following quotes 

demonstrate the types of bargains and assurances that were made: 

Also: 

<Dan> Well, it's hard to get people to take you seriously. We, as 
a community, have been burned way too many times. 
<Steve> By reporters? Researchers? 
<Dan> Yeah, misrepresented to make things sound interesting 
<Steve> I try to tell it like it is. I really try to do my best to let the 
people I speak to define the paper. I use as many quotes as I can 
and try to keep them in context. I plan to have a fairly long 
section on definition. Insider definitions (which vary) and 
outsider definitions. 
<Dan> Sounds kool, I'd definitely like to read it when it's done. 
(interview) 

<Andy> I also want to make sure I can decline to answer a 
question, if I think it will reveal too much personal or confidential 
information 
<Steve> Yes, definitely. If I ask ANY questions you don't want to 
answer, just tell me "no comment" or "next question". I do ask 
stuff about background, which, of course, you don't have to 
answer. You can tell anything you like. The hope though is that I 
will get honest answers:) I am trying to represent the hacker 
culture in my thesis using responses from people such as your self. 
Thus, I count on participants not to be misleading. 
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And, 

you interested? You can quit the interview at any time. Please be 
courteousthough:) 
<Andy> Yeah, I can do that. (interview) 

<Steve> Only a few more questions ... I very much appreciate your 
help with this. 
<Rick> No problem, my pleasure. So long as I get a copy once 
it's done, heh. (interview) 

As the. following quote indicates, sometimes it was not possible to convince 

others of the authenticity of my research: 

<Shane> Ok, here's the deaL .. I won't be able to participate ... 
Apparently there are people out there pretending to be students 
working on research papers talking to people with sensitive 
information. Sorry dude. (field notes) 

When it is not possible to establish a sense of trust between the researcher and the 

informant it is best that one of the parties makes this clear upfront. Otherwise, the 

credibility of such data is obviously brought into question. 

As Burgess (1991) notes, experiences of having to continuously negotiate 

one's presence within a pmiicular subculture are quite typical in qualitative 

research. The context changes, new decision-makers are introduced, deadlines re-

worked, and reassurances of anonymity and confidentiality made. Nonetheless, 

the question of how much of a reactive effect my presence was having on hackers 

"natural" behaviour weighed heavily on my mind. Given their possible distrust of 

me as an outsider, a significant amount of effort went into ensuring infonnants of 

my sincere interest in understanding the hacker world through their eyes. 

Throughout the research I tried to gauge how well my approach was working. On 
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this note, I can say that my acceptance and tmstworthiness within the subculture 

was confirmed in a number of ways. Indicators included offers to accompany 

infonnants on their trips to hacker conferences, invitations to social events, 

requests for future appearances at meetings, demonstrations of activities of 

interest to infomlants, and frank and upfront personal comments during 

interviews. 

While there are "ongoing debates as to the degree of obtrusiveness one 

should permit in his or her naturalistic studies (and, in fact, how much we are 

ultimately aware of),14 I worked from the initial stance of avoiding, as much as 

possible, any outsider influence that I might inadvertently impose. With that said, 

it is difficult to evaluate the interpretations others may have us (as researchers or 

otherwise) without actively seeking these answers. Unless the impact of our 

presence becomes an element of the study, this effect would be quite difficult to 

ascertain. Thus, I contented myself with incorporating tactics that I felt would 

impose the least amount of obtmsiveness while taking into consideration my 

personal requirements of comfOli and ethical commitment. 

The question of oveli versus coveli investigation also arose at the outset of 

the research. Applying, I presume, a mainstream understanding of hackers, it was 

suggested to me that, because of the deviant (criminal) nature of hacker activities, 

14 In his Comments on "Secret Observation", Julius Roth (1970) presents a concise, yet 
insightful commentary on the field researcher's tendency to over-simplify issues of secret versus 
non-secret research. In so doing, he suggests that neither party - i.e., the researcher and the 
subjects - is fully aware of all the aspects of the research. Therefore, it is difficult to completely 
assess the impact a researcher's presence may have on subjects' interpretations. Even when a full 
explanation of the project has been delivered to the subjects, Roth correctly argues that the 
subjects wiIi not see the research in the same way as the investigator does. 
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it would be difficult to achieve a sense oftmst and rapport with hackers if they 

were to know that I was a sociologist investigating their particular way of life. 

This line ofreasoning had to be weighed against my own personal reservations 

concerning an intentional lack of truthfulness; my initial (perceived) ineptitude in 

engaging in the same level of teclmical conversation as hackers; and, ethical 

obligations to be forthcoming about the research. There was also the alternative 

argument that, through sincerity I would be able to foster a greater sense of 

rapport with the group than what could be achieved otherwise. Additionally, as 

Rosalie Wax (1971) argues, attempts to maintain a fraudulent presence in the field 

can distract us from our focus of remaining attentive to informants and engaging 

in self-dialogue when formulating preliminary and ongoing insights: 

In many cases, the finest insights of the fieldworker are developed 
from interaction within the self. .. This interaction is constIicted 
and distorted when the researcher is preoccupied with sustaining a 
fraudulent presence. (Wax, 1971, p. 52) 

I decided that a straightforward, upfront approach with infonnants would 

best suit my interests. The same strategy was and continues to be used by Dr. 

Kall Loper, Associate Professor of Criminal Justice at California State University 

Sacramento, in his qualitative research on hackers. Dr. Loper indicates that being 

open with his informants has helped hini to win their trust, " ... I'm not shy about 

telling [hackers] who I am and what I do. I give out my business card... When 

they knew where I stood, they had no problem with me" (Califomia State 

University, 2003). As the following quote demonstrates, the degree of openness I 
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expressed when discussing my research turned out to be quite valuable in 

establishing trust and rapport: 

<Kris> Meetings are open to everyone and you will receive a 
warm welcome. We've chased off 3 folks over the 10 years we've 
been doing this, and all 3 were bad for the group as a whole (one 
undercover reporter, one undercover cop, one flat out blatant 
criminal). 
<Steve> That was actually one of the things that had to be 
considered when I started this research: covert or overt 
observation. 
<¥..lis> Ya, we appreciat"e it when folks are up front with us ... 
journalists, reporters, cops, feds, etc, are all welcome ... just tell us 
who you are first. 
<Steve> That's good to hear. .. (interview) 

Before ever physically entering into the field I carefully considered how I 

would go about making my initial face-to-face presentation. Questions such as 

how to dress, what to say, what to look for, and what to bring seemed of 

importance, not only in terms of collecting data, but also in how I would actively 

control first impressions. I decided that, although I would, for the most part, be 

seen as a researcher, I would attempt to minimize the negative reaction the group 

might have towards an outsider in this role. The particular strategy I employed 

was that of blending in. 

Blending in was accomplished in a number of ways through how I chose 

to present myself. First, given what I knew of the setting in which we would be 

gathering (i.e., a popular coffee house) and other factors such as the predicted age 

and social class of the group, I decided upon a particular style of dress. Having 

read on hacker web pages about the predominance of black clothing in their 

culture, I figured that my casual, grey and black shirt and pants, without any 
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particular branding or flashy design, would be a fair bet as to not attract a 

significant amount of attention. Pens, paper and tape-recorder were left behind as 

I felt that such items might reinforce my identity as a researcher (and outsider). 15 

The effort taken to blend in, in no way had to do with any attempt to deceive the 

people I was meeting with. Rather, I took this approach to reach a certain level of 

comfort in fitting in and to avoid any sort of distraction my incongruent 

appearance might bring. 111 fact, although measures were taken to fit in by 

adapting my physical presentation, I had decided from the outset I would be 

completely forthcoming about my role as a researcher. In stating my interests, a 

certain amount of comfort surrounding my feelings of fitting in were exchanged 

for the comfort in knowing that I was being as honest and upfront as possible. I 

introduced myself to others sometimes on a person-by-person basis and at other 

times, when in a group setting, as a general announcement. The same tactic was 

used in meeting people both online and offline. 

During initial meetings, I tended to keep questions to a minimum and 

when I did raise them, I tried to stay within the general theme of the discussion,-

which helped me to remain non-disruptive. Aspects of the culture and various 

activities and perspectives were constant themes of discussion, and therefore it 

was easy to engage in these types of conversations. Even when topics required 

15 However, I did note after my initial meetings that pens and papers were commonplace 
during these gatherings as people in the groups I met with use the material to jot down diagrams, 
reference material, names, phone numbers, etc. Thus, I began to bring a folder with a pen and 
paper in case anything did come up during the meetings that would be of interest to the study. 
This simultaneously allowed me to fit in better with the group. In addition, I kept a voice
activated tape-recorder in my car in case the opportunity arose to do an interview and also to 
record a verbal transcript of the meeting during my ride home. 
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more insider knowledge to participate in the discussion (e.g., when highly 

technical terms or jargon were used), I found that as long as I showed a general 

interest in what was going on and took a moment to contemplate what was being 

said, most, if not all of my questions were welcomed and time was taken to 

answer them (both for me and others in the group who might not understand 

things). The actual composition of these groups tended to work out to my 

advantage. Both "newbie,,16 and elite hackers alike tended to be represented 

during the meetings. As these assemblies were open to anyone with an interest in 

hacking, questions and their accompanying explanations were expected. 

Attempts to remain non-disruptive became more trying when opinions 

were offered that conflicted with my own values. I did my best to keep personal 

perspectives to myself so as to avoid influencing the natural interactions that were 

occurring between people. As the following field note excerpt reveals, this was 

difficult to do at times: 

There seemed to be a lot of hatred in the group, especially 
expressed by John and Ryan, not towards people, but rather 
towards companies and big business. For example, John said, 
"I'm not interested in hurting people. I would prefer to blow-up 
billboards.". .. I found that it was hard to hold myself back from 
some of the discussion they were getting into, especially when 
John was talking about blowing up billboards. (field notes) 

By not coming across as antagonistic, I believe I was able to appear as either 

neutral or sympathetic to their ideas. This in tum helped to develop a social 

atmosphere in which infol1nants felt comfortable about disclosing those things 

16 In the context of hacking, "llewbie" is a term, often used in a derogatory way, to label 
the inexperienced or uninitiated hacker. 
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that were of interest to them. As Fetterman (1991) points out, a non-threatening 

and unobtmsive demeanour can help to build relationships within the field and 

thus facilitate the research process. Understanding that the activities engaged in 

and the perspectives promoted are not our own, but those of the group we are 

trying to understand, and recognizing that our role as researcher is that of being 

student and not moral cmsader, it becomes easier to avoid expressing 

confrontational viewpoints. Internalizing and accepting this role allows the 

researcher to focus on the primary goal of ethnographic research: understanding 

the viewpoints of others from their perspective. 

Whenever questioned about my presence and the purpose of the Shldy, I 

focused on the objectives oflearning from hackers about hackers, that I was 

interested in their viewpoints, what they liked to do and that I would be non-

judgemental about anything they might say, think or do. More so, I tried to back 

this up by being attentive, constantly interested, and, as mentioned, keeping 

oppositional conm1ents to myself or avoid saying anything I thought might 

influence the group in one way or another. During my first meeting, I attempted 

to say very little and sat back and listened as I felt that this strategy would allow 

me to focus on what was being said and help me to appear non-confrontational. 17 

In doing so, it should be noted that, while we may not verbally say a lot during 

17 Taylor and Bogdan (1984) suggest that the investigator remains unobtmsive and 
relatively passive to help put subjects at ease, dispel notions of obtmsive research approaches, 
establish an identity as an "okay" person, and learn how to conduct oneself appropriately in the 
setting. While tIus strategy is important to keep in mind throughout the entirety of one's research, 
it's particularly important at the outset of a project as initial interpretations are being formed on 
both sides. 
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our initial encounters with individuals, the absence of verbal communication, as 

well as the non-verbal symbols we unintentionally transmit, send a series of 

impressions to others. By saying nothing, we are likely communicating a great 

deal of information we mayor may not be aware of. 

As the research progressed, I began to find that my identity as a researcher 

might have actually been beneficial in terms of developing rapport, establishing 

legitimacy, and maintaining relations within the subculture. Even before my first 

time meeting with a group of hackers, one hacker expressed that he appreciated 

having someone in the academic community take an interest their way of life: 

Steven ... 

I hope my reply doesn't come too late, because your attendance 
would be welcome and appreciated. Our meetings are in their 
infancy, and we encourage everyone to come out and check them 
out without fear of being judged or ridiculed ... 

We appreciate your e-mail and your interest in our meetings (and 
in the hacker culture at large, if I may speak for more than just 
myself ;) is encouraging to say the least. 

Don't hesitate to get back to us with any further questions -- we 
look forward to seeing you on the sixth! ( e-mail correspondence) 

As an etlmographic researcher, the ultimate goal is that of acquiring an 

insider understanding of the social life-worlds being explored. This sort of 

understanding is only achieved by devoting one's full attention to learning and 

seeing things as the people being studied see them. Fetternlan (1991) reiterates 

this point, "A lifelong commitment to learning is essential to grasp the inner 

workings of any group. A field-worker must be willing to be a student, taught by 
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the. individuals under study" (p. 88). By striving for this sense of deeper 

understanding and engaging in the various tactics necessary to do so (e.g., 

attentiveness to those being studied, keeping an open-mind, resolving points of 

misunderstanding), one will only be held in greater esteem by the people he or she 

is investigating. This emphasis on leaming held particular salience during my 

investigation. The mutual goals of leaming, understanding and knowledge very 

much fall in line with the principle characteri"stic of the hacker perspective - i.e., 

an intense drive to understand things at a base level. Therefore, rather than being 

seen entirely as an outsider or a potential threat to their way of life, my status as a 

researcher helped in achieving acceptance and respect resulting in a strengthened 

sense of "insidemess" and rappOli with the people I was leaming from: 

<Steve> What would you say characterizes a hacker? Is there a 
hacker identity? 
<Mathew> That depends on who you talk to. The thing that I use 
to judge people is their Quest for Leaming. Are they doing this to 
leam something, or are they just looking for attention? Take 
yourself for example - you're a hacker. You want to know. You 
don't mind asking, and you don't seem to be starved for attention. 
<Steve> Interesting ... I never thought of it that way. (interview) 

I not only took this comment as a compliment, but also as a marker of the success 

I had been having in developing tmst and rapport. 

As Shaffir and Stebbins (1991) point out, field researchers, through their 

ongoing direct interactions with subjects, have a significant advantage over other 

more quantitatively oriented methods. This advantage is that ofthe subjects' 

respect for the researcher as being sincerely interested in their activities, 

experiences and viewpoints: "For here is a scientist who is viewed by grOl~p 
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members as interested enough in them and their activities to maintain extensive 

direct contact instead of relying solely or chiefly on such substitutes as 

questionnaires and measurement scales" (Shaffir & Stebbins, 1991, p. 20). When 

the researcher is able to achieve this level of respect amongst subjects, they tend 

to reciprocate by sharing their time and perspectives. An in-depth interview that 

pelmits subjects to talk about things that matter to them can be quite rewarding to 

both the researcher and the subject (Berg, 2001). Berg (2001) likens a well

developed long interview to reading a good book: "Even after several hours, there 

is often a feeling that only minutes have passed" (p. 81). So it is with qualitative 

research when the spotlight is placed clearly on the subject - "the star of the 

show." 

If rapport has been properly established and time permits I believe other 

ethnographers will have similar experiences as I had in researching hackers. 

Subjects will spend hours showing you their favourite gadgets, telling you how 

they got them, why they like them so much and what they mean to them. They 

will tell you what got them interested in what they do, what they really like or do 

not like about themselves and others in the subculture, what it means to be a 

member of the group, and how they make their decisions and justify their 

behaviour. They will invite you to their meetings and conferences and into their 

homes to do interviews and share in the group's interactions. Achieving this level 

of rapport is the closest a researcher may ever come to looking behind the masks 

offrontstage appearances and acquire a glimpse oftheir subjects' backstage 
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selves. Through sustained interactions with subjects, the researcher's scholastic 

rewards are that of gaining insight into the life-world of others, achieving 

sympathetic introspection and acquiring intimate familiarity with the people one 

seeks to understand. As Mike states, people respond positively towards others 

who respect their humanness, not only in research, but also in everyday life: 

<Mike> In my opinion asking someone how something is done, 
etc is one of the biggest compliments you can pay that person ... 
For me, personally, it all comes down to respect and as you put it, 
rapport. Because we're all people first right? If you appeal to a 
person's basic needs as a person then the rest is gravy. (interview) 

There is much to be said for an approach that recognizes the fundamental human 

qualities of wanting to share ideas, experiences and perspectives and ultimately, 

be understood. 

Collecting Data Online 

Aside from the offline meetings and the interviews I conducted, numerous 

hours were devoted to observing and sometimes participating in hacker 

conversations in Internet Relay Chat (IRC), scouring over numerous posts to 

hacker newsgroups, sifting through hackers' web sites, and reading over 

documents (e.g., online magazine articles, "how-to hack" manuals, writings 

describing the subculture) they offered for download. 

Internet Relay Chat tended to be the main way in which I met and 

interacted with hackers online so I will take a moment to give a general overview 

of this communication medium. IRC is a text-based, multi-user online discussion 

forum. By rumling an IRC software program on his or her computer, an 
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individual can engage thousands of different users in "real-time", text-based chat. 

IRe is laid out in terms of channels l8
, with each channel catering to a different 

area of discussion. Numerous people can join a channel at any given time to 

participate in or observe the discussion. As well, each IRe user can create his or 

her own channel, which other users can join. To indicate topics of discussion in a 

particular channel, each channel is given a name such as #hacker, #cars, #party, 

etc. When a person enters the channel there are usually a number of other 

individuals in the chat session at the same time. In the IRe program I was using 

(mIRe), each person's name (a pseudonym chosen by the individual) appears 

along the right hand side of the screen. When a person "says" something (i.e., 

types a message) in IRe their message appears on the left hand side of the screen 

for everyone in the char .. nel to read. Each new message appears below the 

previous one. To give you a sense of how this might look, the following is an 

excerpt from my IRe log file: 

<Don> you should see this laptop i've got sitting here 
<Don> the screen is totalled 
<Andrew> i could imagine 
<Don> the inverter is on my desk 
<Shawn> ive got an led sitting right here in my basement 
<Don> the case that holds the monitor 
<Shawn> im sure you could find a way to jimmy them together 
<Don> is all cracked up 
<Andrew> i'll take all the parts 
<Shawn> no one said they were free 
<Shawn> but chea 
<Shawn>p 
<Shawn> very cheap 

18 Sometimes channels are refened to as rooms to denote the real-life feeling of meeting 
in a physical space such as a living room or classroom. 
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(field notes) 

Sometimes a number of conversations occur at the same time and other times a 

channel may be completely "quiet." To help those whom I had already met 

offline identify me while online, I simply used the name "stevek" or "steve" while 

in IRC. Although I chose to use my real name, most people choose a new name 

(usually referred to as a handle, nickname or alias) to represent themselves online. 

In terms of soliciting interviews, towards the end of each offline hacker 

meeting, I made a point of trying to set up a time to conduct an interview with 

anyone who was interested. While online, I typically would send a private IRC 

message to the person I was interested in talking with. If the person expressed 

interest, I would send them an e-mail outlining the project. Along with the e

mail, I attached a copy of the consent form, which they were asked to read over 

carefully. If we had not met to fill out the consent form offline, the person could 

e-mail me back indicating that he or she agreed to participate in the study. People 

were asked to do so either by stating their consent in the e-mail or by adding their 

name electronically to the consent form. As part of the agreement, none of the -

respondents' real names or online pseudonyms will be used in this report. 

Over the course of the project, fifteen semi-structured interviews were 

conducted. Each interview lasted anywhere from two to six hours. While most 

questions in the interview arose on the spot and were guided more or less by the 

flow of the conversation, I had developed a set of questions shortly into the study, 

which I refined a number of times during the course of the research and used in 
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my interviews. By providing some stmcture to the interviews, I was able to 

ensure a comparison of particular processes across the experiences of all the 

respondents. Once the interviews were complete, I began sorting the data (e.g., 

interviews, IRe chat sessions, e-mail correspondence, field notes from meetings, 

news group material) I had collected. Given that all of my data had been saved in 

electronic format, to help facilitate the coding process, I thought I would try my 

hand at using a qualitative analysis software program. However, of the three 

different programs I tried, I found them all to be somewhat rigid in one respect or 

another, so I developed my own coding program (a "cut and paste" macro) in 

Microsoft Word. In total, 81 different codes were applied and broken down into 

10 broad categories (see Appendix A), yielding some 300 pages of coded output. 

Some of the data were not exclusive to one particular code and therefore, were 

grouped under a few different categories. 

DISCUSSION 

By combining participant observation and interviewing to collect data, I 

was able to develop a more complete sense of how hackers were interacting with 

one another and appreciate how certain perspectives were developed and enacted. 

Questions of a more personal nature or those questions that were better suited for 

a one-on-one discussion could be raised during interviews and private talks. At 

other times, it was important that I was there to experience events, so as to not 

only capture how people interpreted and reacted to specific occurrences, but also 

to act as an informed researcher when the event was discussed at later times. By 
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being able to witness things as they happened I was able to better appreciate how 

participants interpreted situations and, at times, confirm or discredit interview 

accounts. Additionally, I was able to follow-up people's individual explanations 

in the actual setting in which they were engaging in the types of things being 

discussed in the interviews. A set of working hypotheses or hunches could also 

be followed over the course of the data collection and examined at various points 

while in the field and during interviews. 

Furthel111ore, by being present during their everyday interactions, I was 

able to demonstrate a genuine interest in learning about the hacker subculture. 

This in tum helped in developing the type of rappOli necessary to engage hackers 

in open and upfront interviews and discussions that would help me to better 

understand their experiences and perspectives. 

These first three chapters have laid the groundwork for the results that 

follow. In introducing the thesis, the first chapter examined the various studies 

that have been conducted on how the tenn "hacker" has been socially constructed 

in popular discourse. Others' findings indicate that hackers have largely been 

defined within the media as deviant, computer criminals. This represents a 

significant definitional shift away from the original use of the tenn, which carried 

with it positive connotations of technical genius, skill and intelligence. As the 

majority of research has largely focused upon media portrayals ofthe hacker 

subculture it was argued that an interactionist orientation be used to more closely 
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examine the ways in which hackers define their subculture. In adopting an 

interactionist stance and an accompanying ethnographic approach, it was 

maintained that the researcher is able to acquire a more complete analysis of the 

subculture, which remains true to the experiences of those being studied. 

Each of the chapters thus far has emphasized the general thrust of the 

thesis: to provide a fine-grained overview and analysis of how hackers define 

their subculture. In working towards this goal, the next three chapters examine 

how insiders define the term hacker, the key principles of the hacker ideology and 

the distinguishing characteristics of the hacker language. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

TOWARDS A DEFINITION OF HACKER: 
HACKER AS A CONTESTED TERM 

The very first line of this thesis asked, "What is a hacker?" While there 

have been various images ofthe hacker presented in the media, this chapter goes 

to hackers themselves to offer a description of "what" a hacker is. As Letkemann 

(1973) suggests, in order to appreciate the perspective of those we attempt to 

understand, it is essential that we avoid imposing outside order upon the data. 

Instead, we should seek to "find and analyse the categories that are meaningful to 

the participants" and look to them to find answers regarding the meaning of their 

actions (Letkemann, 1973, p. 9). In keeping with this recommendation, this 

chapter works towards a definition of "hacker" by examining and delineating 

insider and outsider conceptions of the term. As one of my infoD11ants indicates, 

given the complexity and heterogeneity of the hacker community, actually 

situating the hacker subculture may prove to be quite a difficult task: 

<Terry> [O]ne can't really say that there's a "hacker culture". To 
do so is to belittle the individuality of its members -- it's like 
saying "carpenter culture" or "lawyer culture". The "hacker 
culture" is wide, diverse, and contains as disparate a bunch of 
people as you could ever hope to meet. .. Never to my knowledge 
has the entire "hacker culture" as a whole -- that is, everyone who 
called themselves a hacker and fit the general definition -- united 
in one common goal or ideal. Certainly, large groups of hackers 
get together and collaborate all the time (Linux development, for 
example), but there's just as many who believe that Linux is a 
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waste of time and disk space. To each his own. (e-mail 
correspondence) 

As I set out on this project, I began to correspond with a researcher from 

Israel who was in the process of writing her dissertation on the hacker subculture. 

She described to me the difficulty that one faces when coming up with a 

definition of "hacker": 

<Orly> About defining hackers - this is a problem, since there 
isn't any consensus about the definition. There are a number of 
different names given to the phenomenon and there are 
differences between elite hackers and lamers, script kiddies, etc. 
(e-mail correspondence) 

As is illustrated by this statement and the following comments made by one of my 

informants, a number of different people within the "information underground" 

have adopted the term "hacker" as a label to describe their activities: 

<Terry> "Hacker" can mean anything, from AT&T Switch Ninja 
to Linux Perl Scripter. It just implies a certain grade of above
average skill and enthusiasm, and unorthodox technique. " (e-mail 
correspondence) 

"Hacker" is quite a complicated term to situate, as it is highly dependent upon 

individual and group definitions. As discussed in the introduction, the term not-

only varies in meaning from group to group, insider and outsider definitions also 

tend to be divergent. 

By way of the formal labelling process, law enforcement, through the 

media, has perpetuated the notion of hackers as criminal deviants. The Royal 

Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), for instance, offers the following definition of 

"hacker": 
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A hacker is defined by the RCMP as any individual who, via a 
modem or some other computer-related communication device, 
can break a computer's code or password and enter the 
system ... These criminals include everyone from petty computer 
vandals to the top echelons of organized crime. Once inside, 
hackers can do everything from steal data and sabotage 
information to simply browse around. (Churchill, 2000) 

Some media or mainstream accounts present a more balanced picture of hackers 

(e.g., Platt, 1997; Sterling, 1992). But, as a number of researchers have found, 

hackers are primarily defined by outsiders as computer criminals (Arbaugh, 1999; 

Chandler, 1998; Copes & Huss, 1999; Duff & Gardiner, 1998; Huss, 1998; Jordan 

& Taylor, 1998; Taylor, 2001). While this may be the case, even some of these 

studies work from a definition of hackers as criminals and hacking as an illegal 

activity. For instance, while Jordan and Taylor (1998) argue against 

pathologizing hackers, they define hackers as "illicit computer intruders" and 

hacking as "unauthorized computer intrusion" (p. 757). In discussing whether or 

not hacking can be captured under the rubric of white-collar crime, Duff & 

Gardiner (1998) refer to hacking as "unauthorized access ... which may involve 

browsing through infonnation held on a computer system" (p. 214). Other social 

scientists define hackers as "those who invade the privacy of someone else's 

computer" (Hollinger, 1998, p. 199) and "trespassers" (Rosoff et a1., 1998, p. 

402). While certain individuals within the hacker community have adopted a 

similar definition and "recognize" their activities as illegal, hackers, for the most 

part, argue against extemal attributions that characterize them as deviant or 
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criminal. A good example of this can be seen in how hackers describe media 

portrayals of their activities. 

HACKERS VS. THE MEDIA: CHALLENGING MEDIA DEFINITIONS 
OF "HACKER" 

Hackers commonly and sometimes vociferously attack media portrayals of 

their activities. Media accounts are often seen as inaccurate, as all hackers are 

regularly lumped together under a single definition: 

<Ryan> The media usually gives the audience a perception of 
hackers as being completely malicious, reckless, and a danger to 
society. 
<Steve> Is that true in any sense? 
<Ryan> Well, the problem with the media's interpretation is that it 
generalizes the whole culture as one entity. We're not all bad, 
malicious, and reckless. Many hackers out there are not malicious 
at all. But because of the media, and the reckless few, we've been 
iabeiled as a group. (interview) 

Blame is placed on the media for spreading stereotypes and myths about hackers 

by inaccurately attributing the exploits of computer criminals to hackers: 

<Brandon> [The media] portrays all hackers as this one group of 
people, which is not tme. They say you're a hacker so you're a 
criminal, which isn't a fact. A lot of hackers are people that work 
in software companies and develop software and this kind of 
thing. (interview) 

Some hackers indicate that the media should not take all the blame for 

perpetuating incolTect understandings. The hacker in the following interview 

excerpt maintains that members of the public, who acquire their understandings 

of the world through the media, are all too trusting of what they read: 

<Steve> What's your perception on the media's portrayal of 
hackers? 
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<Mike> Well, it's highly ignorant. But also my opinion of the 
media in general is ignorance. They mostly are in it to sell hype. 
But it's a twofold issue. On the one side there is the media - who 
IMO [In My Opinion] * SHOULD * know better and be more 
responsible, but on the other side there are the people who believe 
what they're told simply because of where it comes from. It's 
back to that "if its in print it must be true" thing. (interview) 

Similar to this last comment, another hacker builds on the point about the media's 

interest in making sales. He suggests that one of the main reasons why the term 

hacker has become synonymous with computer criminal has to do with, " ... an 

uneducated western media that in general refuses to dig beyond the 'sex & sizzle' 

of any given story - that uses FUD (fear, uncertainty and doubt) to draw viewers 

and advertisers" (interview). From his perspective, the media attracts customers 

by building on the public's fear and uncertainties about hackers, even if such 

presentations are misleading and overly simplistic. 

Fine (1987) points out that there are many cultural items widely known to 

a subculture that are never transmitted by the media. From his study on the pre-

adolescent culture oflittle league baseball he argues that a great deal of common 

knowledge amongst this particular group (e.g., dirty jokes, sexual folklore, 

aggressive humour) could not be transmitted by adult-controlled mass media. He 

suggests that this is a result of an, "adult-controlled media, which are highly 

protective of children's supposed illlocence and delicate sensibilities" (1987, p. 

162). While this may be true of this particular culture, others have suggested that 

what is and is not portrayed about the hacker culture through the mass media has 

more to do with what is marketable rather than what is "good" for society or its 
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young people. Hackers themselves comment that the media is not interested in 

presenting an accurate picture of them, because people would not be interested in 

what "real" hackers look like or actually spend their time doing: 

<Steve> What's your perception on the media's portrayal of 
hackers? 
<Dan> The media sucks. They don't want someone intelligent, 
they want someone scary, sensational, someone that looks the part 
of a hacker. When you're smart and normal looking no one 
cares ... (interview) . 

Some hackers feel that presentations of their culture differ based upon the 

various forms of media. For instance, the hacker in the following interview 

excerpt indicates that he does not have as many qualms withjoumalists and the 

print media, but feels that the video media, given their interest in coming up with 

eye-catching presentations, tend to focus on providing visuals of abnonnal-

looking individuals and present them as hackers, even if these people indicate 

they are not hackers: 

<Kris> ... [T]he video media singles out the physically different. 
I remember a friend of mine being interviewed at Defcon 2 [a 
hacker conference] - he has facial piercings, a mohawk, and 
tattoos. The whole time he kept saying, "I'm not a hacker, I don't 
do anything, I'm just here to see friends", but the media wouldn't 
hear it. He HAD to be a hacker, cuz look how WEIRD he looks. 
So lots of folks tried to emulate that - shave your head, pierce 
your lip, go to Defcon, get on teevee, get a sexy high paid job as a 
security 'guy'. But most of the really skilled hackers don't look 
like that, they can't, their jobs won't allow it. So they look 
normal and the video media hates that. (interview) 

Media presentations are often seen as being based upon images of the 

"Hollywoodized" hacker (as depicted in movies like War Games and Hackers) 

and those individuals involved in and caught for committing computer crime and 
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therefore, give the culture a bad name. Some corporate advertisements, which 

typecast hackers as rebel adolescents, are particularly irritating to hackers: 

<Kris> Oh, don't get me started on the IBM ads. Well, too late. I 
was working for IBM's security team when those came out, pissed 
me off to no fucking end. I went to Blackhat [a hacker 
conference] that year and my nametag read: '13 year old 
sociopath'. When approached by a fellow IBMer (boss ' boss) and 
asked what that meant, I replied, 'OH, didn't you see the 
commercial, that's what I am, cuz all hackers are 13 year old 
sociopaths. Well.gotta run, I'm getting my nose tattooed'. I didn't 
last long at IBM ... And those damn Computer Associates ads 
too ... the 'why do we break into your networks and trash your 
data? For the same reasons we pierce our tongues!' commercial. 
God I wanted to fucking hit someone over that, possibly with a 
brick, or a Buick. (interview) 

Hackers argue that, similar to the news media, a tactic used by computer 

corporations to make sales is to build upon the public's fears of the unknown 

world of the hacker. This is accomplished by taking advantage of people's 

insecurities regarding the potential threat of the those "witty kids" who know so 

much about the computer systems that, let us remind you, so much of people's 

lives have become tied to. Such advertisements serve to further stigmatize all 

hackers not only as security threats, but also as being malcontent youth and 

visibly abnormal. 

Advertisements, along with movies and the news media, also create 

mainstream caricatures of the prototypical hacker, which become emulated by 

individuals wanting to be hackers. Cory is a good example of this route to 

involvement: 

<Steve> How did you become involved with hacking? 
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<Cory> Well I saw the movie 'Hackers' and I checked a site out 
and it had guides to teach u how to become a hacker. And the 
Anarchy Cookbook has very good guides too. (interview) 

In this way, outside representations of hackers provide material that may be 

incorporated into the culture. As individuals become interested in hacking and 

adopt mainstream images, they further perpetuate advertisements, and the public 

fear and misunderstandings, which end up stigmatizing all hackers. 

Some hackers who have taken on a computer security consulting role 

indicate that, while they might take issue with mainstream portrayals on a 

personal level, "hacker hysteria" and public ignorance is good for business: 

<Steve> In general, what's your perception of the media's 
portrayal of hackers? 
<Bruce> Media makes me money:) ... 
<Steve> What do you mean by the media makes you money? 
<Bruce> Well, when Jolm McAfee [founder of McAfee Assoc. 
Inc., makers of anti-virus software] told the worid that 
Michelangelo [virus] was going to wreak havoc on 60 million 
computers and erase all the data, I got a flood of clients simply 
wanting me to look at their organization and find an anti-virus 
solution that fit their way of working. That's an older example, 
but it's a good one. Except back then, I was still a business 
newbie, and had no idea how much I could charge for that info - I 
only charged $20/hour for it! Imaging getting a security 
consultant for that now! :) (interview) 
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CONTESTED INSIDER DEFINITIONS OF "HACKER" 

In describing the relevant actors in the computer underground 19, Arbaugh 

(1999) draws distinctions between the various roles played by these individuals. 

His presentation is necessarily simplified in that he compmimentalizes the various 

actors into different typologies. In outlining the roles played by these individuals, 

Arbaugh (1999) adopts the stance that there are in fact "true" hackers. He situates 

this understanding by conceptualizing the term from a historical vantage point, 

using the original meaning of the tenn (as was used by the first generation of 

hackers) to characterize real hackers and define the roles played by others in the 

computer underground (who mayor may not refer to themselves as hackers). The 

problem in this, as Arbaugh (1999) hints at,20 is that a number of members of the 

computer underground refer to themselves as hackers (but are not in Arbaugh's 

argument, as they do not fit the original definition of "hacker"). 21 

19 "Computer underground" is an expression used to describe the community of 
individuals who are heavily involved in the use of computers, and more particularly, computer 
networks. The purpose underlying this intense use of computers is often described in malicious 
terms, but need not be. Some researchers (see Taylor, 200 1) use the terms computer/information 
underground and hackers interchangeably. Hackers do likewise. For example, the Defcon 
conference - a conference hosted by hackers, for hackers - is promoted as the "mIDual computer 
underground paliy for hackers" (Defcon, 2001). 

20 Arbaugh (1999) states that, " ... crackers often like to define themselves as hackers, 
[however,] most true hackers consider them to be a separate and lower form oflife" (p. 371). 

21 The question that Arbaugh's (1999) point ultimately raises is, who's vantage point is 
privileged in defining who is and is not a hacker? The interactionist take on this is to examine the 
act of defining and persuading during the course of individuals' direct and indirect interactions 
with one another. Rather than acknowledging a single definition as being privileged, it is more 
advantageous to explore how meaning is situationally defined. 
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What we find are a several competing arguments amongst members of the 

computer underground in defining what a hacker is. Some, like Arbaugh (1999), 

draw upon the original definition of the term to define hacker: 

There is a community, a shared culture, of expert programmers 
and networking wizards that traces its history back through 
decades to the first time-sharing minicomputers and the earliest 
ARPAnet experiments. The members of this culture originated the 
term 'hacker'. Hackers built the illtemet. Hackers made the Unix 
operating system what it is today. Hackers run Usenet. Hackers 
make the World Wide Web work. If you are part of this culture, if 
you have contributed to it and other people in it know who you are 
and call you a hacker, you Ire a hacker. (Raymond, 2000a) 

Others, while not specifically linking their definition of hacker to the 

original meaning, draw upon the ideals laid out by the first generation of 

hackers, such as the notion that hackers build, not break, things: 

<Matthew> .. An Hacker is an individual who has a driving desire 
to leam or improve computer systems. Generally, improvements 
are quick "hacks" that solve the immediate problem, but do not 
address the larger picture, or fit within the normal specifications 
of an architecture. (interview) 

Still others have moved away from or built upon old-school understandings of 

what defines a hacker. Some self-proclaim~d hackers suggest that the "old-

school" definition is obsolete, as it does not reflect the new forms of activities 

hackers have become involved in. For the "hackers" in the next three excerpts, 

creating viruses, defeating network security and stealing electronic files are 

legitimate hacker activities: 

<Cory> Real hackers just want info. 
<Steve> Info about what? 
<Cory> Anything that could be useful, like something to sell and 
for your own info, like Microsoft is making a new game with id 
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software (this isn't true, just an example). Or more important 
stuff. 
<Steve> What would you say is the more important stuff? 
<Cory> Like credit card numbers, whatever u need. (interview) 

Heh .. .! think that WRITING a trojan program22 would be a step to 
hacker-dom. Not necessarily MAKE one a hacker, but it'd be a 
step in the right direction ... but that's just me. (news group posting) 

<George> I'm just a geek, I'm not a hacker 
<Steve> how do you distinguish between the two George? 
<George> I don't break into computer systems. (field notes) 

Hackers adhering to the original definition of the term suggest that anyone who 

uses computer knowledge to create viruses, steal or break into a computer is a 

criminal, not a hacker. The following news group posting shows the type of 

censure that arises as people ardently criticize23 one another for misusing the 

tenn: 

hi to all the true hackers, id just like to say that i dont usually 
flame but most of the assholes who post to this group are a bunch 
oflosers. With subjects like "i can hack excel and word" and all 
you fucking morons who think youre some kinda 31337 haxor 
[ elite hacker] cuz youre trying to write a troj an are not hackers and 
you could never even begin to comprehend the meaning of a true 
hacker so fuck off with your viruses and your scripts and "how do 
i wire free money into my bank account" and "how do i hack into 
someones e-mail account" because you are not, never will be, and 
never fucking could be a hacker. you can e-mail me telling me off 
and you can try to fuck with me or something but i dont care 
because i can always fix my shit but youll always suck. 
(news group posting) 

22 Named after the story of the ancient Greek Trojan horse, a Trojan (horse) program is, 
"A malicious, security-breaking program that is disguised as something benign" (Raymond, 
2000b: 389). 

23 This type of intense online attack against another person or group of people is referred 
to as "flaming." The hurling of slurs and insults can quickly tum into a "flame war" as more and 
more people join in on the argument. 
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This type of flaming is often accompanied by calls for those being attacked to use 

the "proper" label for their behaviour (e.g., cracker, script kiddy). Take for 

example the following posting to a news group , wherein the individuals asks 

"crackers" to not call themselves hackers: 

Has it ever occUlTed to any of you that you are in fact crackers not 
hackers. A hacker is generally non malicious in intent whilst a 
cracker enjoys cracking codes and even leaving behind or 
inserting potentially harmful files or vimses. Now I know this 
makes absolutely no difference to anybody, but at least take pride 
in what you do and get the damn title right. (news group posting) 

Hackers and Crackers 

The differing perspectives among hackers have led to an ongoing debate 

as to what characterizes a real hacker. Such debates are played out online 

trliough IRe chats, web pages and news groups and offline during meetings and 

conferences. During these debates people attempt to draw distinctions between 

what a hacker is and is not. To do so, new terms such as worm, cracker, blackhat, 

warez dOOd, cyberpunk, and script kiddy are used to label those who want to be or 

think they are hackers, but whose activities, mindset and skill level are not 

representative of true hackers. These terms have been promoted (with varying 

degrees of success) as labels for individuals who use their computer knowledge 

for malicious or illegal purposes. 

Perhaps the most common distinction made by hackers is the difference 

between hackers and crackers. The word "cracker" was introduced in the early 

1980s by "tme" or "old-school" hackers to distinguish themselves from those 
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who were using their computer expertise for illegal purposes (Raymond, 2000b). 

In the traditional sense (i.e., as used by old-school hackers), the term hacker is 

used to describe a person who has exceptional technological knowledge of, and 

an extremely keen interest in, learning the ins and outs of computers and 

electronics (especially software progranU11ing). Whereas, a cracker can be 

defined as a person who mayor may not have as much computer knowledge as a 

hacker, but ultimately uses his or her knowledge in an attempt to break computer 

security. In the following example, Eric Steven Raymond24 distinguishes "real" 

hackers from crackers by maintaining that breaking computer security does not 

make someone a hacker: 

There is another group of people who loudly call themselves 
hackers, but aren't. These are people (mainly adolescent males) 
who get a kick out of breaking into computers and phreaking25 the 
phone system. Real hackers call these people 'crackers' and want 
nothing to do with them. Real hackers mostly think crackers are 
lazy, irresponsible, and not very bright, and object that being able 
to break security doesn't make you a hacker any more than being 
able to hotwire cars makes you an automotive engineer. 
Unfortunately, many journalists and writers have been fooled into 
using the word 'hacker' to describe crackers; this irritates real 
hackers 110 end. (2002a) 

There are two re-occurring distinctions people make when discussing the 

differences between hackers and crackers. The first represents an ethical or moral 

24 Eric Steven Raymond is a self-proclaimed hacker etlmographer who has worked for a 
number of years in the computer field. Through conference presentations, publications and 
information contained on his web site he has worked towards dispelling the "hacker myth" (i.e., 
crackers are not hackers), which he asserts has been perpetuated by the media. He indicates that 
the basic difference between hackers and crackers is that a "real" hacker builds things, a cracker 
breaks things. 

25 "Phreaking" or "phone phreaking" is a termed used to describe the different ways of 
receiving or making a phone service without being billed (Arbaugh, 1999). Those with an interest 
in phreaking are called phreaks. 
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stance towards the perceived intent of the individual's behaviour. The second 

distinction is based upon the knowledge and self-initiated problem-solving the 

individual is willing to invest in his or her work. Although I have already 

suggested a reasonably clear-cut breakdown of what distinguishes a hacker from a 

cracker, such an unambiguous division is problematic as it does not do adequately 

take into account the varying viewpoints self-defined hackers have of the two 

groups. 

As some ofthe previous quotes suggest, a number of individuals argue 

that the goal of hackers is to do "good", or, at the least use their knowledge of 

computers for non-malicious purposes. With that said, some hackers suggest that 

this distinction is not absolute - i.e., some hackers do use their computer know-

how for maiicious purposes: 

<Kris> Hackers can be good or evil - intentionally or 
unintentionally; crackers are just evil. Crackers to me are usually 
just criminals with computer skills. There are 'evil' hackers 
though. Most of them are just crackers, but behind every army of 
crackers there is usually an evil hacker, kinda like the bad guy in a 
Bond film. Well, except the bad guys in Bond movies don't 
usually live in their parent's basement or drive an '82 Corolla. 
(interview) 

For some, the difference between hackers and crackers is not an ethical or 

moral issue, but rather has to do with the amount of knowledge they 

possess about what they are doing and the disciplined way in which they 

approach and solve a problem: 

<Steve> Do you distinguish at all between hackers and crackers? 
<Bruce> only in the way I differentiate Good cops and Bad cops 
<Steve> So how would that be? 
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<Bruce> some crackers don't know how to hack - they run a 
script. Some crackers definitely know what they're doing - they 
are hackers. 
<Steve> So the difference would be in the skil1level. What about 
in terms of ethics? Do you distinguish between hackers and 
crackers at all that way? 
<Bruce> it's not an ethical question - that's why I say there are 
both good and bad cops. It is ski11level certainly. And it is the 
ability to conduct their "hacking" in a manner that is 
methodological. (interview) 

A number of hackers, adhering to the "old-school" standpoint, indicate that as 

soon as a person uses their knowledge for illegal purposes, they should be referred 

to as a cracker, not a hacker. 

One thing that does hold true, and was mentioned by nearly all 

interviewees, is that a prerequisite for being a hacker is that one must possess an 

in-depth understanding of computers and strive for ever greater understandings of 

"what makes things work" at a base level: 

<Steve> What's your definition of a hacker? 
<Dan> A person, whether male or female who enjoys working 
with technology to a degree that borders on obsession. In short ... 
someone that wants to know how stuff works. (interview) 

Crackers, on the other hand, are almost always described in negative telIDS 

as being motivated by "evil" or "bad" intentions, as their goals are often selfish 

and have a malicious bent. While some crackers may have a significant amount 

of computer knowledge, you only achieve "hackerdom" if this knowledge is used 

appropriately. Consider the following comments: 

<Brad> A hacker is a person who explores problems and 
solutions, be it computers, engineering, science etc... Crackers 
are people that don't care about leaming, or helping, they are only 
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interested in what they can get for free, with the least amount of 
work (thief, vandals etc come to mind). (interview) 

<Brandon> A hacker is the one who has the knowledge to perform 
and invent things. If you're a hacker in optical electronics or 
whatever, it doesn't mean you're somebody who cracks the system 
or finds bugs in it, no. It means that you're very knowledgeable 
about this. That's a hacker. Since he's very knowledgeable by 
default he will find mistakes and bugs in the system. He has the 
chance to either report it or not... Hackers are known to repOli the 
bugs they found. So being a hacker doesn't mean now that he is a 
"bad guy". You know? A cracker, is a must, he is a "bad guy", 
even if he doesn't delete anything from the system and crash the 
system. But, he uses whatever the hacker developed or found in 
the system and posted and tries to use this to gain access for his 
own satisfaction or find infoD11ation to sell or just to destroy the 
system. (interview) 

Some hackers suggest that such distinctions are simply useless rhetoric. The 

hacker in the following dialogue suggests that individuals have become overly 

caught-up in seeking to justify and retain their own meaning of the word: 

<Steve> have you seen some of the discussion surrounding the 
differences between hackers and crackers? 
<Shawn> yeah, it's bullshit 
<Steve> how so? 
<Shawn> people justifying the use of the term hacker.. it's been 
romanticized (as much as you can with something that is 
inherently geeky) so everyone wants to retain the special groovy 
word .. hacker is a word .. that's it.. this cracker crap has gone 
overboard. (interview) 

Similarly, Andy suggests that if the goal in applying a different label to malicious 

computer users is to "play politics" then a new label is likely to have little impact: 

<Steve> Do you make any distinctions between hackers and 
crackers? 
<Andy> Those are just words, like blackhat/whitehat, etc. Yes, I 
acknowledge that there are people that misuse information, and I 
don't consider them hackers, because I don't think they're in it for 
the pursuit of infol111ation. But to simply throw a different label 
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on it and think that it's going to change things in the eyes of the 
media. I don't see the point in that. People will always fear what 
they don't understand, and that's unfortunate. Playing politics 
with vocabulary isn't the answer to that. (interview) 

Hats: White, Black and Grey 

As the final quote of the previous section indicates, hackers also use the 

terms "whitehat" and "blackhat" interchangeably with the tenns hacker and 

cracker to distinguish between different types of hackers. The tenns whitehat and 

blackhat were originated by members of the computer security industry to 

distinguish between malicious and non-malicious hackers. These categorizations 

have since been adopted more broadly within the computer underground. In the 

simplest oftenns, blackhats are the "bad guys" - i.e., those who attack computer 

security; whereas, whitehats are the "good guys" - i.e., those protecting computer 

security from blackhats. The whitehatlblackhat analogy is based on old cowboy 

shows where white and black hats were used to distinguish the good cowboys 

from the bad. 

Whitehat hackers include those individuals who use their knowledge of. 

computers for non-malicious purposes such as working as professional network 

administrators in charge of securing companies' networks, or hackers who report 

computer security vulnerabilities rather than exploiting the problem for their own 

interests: 

<Mike> I guess I'm what you would call one of those 'white hat' 
people; I don't go out looking for systems to compromise, and if! 
do find one I always report it and let them deal with it. (interview) 
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A blackhat on the other hand is an individual who uses his or her knowledge of 

computers to find and take advantage of a computer's security loopholes or create 

and distribute computer viruses. 

The hacker in the next interview excerpt indicates that there are actually 

three types of "hats." From this individual's perspective it is possible to be both a 

whitehat and blackhat, or as he puts it, a "greyhat": 

<Carl> I consider myself to be a greyhat. See the industry is 
broken down into 3 hats ... Blackhat (your cracker whose purpose 
is break into as many networks as you can), your Whitehat (Your 
security engineer who does not dabble nor go anywhere near 
hacking tools and exploits, sticks with Cybercop and feels 
empowered because of his Bugtraq access. Your whitehat leamed 
most of his security knowledge from books, papers, or 
University/College Extension courses:). Then you have your 
greyhat. There is always a grey line to everything isn't there? ;). 
Greyhats make up a pretty large pOliion of the "Hacking Scene". 
These guys and gals started out as blackl1ats and realized they had 
to pay rent ;). Basically protecting corporations and companies 
during the day, but releasing exploits and conducting vulnerability 
research at night. It's you're whole Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde 
situation. (interview) 

It is not uncommon for hackers to consider themselves as greyhats. Some 

blackhats may even stop using their knowledge of computers for malicious 

purposes and tum to using their skills as whitehat hackers. As some blackhats get 

older or begin to see the their interests changing, they tum to using their computer 

knowledge for legitimate financial gain: 

<Bruce> Anyway, about the online hacking ... after a while, I 
decided it would be better to get paid than to risk going to jail, and 
so I got into consulting. Now my company is quite successful and 
I'm tuming it around to open an Information Security school. By 
consulting, I mean security consulting - we were doing a lot of 
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penetration testing, for instance, but well before I'd heard that 
phrase. It was just Security testing. 
<Steve> Wow, so you have been at this awhile then. 
<Bruce> I've been hacking for a long time, yea. Only now I do it 
legally. I love it though, because in my position, I get to hack on 
equipment that most people will never get to see. (interview) 

<Ryan> My perspective now is as an ex-black hat, now 
specializing in protecting against hackers. (interview) 

In addition to whitehat, blackhat, hacker and cracker differentiations, 

hackers make use of additional labels to fmiher distinguish between one another 

in tem1S of skill level and substantive computer interests. The different labels 

applied to individuals within the hacker culture are used not only to make 

indications as to the type of activity they are involved in, but also to distinguish 

where a person sits within the infOlmal hacker hierarchy. Based upon one's peer 

recognition in the culture, he or she will be assigned a label seen to be appropriate 

for his or her status. For instance, the tenn "script kiddy", is a role label applied 

in the most derogatory sense to younger individuals (usually adolescents, 

however, the tel111 becomes even more derogatory when applied to older 

individuals) who have little or no computer knowledge, use programs or "scripts" 

for malicious purposes and are chastised for trying to imitate the antics of 

popularized versions of hackers as seen on film: 

<Max> [S]cript kiddies tend to just download compile and run 
scripts without any understanding of what they are doing (most of 
once compiled you just run the code with the right -flags to gain 
access to a system through a weakness or a flaw in the code). gH 
(gLoBal Hell) were a good example of some famous script 
kiddies. The people who download trojans and scan etc, usually 
don't have a clue what's actually going on they just want to be 
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'hackers' like in the films and break into someone's computer. 
(interview) 

Although individuals may be labelled as script kiddies by others within the hacker 

culture, these individuals rarely ever refer to themselves as script kiddies. To do 

so, would mean admitting to being immature and having little knowledge about 

computers. In short, they would be acknowledging that they are not "true" 

hackers. Therefore, these individuals are more likely to refer to themselves as 

hackers. While people labelled as script kiddies may "deceive" outsiders into 

believing they are real hackers, the hacker in the following dialogue indicates that 

script kiddies are definitely not hackers. He invokes a medical analogy to explain 

the difference between a script kiddy and a hacker: 

<Steve> So, when "script kiddies" refer to themselves as 
hackers ... what is your perspective on this? 
<Matthew> It's the same as a guy with a bottle of Tylenol 
claiming to be a medical doctor. 
<Steve> Interesting analogy. 
<Matthew> It works and it explains why hackers use scripts when 
testing security ... doctors prescribe Tylenol too ... you just have to 
know when to use it, and when not to. (interview) 

As the following interview excerpt shows, "real" hackers and crackers despise 

script kiddies as they see these individuals as giving hackers a bad name: 

<Carl> Skript kiddies are a fungus :) And actually a real pain in 
the A$# to real Hackers and Crackers. They give bad media 
attention. They are the reason all of us have been stereotyped into 
one big clump. (interview) 

The way in which an individual will be seen and treated is dependent upon 

the meaning a person's "hacker" label (e.g., hacker, cracker, script kiddie, 

greyhat) holds for an individual or group. However, the meaning attributed to a 
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particular label is highly relative. Given the diversity of activities and definitions 

that exists within the hacker subculture, this is the case for both insiders and 

outsiders alike. The hacker in the following dialogue explains that, although 

someone may hold status in their own group, their understandings of what defines 

a hacker may not apply in a different group. Therefore, their status within the 

new context could very well be diminished: 

<Steve> Are there any norms or mles of behaviour amongst 
hackers? 
<Kris> ya .. 
<Steve> What sorts of things? 
<Kris> Depends on what 'strata' you're at in the community. For 
example, ifnewbie42@aol.comjoins a channel like [mine] for the 
first time, he's gonna get booted ifhe opens up with 'wassup 
bitches', but if! do it, it's, 'OH, Hi, Kris' 
<Steve> So there's a hierarchy? 
<Kris> There's a very complex social stmcture in the hacker 
world ... It's very hard to define because each 'strata' has their own 
set of protocol for dealing with each other and folks from other 
stratas ... Like at the top of the food chain, the realm of the tmly 
elite hacker, they interact with each other as nom1al people, 
there's no bullshit, nothing. But at the bottom of the pyramid, the 
skript kiddies have a very complex social stmcture that's a 
hierarchy of perceived power/influence 
<Steve> So each strata can have a hierarchy within itself and also 
can be grouped and seen somewhat hierarchically in tenns of the 
different groups ... elites down to kiddies. 
<Kris> Yup, and it's funny to see how other stratas interact with 
each other. For example, if! cruise down to the skript kid level, 
some places will abuse the crap out of me because in their power 
stmcture, I'm no one, but in other levels, I get their weird 
frightened/respect, because I'm one of the [ conference] organizers. 
(interview) 

Each small group of hackers may form around a more specialized type of 

"hacking" such as software programming, website defacement, pirating software 

or "hacking" the phone system (i.e., phreaking). While these individuals may be 
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assigned greater or lesser status within the "overarching" hacker subculture, each 

local subculture develops its own set of definitions, perspectives, and nom1S. 

DISCUSSION 

This chapter has highlighted the importance of going to hackers to better 

understand how they define themselves and how they interpret outsider 

representations of their subculture. As Huss (1998) has also found, hackers blame 

the media in particular for their public image problems. Hackers see media 

portrayals as often presenting a one-sided view of the hacker community. They 

criticize the media for inaccurately attributing the activities of computer criminals 

to hackers. Rather than presenting a picture of the more "mundane" and thus, less 

newsworthy world of "real" hackers, hackers state that the media, given their 

sales agenda, focus on the visibly abnOlmal and computer criminals who call 

themselves hackers. Hackers also argue that computer companies, through their 

advertisements, build upon this general stereotype and people's fear of the 

seemingly mysterious realm of the hacker in order to increase sales of their 

security products. Similarly, Huss (1998) indicates that hackers believe that the 

media presents extreme cases of "hacker" activities in order to create drama, 

" ... to stimulate the interest of a public with limited understanding of computers 

and hackers" (p.SO). 

In characterizing hackers as being a certain type of individual -- typically 

adolescent, rebellious, dangerous, and visibly abnormal -- popular discourse and 

images tend to stigmatize all hackers as being deviant. Likewise, Russ (1998) 
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points out that, "[Hackers] generally agree that both printed and television news 

accounts confuse computer crime with hacking and contribute to a negative image 

of all hackers" (p. 53). At the same time, these images present caricatures of the 

prototypical hacker that those aspiring to be "hackers" often end up replicating. 

This point relates directly to Fine and Kleinman's (1979) assertion that, "Through 

the media, adolescents, leam the behaviors and nonns of peers, who, through their 

prominence in the media, become role models" (p. 15). In this way, those 

promoting mainstream representations provide material that may become 

incorporated into the hacker culture more broadly. This occurs particularly 

through the new involvements of individuals who define themselves in tenns of 

mainstream definitions. By condemning the behaviour of those engaged in 

"countercuItural" activities, Fine and Kleinman (1979) argue that media messages 

may actually activate its spread, a process refen-ed to as deviance amplification. 

While some hackers indicate that they may take issue with such stereotypical 

portrayals on a personal level, those hackers acting as security consultants suggest 

that "hacker hysteria" and public ignorance sun-ounding computer security are 

good for business. 

This chapter has also drawn attention to the ongoing debate within the 

hacker community about what defines a hacker. Some suggest that the original 

"desire to leam and improve computers" definition still applies, while others 

indicate that such a definition is somewhat outdated and does not consider the 

extension ofthe hacker mindset to new fonns of activities such as virus creation 
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and software piracy. As Huss (1998) notes, some hackers agree that certain types 

of activities they engage in are, by outsider definitions, criminal. However, those 

advocating the traditional definition maintain that, while there may be some grey 

areas, there are ethical and legal limits dictating how far one should go in 

applying their creative, problem-solving approach. These individuals suggest that 

activities with a malicious or illicit bent are no longer hacker activities, but the 

behaviour of crackers and criminals. 

In order to help situate others within the community and define who is and 

is not a hacker, a series of terms have been adopted and applied to those 

considering themselves to be hackers. This chapter argued that one significant 

labelling distinction hackers make is the separation of individuals into two broad 

categories: hackers and crackers. The main distinguishing characteristics used to 

define these two groups are the imputed (a) ethics underlying the intent of their 

behaviour and, (b) level of knowledge and self-initiated problem-solving which 

they demonstrate. This finding coincides quite closely with Huss' (1998) 

research, which suggests that hackers distinguish between one another according 

to their "level of skill" and "degree of maliciousness" (p. 87). Based upon these 

criteria, hackers are characterized as those who apply their higher degree of 

computer knowledge and problem-solving ability for non-malicious or "good" 

purposes (e.g., software development, network security); whereas, crackers are 

characterized as typically, but not always, being less computer savvy and , 

engaging in malicious activities (e.g., virus creation and distribution, unauthorized 
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network infiltration). Tenns such as whitehat ("good guy") and blackhat ("bad 

guy") serve similar purposes in distinguishing between the perceived morality 

behind people's computer activities. The tenn "greyhat" is a title given to hackers 

who dabble in both whitehat and blackhat activities. 

By drawing definitional boundaries between others in the community, 

hackers engage in a constant negotiation of their social reality with not only 

outsiders, but also other insiders. Dependent upon what group one is part of or 

enters into, their label and its accompanying meaning may hold more or less 

weight. The various label designations or "role labels" (examined fmiher in the 

chapter on hacker argot) are used by hackers as ways of understanding and 

explaining to others where people are situated within the culture. These labels act 

as quick identifiers, each with their own set of shared meanings. By 

differentiating between individuals in tenns of such things as their imputed level 

of knowledge, the activities they engage in, their motives and, more generally, 

how they apply the tenn hacker, hackers fonn their own group or local subculture 

perspectives and identities. Understandings of what constitutes a hacker, 

therefore, are dependent upon the reference group an individual chooses to anchor 

his or her definition of hacker to. 

Furthennore, in distinguishing the different subcategories of hackers in 

tenns of characteristics such as their criminal (cracker) and non-criminal (true 

hacker) activities, hackers attempt to neutralize the stigma associated with their 

deviant public identity. By drawing clear distinctions between what a hacker is 
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and is not, hackers challenge outsiders' perceptions and actively work to distance 

themselves from their alleged deviant status. A slogan advocated by Eric 

Raymond is poignant in this regard. In order to help dispel the hacker myth and 

work towards returning "hacker" to its original meaning, he asserts, "Don't worry 

I'm a hacker, not a cracker." When further associated with another of his mottos, 

"Hackers build things, crackers break them", one is able to situate the meaning 

underlying the hacker and cracker labels and possibly develop a conception of 

hackers as non-malicious and crackers as malicious. Even with such efforts, as 

hackers themselves admit, given their diminished status in the claims-making 

game and the predominant anti-hacker sentiment that exists within the public 

domain, which is in tum reinforced by the media, the computer security industry, 

govemJ.'1lents, and even certain groups of hackers, traditional hackers have by and 

large lost control of outsider impressions of their subculture.26 Given the 

entrenchment of such widely held outsider beliefs, all hackers will likely remain 

the scapegoats of computer crime for some time to come. 

The next chapter further explores the ways in which meanings are applied 

within the hacker subculture by analysing the hacker ideology. As with the 

definitional issues examined in this chapter, the next chapter provides an analysis 

of the principles underlying the hacker ideology and how these principles are 

appropriated to suit the different local subcultures of the hacker community. 

26 As mentioned, Huss (1998) makes a similar assertion: "Differences of opinion on the 
nahlre of hackers stem from a discrepancy in opinions on the identity of hacker not reflected in 
media portrayals and indicate that more h"aditiollal hackers may have lost control of the meaning 
of the hacker image" (p. 74). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE HACKER IDEOLOGY 

Denoting interpretive frameworks or viewpoints (also worldviews, 
paradigms, versions of reality) for making sense of the world, the 
perspectives that people develop through association with others 
provide the orientational content of group life. (Prus, 1997, p. 62) 

CONCEPTUALIZING IDEOLOGY 

A major characteristic distinguishing a particular subculture from the 

broader community is its ideology or group perspective (Fine & Kleimnan, 1979; 

Pms, 1997; Shibutani, 1955). An ideology represents a unique way of 

understanding the world, which tends to justify what the subculture is all about. 

Within the hacker subculture, this ideology is sometimes referred to as the 

"hacker ethic" or "hacker spirit." 

As Shibutani (1955) indicates, shared perspectives arise through 

participation in common communication channels, which fonn the boundaries of 

a group's subculture. Therefore, in order to comprehend an individual's 

perspective, it is necessary to understand the social world(s) in which he or she is 

a part of (Shibutani, 1955). It is within the shared group context that individuals 

fmID relationships with others who share a similar perspective, which in tum 

support, reinforce and sustain particular viewpoints. 
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Individuals might simultaneously be involved with a number of different 

sub-societies adhering to a variety of different perspectives. Through these 

interactions, individuals develop a number of similar and dissimilar viewpoints, 

and engage in an ongoing negotiation and (re-)formulation of reality: 

... [I]ndeed, each member's perspective on the shared knowledge 
of the subculture will necessarily be different from that of any 
other member. Therefore, even within a homogeneous group, 
action will require a negotiation of meaning, resulting in the 
continual production of socially constructed realities - a continual 
shading of the "culture of the group." (Fine & Kleinman, 1979, p. 
6) 

[S]ocial worlds are not static entities; shared perspectives are 
continually being reconstituted. (Shibutani, 1955, p. 567) 

Social worlds and the accompanying perspectives individuals derive through 

interactions within group contexts can therefore be envisioned processually and in 

a more or less constant state of flux. Intersubjective understandings toward the 

world are not only relative across time and between groups, but since individuals 

develop their own personal understandings of the world through self-interaction 

and interpretation, perspectives may also differ from individual-to-individual. 

While noting some distinctions, this chapter is concemed with the hacker 

ideology as it is shared more generally between insiders and subsequently 

described to outsiders. 

Shibutani (1955) maintains, "A reference group ... is that group whose 

outlook is used by the actor as the frame of reference in the organization of his 

perceptual field" (p. 565). Following this line ofreasoning, by examining hackers 

as an imputed reference group, it is possible to distinguish the hacker perspective 
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from other perspectives. That is, it is possible to observe the hacker perspective 

as it is described and invoked by individuals in their conversations with others 

(hackers and non-hackers included), as they take stands on certain issues, convey 

understandings, and describe their viewpoints to others. By observing and 

interacting with hackers one comes to understand how they use their perspective 

to justify certain ideas and rationalize the appropriateness of different courses of 

action. 

While a perspective may be reflected in an individual's actions, this does 

not necessarily need to be the case. A perspective may remain at the level of 

ideas (i.e., not be acted upon), shared with others through language or be 

observable in the ways individuals interact with others and the world more 

generally. In this way, ideologies may not move beyond mere rhetoric - ideals 

that one professes to strive for, but never acts upon. This chapter reflects the 

hacker ideology as it is described by self-proclaimed hackers. 

THE HACKER SPIRIT 

In Steven Levy's (1984) book, "Hackers: Heroes of the Computer 

Revolution" he identifies the following components of what he has telmed "The 

Hacker Ethic": 

• Access to computers - and anything which might teach you something 
about the way the world works - should be unlimited and total. 
Always yield to the Hands-On Imperative! 

• All information should be free 
• Mistrust Authority - Promote Decentralisation 
• Hackers should be judged by their hacking, not bogus criteria such as 

degrees, age, race, or position. 
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• You can create art and beauty on a computer 
• Computers can change your life for the better (pp. 40-45). 

Taken together, elements of the Hacker Ethic, as described and argued by Levy 

(1984), represent the ideology of the first generation of hackers. Data from this 

thesis suggest that these principles have remained more or less consistent across 

time. Support for this claim is bolstered by the recent findings of Arbaugh 

(1999). In discussing the shared beliefs and norms of the hacker subculture, 

Arbaugh (1999) indicates that, although there might be differences between 

different "types" of hackers (e.g., script kiddies, crackers, "tme" hackers), the 

beliefs that, "one should acquire as much knowledge as possible, that all 

information should be shared, and that all information should be free" (p. 377) 

hold tme among all hackers. 

In my discussions with hackers, the phrase "hacker spirit" was often used 

as a label for their particular perspective or ideology. In order to remain tme to 

the language used by participants, I will use "hacker spirit" to refer to the 

combined features of the hacker ideology imputed by those involved in this 

research. Very similar to Levy's (1984) "Hacker Ethic", seven fundamental and 

interrelated elements of the hacker spirit were observed in analysing the data for 

this thesis. Each element is based upon an overarching goal: striving for an ever-

greater understanding of how things work. To hackers, knowledge and an 

unorthodox approach to leaming are valued above all else. Consistent with this 

goal, the following principles represent the essence of the hacker perspective: 
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1. Higher understanding requires an unorthodox approach - be inventive, 
think outside the box; 

2. Understanding things, solving problems and generating new ideas requires 
hard work - dedicate yourself to this task; 

3. Learning should be self-directed - learn by doing; 
4. A hacker's learning time is precious - share your knowledge with others; 
5. You are evaluated on what you know and how you learn - looks and 

degrees are not important - show us your skill; 
6. People in positions of power often value and impose conformity - this 

attitude must be rejected as it stifles creativity - mistmst authority; and, : 
7. Hackers require as much information as possible to understand things -

access to inforn1ation should be free and unrestricted. 

What follows is an examination of each of these ideological principles as related 

by hackers. 

The Hacker Spirit: The Pursuit of Knowledge 

A [computer] user is involved with the machine in a hands-on 
way, but is not interested in the technology except as it enables an 
application. Hackers are the antithesis of users. They are 
passionately involved in mastelY of the machine itself. (Turkle, 

1997, p. 32) 

Rather than the hacker ideology being something that a person applies 

only at certain times in specific situations, hackers describe the application of 

their perspective as "a way oflife." The pursuit of knowledge and how one goes 

about learning are the key aspects of this particular way oflife. Hackers are not 

content with the taken for granted ways of using things. Instead, they believe in 

seeking to understand things for themselves and using objects in new inventive 

ways. The hacker in the following dialogue indicates that the key trait of being a 

hacker is trying to understand everything a person can get his or her hands on: 

<Steve> How long would you say you've been a hacker? 
<Brad> all my life 
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<Steve> You were born a hacker? 
<Brad> I'd have to say I was. I remember being 3 or 4, and taking 
apart my remote control cars to make them go faster. Though, I 
don't think one has to be born a hacker, they just have to have a 
desire to understand everything they get their hands on. 
(interview) 

In pursuing an understanding for how things work, hackers believe that 

one must start with the perspective that anything is possible and that people 

s~ould not be restricted by others' ideas. To achieve this sort of understanding, 

the hacker in the next excerpt describes that hackers picture things in terms of 

"raw components" and then work towards conceptualizing and building things 

from the bottom-up, rather than the top-down: 

<Kris> A hacker is someone who puts things together without 
reading the instruction manual. Hackers view things in tenns of 
raw components. You might get the set of Legos to build a pirate 
ship, but discover you can also build a seaplane out of the parts. 
As a result, hackers can do very good things or very bad things. 
When it comes to computers, it's the same mindset: I can do 
anything with this machine, even if you (i.e. Microsoft) haven't 
given me the ability to, I'll find a way. It's the urge to take things 
apart and see how they work. (interview) 

Another hacker explains, to be a hacker is to not be content with others' , or even 

your own, knowledge of how things work: 

<Mike> I was never satisfied with knowing 'only what I knew at 
the time'. It's like a hunger for knowledge; taking something 
apart to see how it works - only in software. (interview) 

Consistent with this perspective, he maintains that: 

<Mike> [A hacker] is someone who's teclmically oriented with a 
high learning curve who isn't satisfied with the 'off the rack' 
version of what things are, how they work, and how they should 
be used; someone with a genuine wanting to know how things 
,"York 011 a lo\v level ... (interview) 
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What follows is a description of each of the ideological principles underlying the 

hacker spirit. 

Principle #1: Higher Understalldillg Requires all Unorthodox Approach 

TelTI1s such as "creative", "unorthodox", "obsessive", "intense", 

"passionate", "exploratory", "curious", "relentless", and "self-directed" are 

common adjectives used by hackers to describe their approach to understanding. 

The essence of the hacker spirit involves a passion for applying one's technical 

ingenuity to work towards an ever-greater understanding of how things work. 

Part of striving for this higher understanding is to develop creative new pieces of 

technology such as computer programs and electronic devices, engage in the 

solving teclmical problems, and pursue different ways of using objects. This may 

involve coming up with" ... sudden ideas on how to use something for which it 

was never intended", describes a hacker. 

From the hacker point of view, striving for ever-higher levels of 

understanding and solving very technical problems requires a different way of 

thinking about and approaching a problem. Hackers often describe their approach 

as "unorthodox" or "creative." It is also not uncommon for hackers to define the 

telTI1 hacker as, "Someone who thinks outside of the box" (interview). For the 

sake of intellectual challenge a hacker may devote him or herself to a project that 

others were unable to solve or complete. The hacker in the next interview excerpt 

describes that overcoming obstacles when problem-solving requires that people 
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re-think their approach and think a bit more unconventionally about how the 

problem can be solved: 

<Andy> It always comes back to thinking just slightly outside of 
the box, something a little unconventional, something so easy, yet 
so absurd you wouldn't have thought of it if you kept going down 
the track you had been on. (interview) 

She offers the following example of one of her current projects where she 

bel~eves that applying a different way of thinking about the project will lead her 

to completing the task where others have failed: 

<Andy> My current project is something that was tried before in a 
commercial setting, and failed. I'm making it free, and I think I 
can pull it off, because I'm utilizing a structure that the original 
designer didn't consider; something so obvious, yet not something 
you would have thought of for a proj ect of this nature. (interview) 

In order to think like a hacker, one of my informants suggests that one has to learn 

that: 

<Brad> Square pegs fit in round holes. You have to learn to think 
sideways, upside down and inside out, and that there's more than 
one right/wrong to do the same thing, not everything is as it 
appears. The technical side just sort of comes with tim€ and 
trying and reading and doing. (interview) 

As he points out, along with taking an imaginative approach to problem-solving 

one also has to realize that solving problems requires time and hard work, a topic 

to which I now tum. 

Principle #2: Hacking Illvolves Hard Work 

To hold true to the hacker spirit, it is necessary to thoroughly dedicate 

oneself to whatever project he or she may be working on and work passionately 
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towards understanding. Raymond describes the intensity of this desire by 

comparing the work ethic of hackers to successful, highly motivated athletes: 

Being a hacker is lots of fun, but it's a kind of fun that takes lots 
of effort. The effort takes motivation. Successful athletes get their 
motivation from a kind of physical delight in making their bodies 
perform, in pushing themselves past their own physical limits. 
Similarly, to be a hacker you have to get a basic thrill from 
solving problems, sharpening your skills, and exercising your 
intelligence. (2000a) 

During a meeting with a group of hackers I became involved in a conversation 

about the hacker perspective with one of the attendees. He described to me the 

obsessiveness with which a hacker will approach and dedicate him or herself to a 

project. He maintained that hackers routinely become so engrossed in their 

current project that everything else will seem inconsequential, including hygiene 

and sleep: 

Marvin told me that one of the hacker characteristics is devotion 
to a project. He said it's not uncommon to find a hacker 
wallowing in his own filth after staying up for 48 hours straight 
on a project. (field notes) 

So intense is the hacker drive to understand and realize the completion of a 

project, that it is not uncharacteristic for a hacker to, " ... work on something for 

weeks without sleep/food/drink," describes another hacker (interview). Although 

somewhat of an exaggeration, it does point to the perspective that, understanding 

things only as a hacker can, requires an intense dedication and focus on 1eaming 

and solving problems that borders on obsession. Even though a project might 

pose certain obstacles and can be extremely frustrating at times, hackers maintain 

that it is exactly this sort of challenge that inspires them. One informant 
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indicates, "A hacker is a person who loves a challenge, and loves knowledge and 

the ability to gain it" (interview). 

As a graduate student at MIT in the 1970s, Turkle (1997), a sociology of 

technology professor at MIT, recalls observing the intensity with which the 

hackers there devoted themselves to their computer work: 

In 1977, I often worked late writing at a networked computer 
terminal at MIT's 545 Technology Square, also lmown as Tech 
Square. My text would be printed on a laser printer on the ninth 
floor, which was also the site of the workstations of the legendary 
Tech Square computer hackers. On my way back and forth from 
the laser printer, I would pause to observe their intensity of 
concentration. They seemed not to move from hour to hour 
through the night, their screens usually filled with line after line of 
computer code. (p. 154) 

To be a hacker one must incorporate this work ethic into their perspective. With 

that said, some hackers argue that many so-called hackers - i.e., mainly the 

younger generation of media-dubbed hackers - do not aspire to the hacker work 

ethic. They are often criticized for being lazy and ignorant. These individuals are 

typically labelled as script kiddies for their lack of knowledge about computers 

and often young age and immature behaviour. 

Principle #3: Hacking Requires a "Learn for Yourself' Approach - Learn by 
Doing 

To be a hacker, the individual has to be willing to leam for the sake of 

learning. Much of this leaming is not something that others can teach but rather 

something that must "come from within." As such, many hackers suggest that 

one needs to either begin with or adopt a "leam for yourself' mindset: 
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<Steve> What sorts of things did you have to learn to become a 

hacker? 
<Matthew> Simple answer: I had to learn how to learn ... There is 
no amount of knowledge that can qualify you as a hacker, or a 
newbie, or what have you. It all comes down to a willingness to 
learn new things, and a dlive to learn them without being told, 
"Just do this because it works". Anyone can run a script or a 
security package like NESSUS - all you do is press "go" and it 
works. It all comes back to whether you are willing to learn what 
the program is doing behind the scenes so you can accomplish 
something with it. (interview) 

The belief is that it is impossible to teach someone how to hack. As one hacker 

puts it, "You hack to LEARN, you do not LEARN to hack" (web site). Another 

hacker reiterates the point that hacking cannot be taught, but rather must be a part 

of a person's mindset - i.e., the individual has to be motivated to understand 

things and think creatively: " ... don't come to me and say 'teach me how to hack'. 

Don't even say 'show me where to start', because I can't share that. There's no 

way that I can explain what goes on inside my head" (interview). The term 

"hack" used in this way can be defined as, passionately and creatively working 

towards a solution to any given problem. 

As another hacker notes, one adhering to the hacker spirit is a person who 

must see and do things for him or herself, rather than being told how to do it: "I'm 

a show me rather than tell me kind of person" (interview). Following this line of 

thinking, hackers take the stance that self-directed understanding requires a 

hands-on approach: 

<Bruce> In addition, hacking is also learning a technology using 
hands-on methods -like the guys you're talking to that have been 
spending days compiling a kemel, and trying to figure out why it 
didn't work as they expected. (interview) 
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In becoming part of the hacker community, one quickly learns that many groups 

of hackers disdain people who do not first try to understand something on their 

own. Instead of engaging a problem by themselves and seeking their own 

solutions, a number of individuals approach hackers asking for a quick answer. 

This type of person is often heavily criticized: 

... I can't speak for the other newsgroups ... but people come here 
expecting to be spoon-fed. I have yet to see somebody flamed in 
here if they have done their research and simply can't find an 
answer to their problem. But we get so many halfwits in here 
asking things like "I need a crack for WinZip" and stufflike that, 
that flaming them becomes more or less a natural reflex ... Again, 
I can't speak for the other groups, but we certainly don't cater to 
the whims of idiots, morons, halfwits and retards here. 
(news group posting) 

If people are able to show that they have done their homework, a hacker will 

likely be more receptive to helping them find an answer: 

<Kris> It gets fmstrating when a kid asks for help with something 
and you find the answer by going to Goog1e [a web site search 
engine] and searching. Then you tell them to try Google first next 
time and you get a 'fuck you'. I like the kids that try to figure out 
this stuff first on their own and then, and only then, do they go ask 
for help when there's no other choice. (interview) 

Principle #4: Share Your Knowledge and Ill/ormation with Others 

Another central tenet of the hacker spirit is the belief in sharing knowledge 

and infornlation to help solve problems. Raymond (2000a) argues that it is the 

hacker's duty to share infOlTI1ation and solutions to problems so that other hackers 

can focus on solving new problems: 
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To behave like a hacker, you have to believe that the thinking time 
of other hackers is precious -- so much so that it's almost a moral 
duty for you to share infonnation, solve problems and then give the 
solutions away just so other hackers can solve new problems 
instead of having to perpetually re-address old ones. (Raymond, 
2000a) 

As a community that covets knowledge and the ability to gain it, the sharing of 

infom1ation is particularly important. Raymond (2000a) argues that the hacker 

community is a "gift culture." He explains that, 

You gain status and reputation in it not by dominating other 
people, nor by being beautiful, nor by having things other people 
want, but rather by giving things away. Specifically, by giving 
away your time, your creativity, and the result of your skill. 
(2000a). 

Similarly, another hacker describes the hacker community in the following way: 

"Everyone shares with everyone. It's a community of knowledge" (interview). 

The hacker community is indeed a knowledge-based society. However, 

"sharing" and "knowledge", as well as the appropriate use of infonnation, hold 

different meanings to different members of the community. As was previously 

noted, there are particular pathways to acquiring infOlmation, which one must 

follow in order to be privy to certain fonns of knowledge. Additionally, one must 

also abide by the infonnal mles of hacker etiquette for a given group, which often 

are only made known by interacting with or directly observing its members. 

Sometimes these mles are disseminated by the group via a web page or 

news group. Even if these mles are made known in this way, the operational 

nonns of a particular group can only tmly be learned as one experiences the social 

dynamics of group interaction on a firsthand basis. 
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Depending on the group of hackers one is interacting with, various types 

of information are valued differently. For hackers adhering to old-school hacker 

ideals, information that helps one code and or find solutions to particular technical 

problems are of greatest import. This information is valued as it essential in the 

development and trouble-shooting of software programs. At the other end of the 

spectrum, warez dOOdz place value on information that allows them to defeat 

security on proprietary software (e.g., serial codes, registration keys, software 

"cracking" programs). Such information pennits them to gain access to a greater 

number of copywritten software titles and trade these programs with others for 

new information or other cracked programs. Crackers see information regarding 

program exploits as particularly important as it permits them to take advantage of 

others' computer security and possibly acquire access to confidential information. 

To certain hackers information acts not only as a form of knowledge-

based currency, but also becomes a form of social currency upon which 

reputations are based. The hacker in the next interview excerpt explains that 

some hackers will share information to acquire knowledge, whereas others will do 

it to show-off or make money: 

<Steve> Is it a big thing to get your stuff out there [e.g., 
information about a computer security flaw you found]? 
<Brandon> People act differently about this. Some people get 
really overjoyed and stmi talking about finding something. 
Especially if you're starting to be a hacker, like when you'ye 
found your first bug. Most of them want to show people that 
they've started to find bugs. After awhile you will start to find 
out that this is valuable information for you. You might benefit 
from it more than just by showing-off, depends on what your 
intentions are ... So you say, "Yeah, I'll give this out to other 
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people." Or, "No, I won't do it. No I want to get infonnation and 
sell it. .. " So, it depends ... Some people will do it for knowledge 
and some people will do it for showing-off. (interview) 

When approaching different types of hackers for infol111ation, one has to 

know what infonnation they value and engage them in a mmmer that is conducive 

to having them share their infonnation .. The following summary ofmles from a 

hacker newsgroup's Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) page is a good example 

of the cond.uct norms propagated by a pmiicular group of hackers. The mles 

peliain not only to acquiring infonnation, but also how to engage in the group's 

online culture: 

1. Read the news group for two months before posting. 
2. Make posts factual and meaningful. 
3. Keep your posts on topic for this newsgroup. 
4. Send personal replies via e-mail, do not post them to [this 

newsgroup]. 
5. Quote responsibly. Not too much, not too little. 
6. State what homework you have done before resOliing to 

asking on [this newsgroup]. 
7. Do not use [this newsgroup] for software piracy. 
8. Check the [the newsgroup's] FAQ before posting a question. 

(web site) 

While the F AQ details help to better situate someone approaching the group about 

sharing information, as the author of the FAQs indicates, you might still be 

arbitrarily criticized: 

If you keep these rules in mind and abide by them faithfully, you 
will still get flamed [i.e., criticized]. However, you will be able to 
retaliate with a clear conscience that you have done everything 
possible to protect the social culture of [the news group ]. (web 
site) 
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Principle #5: You're Evaluated Based Oil what you Know and your Desire to 
Leal'll 

'Within the hacker community, the belief is that people should be valued 

based upon what they know and their creative, self-directed approach to learning 

and understanding. One hacker describes, "The thing that I use to judge people is 

their Quest for Learning" - are they genuinely wanting to know or are they just 

doing it for attention? (interview). Hackers place a very high value on wanting to 

know for the sake of understanding. Instead of valuing people based upon their 

looks, sense of style, or even school-earned credentials, hackers ascribe to the 

perspective that you will be evaluated based upon what you know and your 

hacking ability. Clothes, looks and degrees are seen as superficial. Hackers are 

impressed by people's intellect and display of skill as these things serve as 

markers of your pursuit for higher understanding. Take for example the following 

quotes: 

<Andy> In grade school, I was teased for my lack of style and 
grace, but this is a new era, and in my world, you'll be taunted 
endlessly for your lack of intelligence. (interview) 

... when you play the hacker game, you learn to keep score 
primarily by what other hackers think of your skill (this is why 
you aren't really a hacker until other hackers consistently call you 
one). (Raymond, 2000a) 

<Dan> It's a sub-culture where your brain gets you accepted, not 
your name, clothes, or car you drive. You are cast out for being 
stupid, not for having Keds on instead ofNike. It's like I always 
say, "I have no patience for ignorance", and I don't. (interview) 

<Steve> What got you interested in computers? 
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<Ryan> I've moved around a lot throughout my life. Computers 
were always there. Friends I made online never left when I 
moved. Computers also never judged me. They were always 
there for me. People online also didn't judge me by my age, what I 
look like, or what I wear. Instead, I was judged by my intellect. 
(interview) 

<Brad> My perspective is: knowledge is power, and if you don't 
have it, you're lost. (interview) 

Accordingly, as these people mention, ignorance tends not to be tolerated by 

hackers. However, it is necessary to qualify these statements. Hackers who have 

been around the scene for a while note that when they first became involved in the 

hacker community, a display of wit and skill was essential to becoming accepted. 

As the next interviewee indicates, he had to follow a certain protocol and prove 

himself as a wOlihy recipient of the hacker title: 

<Kris> Socially: I had to show that I was worth teaching. I tried 
to answer my own questions and would only ask questions if! 
knew they would be stumpers. Experienced hackers like being 
stumped by the newbies. Once I was able to demonstrate that I 
tried to solve my own problems, I had some skills, and was a 
personable guy, I was accepted into the fold. (interview) 

However, he, along with other hackers, notes that the emphasis on being able to 

demonstrate one's intellect does not seem to be as important to the current 

generation of hackers. He points out that all that really seems important to these 

younger individuals is their ability to look like a hacker and do the superficial 

things necessary to make people think they are hackers: 

<Kris> These days they think all you have to do is get a 2600 [a 
hacker magazine] t-shirt and go to a Defcon and now you're 
accepted as a hacker, but in some (sad) ways, they're right ... We 
used to be this isolated community of self-important elitist 
bastards. We respected intelligence and derided stupidity. Now 
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we're awash in mediocrity. These days they gain social 
acceptance by following the 'hacker' herd: hate the folks that the 
'scene' hates, use the OS [Operating System] the 'scene' uses, like 
the culture the 'scene' likes and you'll just sort of blend in. 
(interview) 

Principle #6: Mistrust Authority 

Raymond (2000a) points out that an essential component of the hacker 

spirit is a tendency to be suspicious of those people who hold power in our 

society. He indicates that the reason for this attitude is because authority tends to 

abuse its power and ultimately stifle creative development: 

Hackers are naturally anti-authoritarian. Anyone who can give 
you orders can stop you from solving whatever problem you're 
being fascinated by -- and, given the way authoritarian minds 
work, will generally find some appallingly stupid reason to do so. 
So the authoritarian attitude has to be fought wherever you find it, 
lest it smother you and other hackers ... Authoritarians thrive on 
censorship and secrecy. And they distrust voluntary cooperation 
and information-sharing -- they only like 'cooperation' that they 
control. So to behave like a hacker, you have to develop an 
instinctive hostility to censorship, secrecy, and the use of force or 
deception to compel responsible adults. And you have to be 
willing to act on that belief. (Raymond, 2000a) 

Hackers value the ability to think independently and not have others tell them, 

"This is how it should be done." People with authoritative attitudes are seen as 

holding hackers back from what they are good at, namely solving problems and 

creating new pieces of technology. The pressure to conform, which hackers 

suggest is rampant in all public institutions (e.g., the school system, government), 

impinges on independent thought: 

<Steve> How long would you say you've been a hacker? 
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<Andy> How long ... I suppose since I could fonn independent 
thought. I've always been the rebellious type, I refused to let the 
school system keep me from exploring ... (interview) 

As was noted previously, in order to learn about how things work, hackers take 

the stance that it is necessary to challenge taken-for-granted understandings. 

People in authority are often seen as standing in their way and interfering with 

learning and therefore, must also be challenged: 

<Kris> I think the hacker mindset is to challenge everything. 
Always push the button that says 'do not push', always try the 
door to see if its locked, always challenge authority, especially 
when it claims to be acting in your best interests. 
<Steve> Do you see yourself holding to this particular mindset? 
<Kris> Yup, even when it gets me in trouble. It's almost an 
obsessive-compulsive thing at times. When it's a part of you, it's 
involuntary. (interview) 

As the hacker in this last quote suggests, being a hacker means internalizing the 

hacker ideology. It becomes second nature to challenge authority figures, as their 

rules tend to infringe upon the hacker's perspective and way oflife. Because 

hackers challenge authority and rebel against confonnity they are often seen as 

being deviant. While the hacker perspective is seen as abnornlal and often looked 

down on by outsiders, hackers see their ideology in a positive light: 

<Kris> I don't see it as deviant, society does. Challenging social 
conventions, questioning authority, refusing to accept the 'norm' 
are all very positive traits to me, but society is afraid of those 
people. Historically, society has never liked people that 'rocked 
the boat' till long after they were gone. (interview) 

One gets a sense "from speaking with hackers that they believe those outside the 

hacker community actually value the hacker perspective, but are unwilling to 

actively work against an overwhelming societal push to confonn. Quoting the 
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lead singer of the rock band, the Sex Pistols, one hacker states, "you will 

condemn in me the things you love the most" (interview). 

When asking hackers about their perspective, a number of them cited a 

widely disseminated document on the Intemet going by titles such as, "The 

Conscience of a Hacker", "The Hacker Manifesto" and "The Mentor's Last 

Words" (see Appendix B). In the document, the author, using the pseudonym, 

"the Mentor", criticizes society for not being able to relate to the hacker mindset. 

He argues that, instead of authority figures (e.g., teachers, law enforcement, 

govemments) acknowledging and fostering hackers' superior intellect, curiosity, 

thirst for knowledge, and problem-solving abilities, hackers are written-off as 

criminals and attempts are made to force them to confonn. 

Although some hackers see "The Hacker's }.1anifesto" as being somewhat 

cliche or overzealous, a significant number suggest that the Mentor's words 

epitomize the hacker spirit: 

<TelTY> You might want to look for a document out there known 
as liThe Mentor's Last Words", or altematively "A Hacker's 
Manifesto". Each version you find has a few words different due 
to editing ambiguities but the idea is the same. It's one of the 
most famous (and jokingly controversial) documents out there. 
Many of the more jaded of us treat it as fundamentalist babbling 
but its flaws, if anywhere, are in its overzealousness rather than its 
accuracy. It does a fair job of describing, possibly literalizing, the 
"hacker spirit." ( e-mail cOlTespondence) 

Although not every hacker interviewed for this thesis agreed with all aspects of 

the "The Manifesto", they often suggested that a reasonable portion of what the 

Mentor was saying is consistent with their own perspective and experiences: 
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<Ryan> [The Hacker's Manifesto] is quite a good description of 
the hacker ideology, it spoke directly to me anyways. It relates 
largely to what my life has been like, and my perspectives ... 
(interview) 

The Mentor's discussion regarding the misunderstood intellect of the hacker is an 

aspect of his writing that a number of hackers say they can relate to. The Mentor 

(1986) writes: 

... Mine is a 'Yorld that begins with school. .. I'm smmier than 
most of the other kids, this crap they teach us bores me ... 

Damn underachiever. They're all alike. 

I'm in junior high or high school. I've listened to teachers 
explain for the fifteenth time how to reduce a fraction. I 
understand it. "No, Ms. Smith, I didn't show my work. I did it 
inmyhead ... " 

Damn kid. Probably copied it. They're all alike ... 

COlmecting almost directly with these words, one hacker indicates that 

this section of the Mentor's text was something that helped him feel like 

he was not alone, that while he may be different from other kids for being 

smart, there were people like him that could relate to his experiences: 

<Steve> Can you relate to what he [i.e., the Mentor] said? 
<Dan> Exactly. I have a 158 IQ, but barely passed in school. 
Bored. FUllilY too because I failed math in 6th grade because I did 
the math in my head. Teacher wasn't pleased, said I was cheating, 
wanted me to show the work, said I needed a tutor. Imagine that. 
<Steve> Are you the Mentor!? 
<Steve> hehe 
<Dan> haha 
<Dan> No, but I related to it. It made me feel better about 
myself, that I wasn't alone and that I wasn't a freak for being 
smart. (interview) 

In discussing "The Manifesto", another hacker explains that she can relate to a 

number of the ideas espoused in the document. In particular, she argues that the 
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public school system saps children of their "natural" curiosity and forces them to 

become automatons to authoritative rules: 

<Andy> Because we value the pursuit of knowledge, we 
understand the burden that society places on us to conform, which 
leads to a rather anarchist perspective, and other conclusions 
follow, such as the right to privacy, freedom of information, etc ... 
[In the public school system] children are not taught higher level 
thinking skills. They are not taught how to think for themselves, 
but rather how to regurgitate what they are told. They are being 
trained as drones. Children are naturally curious, until the school 
system beats that out of them ... It's refreshing to see a child who 
thinks for herself, rather than simply one who regurgitates facts ... 
They don't want resourceful, they want you to follow directions. 
(interview) 

Some hackers disagree with the "The Manifesto." One hacker indicates that he 

feels that most of what the Mentor is saying is untrue, that it is outdated and it 

gets used in the wrong way to justify inappropriate behaviour: 

<Shawn> The problem [with the Mentor's Last Words] is it helps 
younger kids justify crap they shouldn't be doing ... Most start off 
with the Mentor's Last words in mind, but a lot stop believing in 
it, because it really isn't true 
<Steve> What about it isn't true? 
<Shawn> Most of it. .. It's outdated and gets impressionable 
people thinking the wrong way. (interview) 

As he describes, for those hackers who are involved in illegal activity (e.g., 

crackers, warez dOOdz, script kiddies), the anti-authoritarian attitude becomes 

used to justify their criminal behaviour. 

The perspective that "those in authority should not be trusted" becomes a 

heuristic device for understanding and interpreting people and their behaviour. 

Take for example the "mistrust authority" perspective as it was applied during one 

of my meetings with a group of hackers. A telephone technician was supposed to 
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show-up at the meeting, but he never did. This was somewhat of a letdown, but 

also a relief for members of the group as they suspected that he might only be 

attending in order to "sabotage" the meeting. One person commented: 

If the guy did sho~v up, he might only stay long enough to point 
us out to the police. (field notes) 

This general mistrust or suspicion of authority impacted somewhat on the data 

collection for this thesis, at least initially. 

During my online chats with hackers, I found that they were somewhat 

suspicious of my intent and true identity. They were apparently won-ied that I 

may be an undercover police officer or someone who would tum them in to the 

authorities. The following is an excerpt from an interview I conducted with a 

hacker from the United Kingdom: 

<Steve> Do you have any questions before we start? 
<Max> Nope. 
<Steve> All right. 
<Max> oh wait. 
<Steve> yup? 
<Max> ARE YOU A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER OR IN 
ANYWAY AFFILIATED WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT? I 
have to ask that! (interview) 

Sometimes this anti-authoritarian perspective remains at the level of mere 

suspicion. However, it is also quite common for hackers to openly express their 

resentment towards computer corporations (especially Microsoft), govemment, 

and law enforcement. The reason behind this resentment, as one hacker explains, 

is that companies such as Microsoft are seen as representing and imposing 

conformity: 
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<Steve> Microsoft seems to be a constant target for hackers, why is 
that? 
<Kris> They seem to epitomize the anti-hacker mindset of, "Don't 
ask what's inside,just take our word for it, we know what's best for 
you." As a result, Microsoft represents conformity. It represents 
going with the herd. Hackers don't like to be told what they can 
and cannot do with THEIR toys. (interview) 

Principle #7: All Information Should be Free 

Consistent with the other principles of their ideology, hackers also believe 

that access to all (or most) information should be free and unrestricted. In 

particular, this belief ties in quite closely with the ideals of anti-authoritarianism 

and sharing knowledge. For hackers, the general view is that, in order to develop 

the best products (e.g., software, electronics), work efficiently and ultimately 

attain greater understandings, infolTIlation that is of any worth to society should 

not be held back from individuals. 

Freedom ofinfonnation is a widely held belief within the hacker 

subculture. As a number of quotes in this chapter have already shown, hackers 

commonly reference this principle as one of the most central tenets of their 

philosophy. Some online hacker communities have made this principle explicit in 

their group's nIles. Note the following nIles posted on a hacker Bulletin Board 

System: 

Our nIles here are simple: 

1. Fnord.27 Don't getJohnnie upset. 
2. Respect the thoughts and opinions of others. No flame wars. 

27 Definition from "The Jargon File" (Raymond, 2000b): "fnord: n .... A word used in 
email and news po stings to tag utterances as surrealist mind-play or humor ... " 
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3. Promote the free exchange of knowledge and information. 
4. No illegal activity will be tolerated. No warez, codez or 

hackerz. 
5. Don't panic. (BBS posting) 

The hacker in the next dialogue maintains that the belief in the "free-flow of 

infonnation" does not only apply to "computer knowledge" (e.g., Open Source 

software), but to all fon11s ofinfomlation: 

<Steve> How would you characterize the hacker ideology or 
perspective? 
<Brad> The ideology, I'd say is the free-flow ofinfonnation. 
That is common to most, ifnot all hackers ... 
<Steve> I guess the free-flow of info would tie into things like 
open source software. 
<Brad> Not only software, but things like, "What is the 
govemment doing with a $50,000 hammer? What is NASA 
doing? What does company X have about me in its records?" All 
infonnation. (interview) 

Govemments and corporations are often seen as holding the keys to a 

considerable amount of infonnation and thus, hold significant control over 

people's lives. The information they possess may be anything from proprietary 

source code for computer programs all the way up to "top secret" details about 

military testing. Hackers believe that such infonnation should be made known to 

the public for two main reasons. First, businesses and govemments are not 

always seen as acting with people's best interests in mind. Second, unlimited 

access to infonnation will allow bright individuals, such as hackers, to contribute 

to furthering the world's knowledge. Ultimately, the rationale behind this belief 

comes back to the hacker's wanting to know. For these reasons, professed 
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"ownership of infonnation" is met with derision. Thus, copywriting, patenting 

and the development of proprietary software are also frowned upon. 

Software development is a key activity, which hackers believe benefits 

from the free-flow and sharing ofinfoffilation. As such, hackers commonly 

advocate an open source coding system for software development, where the 

actual program code behind computer applications is made known to and built by 

a community of programmers. Open Source software such as the increasingly 

popular Linux operating system, are computer applications that are free and open 

to the public to contribute to its creation. The hacker in the following quote 

maintains that Open Source software, and more specifically, the philosophy 

behind its development (i.e., infonnation should be free), is a key aspect of the 

hacker spirit: 

Also, you may want to check out Open Source software and its 
philosophy, which identifies absolutely with the "hacker spirit". 
I've never met a hacker who isn't all for open source 
software ... (e-mail correspondence) 

If more software was created under this model, hackers believe computer 

programs would be made better and that people wanting more control over their 

computer applications could have it. More so than an attempt to compete with 

mainstream software developers such as Microsoft, the underlying ideal is that all 

infonnation should be public knowledge, shared, and available free (or next to 

free) of charge. 

Some hackers take more of a moderate view on making infonnation 

accessible. These individuals suggest that only certain types ofinfonnation 
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should be made available, and then, possibly not to everyone. They also indicate 

that people sometimes take the Open Source concept too far. Note the following 

comments: 

<Matthew> I don't believe ALL knowledge should be free and 
shared. There is absolutely no reason to teach people how to 
build nuclear weapons with household supplies. And I do believe 
in closed-source software. 
<Steve> Why the necessity for closed-source software? 
<Matthew> The most impOliant thing is balance - I appreciate 
software tools that are open source, I even use them - but the 
requirement to make a final software application open-source is 
ludicrous. End users do not need access to source. Nor should 
they be getting a free ride. It costs money to develop and 
maintain software. Source, even when closed, should be available 
for review when it deals with security, and sometimes even 
available for modification by the purchaser, but never required to 
be able to be used for another project entirely. (interview) 

While freedom ofinfonnation is very much part of the hacker perspective, 

the ways in which hackers apply this belief varies. Some hackers may be content 

to advocate their beliefs through Open Source software development, whereas 

those with a more malicious bent may take the "freedom of infonnation" ideology 

to its extreme by engaging in malicious acts of computer intrusion to acquire 

access to infonnation and advocate their ideals. Adhering to this perspective, 

some crackers resort to criminal measures to acquire infonnation and rebel 

against large corporations and governments. The acquisition techniques and 

advocacy measures that these individuals take involve such things as the theft of 

program code, breaking into a company's network server, defacing government 

web pages, and spreading viruses through popular e-mail systems (such as the "I 

LOVE YOU!" virus that was spread through Microsoft's Outlook e-mail system). 
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DISCUSSION 

This chapter argued that there are seven core principles of the hacker 

spirit, which remain more or less consistent across the various subcategories and 

local subcultures of hackers. Each of these elements is premised on the 

overarching goal that one should strive to acquire an ever greater understanding of 

how things work. The principles of the hacker spirit include: 

• Principle #1: Higher understanding requires an unorthodox approach. In 
order to reach a level of higher understanding, it is essential that a hacker 
take a creative approach to problem-solving. 

• Principle #2: Hacking involves hard work. Along with taking a creative 
approach to problem-solving, a hacker must also realize that solving 
problems can be, and often is, hard work. Therefore, long hours of 
dedication to one's project(s) is essential. It was suggested that younger 
generations of hackers often lack this sort of concerted focus and thus, are 
critized for their laziness and misappropriating the hacker title. 

• Principle #3: Hacking requires a "learn for yourself" approach -learn by 
doing. Problem-solving not only requires a great deal of ingenuity and 
hard work, but a hacker must also be self-motivated and seek to 
understand by taking a hands-on approach. Hackers suggest that you do 
not leam how to be a hacker, rather hacking is a way of thinking about and 
approaching a problem that cannot taught, but is self-directed and 
something that "comes from within." Novice hackers quickly leam to first 
attempt to solve problems on their own before seeking help from others .. 
If you are able to show that you have done your own research, others will 
be more likely to assist you (depending on your project). 

• Principle #4: Share your knowledge and information with others. In 
striving for ever greater levels of understanding, it is imperative that 
people share their solutions to problems so that other hackers can devote 
their time to new problems and build upon one another's findings. 
However, different groups have different infOlmal protocols that one 
should follow when asking for infonnation. Knowing the various actors 
within the hacker community, developing infomlal networks across the 
community and knowing what infonnation the different groups covet, as 
well as the value (e.g., monetary, reputational, "pure" knowledge) they 
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place on their knowledge, are important to know when seeking out 
information. 

• Principle #5: You're evaluated based on what you know and your desire 
to learn. Hackers indicate that physical appearance, degrees and style are 
inconsequential in the subculture. Instead, hackers' status and reputation 
are based upon their level of knowledge, creative self-directed problem
solving, and display of skill. Consequently, ignorance is highly 
disparaged. Some hackers suggest that this principle does not appear to be 
as important to the latest generation of "hackers." 

• Principle #6: Mistrust authority. Hackers believe that people who hold 
positions of power within society, value and impose conformity, which 
hackers see as stifling creativity. Authority figures are also seen as not 
always acting in society's best interests. Therefore, hackers argue that 
these people are to be mistmsted and their attitudes challenged. Some 
hackers suggest that a document entitled, "The Hacker's Manifesto" 
exemplifies this principle and the hacker spirit in general. Although not 
all hackers agree with it, components of the Manifesto, such as its 
discussion ofthe misunderstood intellect of the hacker, is something that a 
number of hackers say they can relate to. Other hackers suggest that the 
Manifesto is misused by "impressionable" individuals to justify illegal 
behaviour. 

• Principle #7: All information should be free. Hackers believe that 
information that is of any worth to society should be made available to 
everyone. In order to safeguard against abuses of infonnation and assist in 
the fmihering of knowledge, hackers maintain that ownership of 
infOlmation should be opposed. As an alternative, they advocate a model 
based upon the free-flow and sharing of knowledge. A pertinent example 
of information sharing is the development of Open Source software, to 
which a community of hackers contribute their programming efforts. 
Some hackers suggest that the all information should be free aspect of 
their ideology can be taken too far and that certain so-called hackers 
misuse the principle to justify inappropriate behaviour. 

The hacker ethic, described by Levy in 1984, appears to still have a great deal of 

relevance to current generations of hackers. One significant difference, however, 

is the way in which the ideology is now being applied in light of "new" hacker 

activities. 
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It is important to note how the various "subcategories" or "types" of 

hackers use the ideology. Similar to the definitional issues discussed in the 

previous chapter, hackers draw boundaries between the different subgroups within 

the community in terms of how they apply their ideology. When expropriated to 

justify illegal behaviour such as copying proprietary software, within the 

subculture the person is more appropriately identified as a cracker or warez dOOd, 

not a hacker. So while an outsider may identify hackers in telms of their 

endorsement of the subculture's ideological principles, hackers further distinguish 

between members of their community in tem1S of how fully they subscribe to the 

hacker spirit and how the ideology is applied to rationalize their activities. 

The tenets of the ideology are used to counter prevailing perspectives and 

rationalize certain behaviollrs. In this sense, \ve can also see 110\V the hacker 

ideology becomes used as a vocabulary of motive (Mills, 1940) for the different 

subgroups - i.e., a way of talking about hacking that justifies the behaviour. 

Although hackers incorporate aspects ofthe hacker spirit into their vocabulary, 

the different activities, which their ideology is used to justify, varies. For 

instance, while one group might draw upon the all information should be free 

tenet to rationalize defacing a "cormpt" govemment's web site, another group (or 

the same group at a different time) employs it to rationalize the communal 

development of Open Source software. For acts interpreted as deviant or criminal 

by outsiders, the use of the hacker ideology to rationalize these behaviours 

becomes a technique of neutralization. Thus, their ideology also functions as a 
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way of managing the stigma that both outsiders and certain insiders associate with 

particular types of hackers and their behaviours. 

The hacker subculture also serves to rioDnalize behaviours and 

perspectives that outsiders perceive as deviant. Given hackers' overlapping 

involvement in other subcultures (e.g., the student, family, sport communities) 

and outsiders' (e.g., media, government) portrayal of the hacker subculture, they 

are aware of outsiders' assessments of their behaviour and perspectives, and 

recognize that outsiders often see them as deviant. However, associating with 

others who adhere to a similar perspective, which is enacted within a more or less 

non-hostile setting, reinforces hackers' individual perspectives. To apply 

Cooley's (1922) notion of the "looking glass self', the community of hackers 

serves as a social milTor in which each individual hacker judges him or herself 

and the appropriateness of his or her accompanying perspectives and activities. 

Given that the hacker subculture provides a fairly consistent positive reflection of 

their perspective, one's perception of self, including the way in which he or she 

views the world, is supported and encouraged. Thus, the subculture acts as a 

culture of peer support and recognition in which people with similar viewpoints 

are accepted for adhering to the group's ideology. Behaviour and ideals that 

might otherwise be thought of as deviant are norn1alized within the context of 

subcultural interactions. This general argument is consistent with some of the 

propositions of Donald Sutherland's (1947) theory of differential association and 

Daniel Glaser's (1956) notion of differential identification, which have been 
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employed to explain the acquisition and internalization of norms and perspectives 

in various cultures. For instance, Simmons (1973) employs these ideas in his 

study of a group of mystics to describe how they are able to maintain a belief 

system that, for the most pmi, is contrary to most outsider perspectives: 

A further means by which the [mystic] is able to maintain his 
beliefs is through differential association and differential 
identification with [mystics] and relative insulation from non
[mystics]. As an interacting group, [mystics] provide support for 
the individual member in his view of the world. As a number of 
fringe group members have put it, they feel they can be 
themselves only with kindred fringers. Members feel they are "at 
home" because they share a common language with which they 
can communicate about their views and problems to alters who 
share their meanings. (p. 312) 

However, inconsistent with Sutherland's theory in particular, the argument being 

made in this thesis is that, rather than being propelled along a certain pathway 

towards an ideology by causal factors (e.g., an excess of definitions in favour of 

violating the law), how individuals acquire perspectives has to do with their 

interpretations and the choices they make during the course of their negotiations 

and interactions with both insiders and outsiders. 

An individual's own application of his or her perspective may not coincide 

with one group of hackers, but, given the diversity of the hacker subculture, it 

may fit quite closely with another. In the past, hackers were fairly isolated in 

terms of sharing their perspectives. With the advent of ever-greater network 

capabilities, new communication tec1mologies such as the Internet, allow this 

once geographically disparate group to come together, choosing from a 

multiplicity of net-based communities, to share their thoughts and perspectives 
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with one another. The perceived anonymity offered by the Internet and its 

relative lack of censor pel111its for the interaction of individuals and sharing of 

perspectives in a way that was not possible, or at least much more difficult, during 

previous times. 

Although the telm "hacker" has, by and large, been attributed to computer 

hackers, hackers suggest that the concept can be applied to any individual who 

works hard at and takes delight in striving to understand how things work. As 

was noted in this chapter, one of the main characteristics of hackers is their "want 

to know and drive to learn" perspective. In a generic sense then, a person with 

this sort of mindset can be a hacker in any area of substantive interest, as long as 

it moves them to learn and create: 

The hacker mind-set is not confined to this software-hacker 
culture. There are people who apply the hacker attitude to other 
things, like electronics or music -- actually, you can find it at the 
highest levels of any science or ali. Software hackers recognize 
these kindred spirits elsewhere and may call them "hackers" too -
and some claim that the hacker nature is really independent ofthe 
particular medium the hacker works in. (Raymond, 2000a) 

No matter what the activity this perspective is being applied to, a hacker must 

necessarily be a person who thinks outside the box and seeks to move beyond our 

common or taken for granted understandings of the world. As another 

interviewee describes, doctors are a good example of hackers and the hacker 

approach to understanding: 

<Matthew> Doctors are really just medical hackers. They 
discovered much of what they know about the human body by 
breaking, picking it apart, and trying really silly ways of fixing it 
(bleeding one out to cure the flu, etc.). (interview) 
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As Taylor (2001) suggests, hackers think of hacking in terms of the unorthodox 

use of any artefact. Take for example the following comments: 

<Kris> I don't enjoy it [i.e., working with computers] as much as 
I used to. I'm bored with it. I do it out of habit. I'm finding my 
interests changing. I'm a lot more interested in metal working 
these days and gunsmithing ... But I suppose that's the hacker 
mindset at work again; hackers abhor stagnation, and 18 years of 
my life doing one thing is exactly that. Computers are just a tool 
to do things. I'm changing tools basically. (interview) 

Therefore, the tools an individual works with and seeks to understand may 

change, but if the ideology remains the same, the person remains tme to the 

hacker ideology. 

In this way, we can envision the hacker ideology as being generic. 

Although individuals working in other fields might not consider themselves to be 

hackers, it is likely the case that they are able to relate to various principles of the 

ideology as they go about their activities and seek to understand. Given that this 

more positive image of the hacker is in opposition to the more dominant 

mainstream portrayals of this subculture, both in terms of computer hackers' 

deviant and computer affiliated stereotypes, it is unlikely that others would 

consider "hacker" as an appropriate label for themselves or their perspective. 

Related to this last point, it is also important to note that, by attributing 

their ideology to other non-hackers, hackers can also be seen as attempting to 

shed their negative public image. Rather than accepting outsider perceptions that 

the hacker perspective is somehow strange or deviant, by drawing parallels with 

other cultures, hackers promote their perspective as being normal and honourable. 
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By linking their perspective to others, especially those whom the public see in a 

favourable light (e.g., doctors, athletes, etc.), the use of such arguments acts as a 

further form of stigma management. Simply put, the imputed relationship serves 

as a claim of credibility. Merely by suggesting that the hacker mindset is not so 

much unique to their community, but is a perspective shared by other "normal" 

subcultures, they promote a more positive view of their own community. 

The hacker ideology can be seen in the community's other subcultural 

characteristics such as its identity and activities. The vocabulary of the hacker 

subculture is no exception. In examining the unique linguistic characteristics of 

the hacker community - its argot - we are also able to observe evidence of the 

influence of the subculture's ideology. The next chapter examines the argot used 

by hackers in conveying their understandings about the world and, in so doing, 

employ and promote their ideology. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

HACKER ARGOT 

The development and use of language is pivotal to the human 
accomplishment of intersubjectivity and group life as we know it. 
Denoting a shared symbolic system or a set of mutually 
acknowledged referents, language allows people to achieve life
worlds that are profoundly social and uniquely enabling (Prus, 
1997, p. 89). 

CONCEPTUALIZING ARGOT 

The fonnation of culture is necessarily a linguistically mediated process 

(Prus, 1997). Without the capacity to exchange ideas through symbolic 

interchange, culture could not be shared, and therefore, peopie wouid be unabie to 

fonnulate intersubjective understandings about the world. It is through language 

that individuals are able to achieve a "sense of mutuality" with others (Prus, 1997, 

p. 7). This, in tum, allows for culture to be passed from person-to-person, group-

to-group and across generations. Dependent upon people's access to different 

communication chmmels, culture is dispersed beyond individual groups to the 

larger populace. Therefore, people are not only able to accumulate shared 
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understandings across time, but also across space. 28 

Although members of a society might have a pre-existing language in 

common, as they form groups around certain types of activities, they often 

develop a more specific vocabulary that may only be understandable to other 

subcultural insiders (Mitchell, 1983; Letkemann, 1973; Prus, 1997; Shibutani, 

1955). Take for example Mitchell's (1983) etlmography on mountain climbers. 

In his research he found that climbers have developed their own set of expressions 

and a specialized language. These components of "mountaineer talk" develop as 

ways of expediently communicating consequential situations (e.g., falling rocks or 

climbers), identifying objects (e.g., various forms of snow, specialized 

equipment), associating with other climbers (e.g., greetings, stories), and denoting 

the importance of various aspects of the climbing experience (e.g., weather 

conditions, precarious situations). 

Similarly, Letkemann's (1973) interview-based research on professional 

thieves (e.g., bank robbers, safe-crackers) points to the significance of a 

28 The centrality of language to the human capacity to found societies and develop 
culture is a point that was well-recognized thousands of years ago by the early Greeks: 

... [N]ot only have we escaped the life of wild beasts, but we have come 
together and founded cities and made laws and invented arts; and, generally 
speaking, there is no institution devised by man which the power of speech has 
not helped us to establish ... And, if there is need to speak in brief summary of 
this power, we shall find that none of the things which are done with 
intelligence take place without the help of speech, but that in all our actions as 
well as in all our thoughts speech is our guide, and is most employed by those 
who have the most wisdom. (Iso crates, 1928: 79-81) 

As Prus (1997) argues, language is the most enabling invention of human creation. Given its 
centrality to the formation of human group life and culture, the ways in which people develop and 
employ language are points that merit the attentiveness and concentrated consideration of the 
ethnographer and social scientist more generally. 
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distinctive language - commonly referred to as a thieves' cant - for this particular 

subculture. Using a "work" analogy, Letkemann (1973) likens the criminal's 

approach to their activity as an occupation. In so doing, he offers an overview the 

various fonns of "professional" jargon used by insiders. For instance, he notes 

that this group uses a number of tenns to differentiate between subcategories or 

types of criminals (e.g., rounders, bums, young punks), describe techniques used 

to carry-out their work (e.g., loiding, peeling, shooting for space), and name the 

assorted tools of the trade (e.g., grease, knockers). 

Related to the specialized vocabulary of a subculture are other linguistic 

characteristics that become part of the subculture. These characteristics can 

include, but are not limited to, different modes of communication (e.g., CB radio, 

cellular phone, Intemet, sign language, letters), grammatical alterations (e.g., 

omitting punctuation, verb-doubling), and styles of speech (e.g., varied 

pronunciations, dialects, intonations, accents). As Pms (1997) notes, a 

suboulture's more distinctiv€ language may develop as a reflection of their: 

differing experiences (or challenges); developments in concepts and technologies; 

concems with autonomy (and secrecy); or, interests in achieving pmiicular 

communication contents (themes) (p. 69). 

The human capacity to develop intersubjective "stocks of knowledge" and 

thus, shared perspectives and understandings of the world, is directly related to 

people's ability to communicate: 

As Dewey emphasized, society exists in and through 
cOll'.lmunication; corrm10n perspectives - common cultures -
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emerge through participation in communication cham1els. It is 
through social participation that perspectives shared in a group are 
internalized. (Shibutani, 1955, p. 565) 

Communication, or the sharing of symbols, is enabled primarily through linguistic 

interchange (i.e., speech and writing), but also occurs through the exchange of 

other forms of verbal (e.g., non-linguistic vocal gestures - moans, sighs, laughter) 

and non-verbal (e.g., physical gestures - sign language, facial expressions, body 

language) interchange. 

As objects are assigned different meanings to account for their importance 

to a specific group, some groups develop a formal lexicon of subcultural 

vocabulary and idioms. In other subcultures the group's argot is ephemeral, 

existing only infonnally, and might not be entirely exclusive to a particular 

community. As a group's language evolves to formulate new ways of 

conceptualizing objects, their perspectives necessarily change to correspond with 

their "new" linguistic reality. 

Meanings associated with certain words vary from subculture to 

subculture. For example, while grease and oil are commonly thought of as 

lubricating substances, among safecrackers the word takes on the additional 

meaning of nitroglycerine, which is used in the cracking ofsafes (Letkemann, 

1973). Therefore, in entering into an unfamiliar community, newcomers will 

likely encounter new symbols and redefinitions of objects and activities that they 

had associated with other life-worlds (Prus, 1997, pp. 89-90). Part of the 
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involvement process for new group members then, will necessarily revolve 

around their ability to develop communicative fluency within the group. 

The nuances of a new language may only tmly be grasped through direct 

observation or participation within a group that speaks the language. Through 

this type of involvement people are better positioned to comprehend the 

experiential aspects of a language such as what words are used in what situations, 

how the meaning of a word changes based upon the context, the additional 

meaning given to expressions based upon insider jokes or stories, and even the 

inflection or intonation in one's voice which signify different meanings. It 

follows then that an outsider can only tmly appreciate a subculture's argot by 

experiencing its use first hand. By examining how hackers employ language both 

on- and off-line, this chapter explores the distinctive linguistic aspects oftheir 

culture. 

THE HACKER LANGUAGE: TECHSPEAK AND JARGON 

<Steve> You there Matt? I've been getting some weird 
disconnects. 
<Matthew> i can see that ... it's probably Bob's router 
<Matthew> ... again ... 
<Steve> I thought Phil was running the show? 
<Matthew> Phil's box is at Bob's work ... behind Bob's isp's 
router, which is a piece of junk no one can do anything about 
<Matthew> actually, its not Bob's router's fault today. telus is 
having backbone problems 
<Steve> 012 really? How do you know that? 
<Matthew> tricks of the trade: "traceroute" between yourself and 
the server you are testing. Then ping-flood each connection in 
order until one of them starts losing packets ''ping -c 100 -I' (that 
limits it to 100 packets in case the connection drops all you, and 
you can't hit CTRL-C to break the pingflood). (field notes) 
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After reading the introductory quote to this section, a person who did not 

know I was communicating with Matt in Internet Relay Chat, and who was 

unfamiliar with the conventions of online communication and the teclmology-

based aspects ofthe hacker language, would be hard-pressed to understand the 

conversation we were having. Without knowing that I was chatting with Matt 

over the Internet, you f.11ight first have been wondering, why am asking if Matt is 

there? Surely, ifit were a face-to-face dialogue one would assume that I could 

visually determine Matt's presence. Knowing that the dialogue is a text-based 

chat, you might be asking yourself, is Matt a poor speller? Does he know proper 

grammar? Why does he not capitalize his 'I's or the first letter of each sentence? 

Why the ellipses? More likely though, questions regarding the technical 

terminology (if, in fact, specific terms were recognized as being technology-

oriented) in the dialogue would be the most pressing. If you were aware that I 

was speaking with a hacker you might have assumed that words such as "router," 

"box," "backbone," "ping," "flood," and "packets" are being defined differently 

in this conversation than common understandings of these tenns. Otherwise, you 

might be questioning, what does Bob's router have to do with being 

disconnected? Why does Bob have Phil's box at work? What's wrong with telus' 

backbone? What's being flooded? What's in the packets? Of course, greater 

contextualization would have provided essential infonnation for understanding 

the conversation. Should I have premised the dialogue with a remark such as, 

"Continuation of Internet interview with hacker respondent 'Matthew' ," you 
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would have at least been able to envision the transaction as an online chat and 

possibly expect the conversation to include some technical terminology. 

However, beyond me situating the conversation, you would necessarily have to be 

familiar with hacker vocabulary or, at the very least, computer and network 

telminology to grasp the dialogue's substantive content. There are many aspects 

of the opening quote that are difficult to understand - as a hacker might 

understand them - if you are not versed in the subcultural argot of the hacker 

community. 

Hackers not only pride themselves for being technologically creative, but 

also take delight in employing creative linguistics. Immersion within the 

community leads to one developing associations with others who are at different 

points in the process of not only acquiring but also developing new vocabulary 

and styles of speech. The use of the group's argot becomes commonplace, so 

much so, one infom1ant notes, "I don't really recognize it anymore. It's part of 

my everyday language" (interview). To those not versed in the particulars of 

hacker argot, engaging hackers in discussions about their activities or even sitting 

back, listening to and trying to understand their conversations can be a difficult 

task. As I observed after one of my meetings, if you are an outsider to the hacker 

subculture or are unfamiliar with science fiction and teclmical tenninology, it is 

very difficult to penetrate their conversations and understand what they are 

discussing: 

When it came to a lot of the electronic stuff, for the most part, I 
had really no clue what tiley \-"'{ere looking at and \vhat tb.ey \vere 
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talking about when they discussed its uses. When I asked them to 
explain it to me, they ended up using words that I didn't 
understand anyway ... Mark and Terry in particular seemed to be 
very knowledgeable about the inner workings of electronics, but 
even this was hard to discem because of my lack of knowledge in 
the area. For as much as I know, they could have been totally 
wrong and making things up. (field notes) 

Even before meeting with hackers I was sceptical of an outsider's ability 

to comprehend their discussions: 

From what I've read on their web pages, hackers have a jargon of 
their own. Add that to the technical nature of their activity - i.e., 
computer programming and electronic "manipulation" - and my 
limited understanding of tem1S may make it difficult for me to 
communicate on the same level as them. I recognize this as a 
boundary to any endeavour into an unknown subculture, where one 
has to be re-socialized to the new culture. (field notes) 

During one of my meetings I shared my scepticism with Jerry, but he 

assured me that understanding the hacker language just takes time and that 

it is a leaming process that all newcomers go through: 

I told Jerry that all I really could do was observe because a lot of 
the stuff was just going right over my head. He said that after a 
couple of months of listening you get to know the lingo - the 
hacker language as he referred to it. (field notes) 

It follows then that a key aspect of becoming initiated into the hacker community 

is developing communicative fluency with the insider language - i.e., leaming, 

adopting and using the group's argot. 

The following sections explore the tenninology used by hackers, which 

sets their language apart from other cultures. In particular, the various jargon and 

"techspeak" of the hacker subculture are what make up its argot. There are some 
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significant differences between jargon and techspeak, which are explored in the 

following sections. 

Techspeak 

Techspeak is the fonnal tec1micallanguage of hackers. Raymond (2000b) 

indicates that techspeak involves standard computer tenns (e.g., Operating 

System, megabytes, Interrupt Requests, ports), which appear in textbooks, 

technical dictionaries, and other technology-oriented manuals. The technical 

vocabulary of the hacker language is not so much unique to hackers rather it is 

typically used by people in progranmling, computer science, electronics, and 

related fields of study and employment (Raymond, 2000b). This point was 

reiterated by some of the hackers I spoke with. For example, as the hacker in the 

next interview excerpt indicates, Techspeak tends to be used by "techies" more 

generally: 

<Steve> ... Now there's a lot of computer tenninology that goes on 
too, that's probably flot exclusive to hackers ... 
<Shawn> No, that's just techie stuff. If there's anything that 
doesn't make sense, feel free to ask for clarification, we usually 
don't know when we're speaking another language. (interview) 

Shawn's comments also reinforce a point made in the last section. That is, the use 

of such technical tenninology becomes commonplace for hackers. They become 

so used to using these tenns, that they often take for granted that others present 

during their tec1mica1 discussions are also familiar with the terminology. Given 

that they are presumably in the presence of other hackers, this assumption is well 

founded. 
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Communicating with other hackers who share a similar language permits 

for a mutual set of unique symbols that convey the meanings specific to the 

objects of interest to them. In order to achieve mutual understanding though, the 

meanings attached to the symbols must be shared. 

As the introductory section of this chapter revealed, the hacker culture is 

not unique in its fonnation of a distinctive language. As the following hacker's 

comments indicate, each life-world that is formed around a specific activity, with 

a unique set of objects and rituals (or different meanings for objects and rituals 

than what an outsider may have), often develops a technical argot: 

<Steve> Is there a certain hacker language, jargon or terms that 
one has to be familiar with in order to understand what's going on 
or what people are talking about? 
<Matthew> .. .I know I am hitting on this a lot, but it really is no 
different than a group of musicians talking about reeds, keys, 
pads, decks, soundboards and the like. (interview) 

The next hacker's comments also pick up on this point by suggesting that the use 

of a technical vocabulary helps individuals to better express their ideas. He says: 

<Brad> .. .like doctors use a certain language when talking to each 
other, so do hackers. Things like routers, gateways, source code, it 
makes the tec1mical ideas easier to express. Slang, jargon, etc. 
most people can pick up pretty quick ... [There's] words like wOOt, 
101, brb - a lot come from IRClMUDs [Multi-User Dungeons -
virtually mediated online role-playing worlds]. But in general, a 
complete newbie, minus the technical terms, which you're going to 
have to leam if you want to be a hacker, and not a cracker, the 
jargon/slang is like any other group, listen for a while, and you'll 
understand most of it. (interview) 

Brad's comments raise a number of relevant points regarding argot and its use by 

hackers. First, a specific technical vocabulary allows hackers to better 
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conceptualize objects of interest to them and communicate their ideas more 

precisely. Second, he discusses the adoption of terminology used by hackers 

online as being developed by people's overlapping participation and sharing of 

ideas through their involvement in other Intemet-mediated communities. Third, 

he points to a difference in the level of knowledge and the related vocabulary, 

which differentiates hackers from crackers. For Brad, a hacker is a person who 

knows the technical tel111inology of the cultllre because he is very knowledgeable 

about the use of computers. A cracker, on the other hand, is seen as being less 

knowledgeable about computers and therefore, not as likely to need or employ the 

technical language. Finally, he points out that someone new to the culture can 

begin to understand the hacker language by listening to how it is used by other 

hackers. 

Throughout the interview and the pm1icipant observation components of 

this research, it became obvious that a layman's understanding of computers (and 

related technologies) would not suffice in this community. If one wishes to 

understand and participate in hackers' discussions, especially when they are 

speaking specifically about computers and programming, one has to be well 

versed in the related technical vocabulary. As the hacker in the next interview 

excerpt explains, a base level of knowledge about computers and networking is 

essential. Beyond that, an outsider may be able to supplement their understanding 

of the interactions through observation and probing for explanations: 
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<Steve> Is there a certain hacker language, jargon or terms that 
one has to be familiar with in order to understand what's going on 
or what people are talking about? 
<Rick> Well, there are LOTS. The baseline is to know the terms 
used with computers and networking in general. Which covers a 
LOT of things. Most of the rest of the jargon can be figured out 
with common sense usually, or by asking someone "Hey, what 
does that mean?" You'll be able to figure it out. (interview) 

Similarly, the hacker in the next dialogue indicates that, while it is impossible to 

be familiar with everything other hack.ers will discuss (as they have varied 

interests and areas of expeliise), it is necessary to develop a base level of 

technical vocabulary and be familiar with computer-related tec1mology. Beyond 

that, she notes that it is impossible to be familiar with all the technical vocabulary. 

She suggest that there are simply too many areas of technology to be aware of, 

which are evolving quite rapidly, thus making it impossible to keep pace: 

<Steve> Is there a celiain hacker language, jargon or terms that 
one has to be familiar with in order to understand what's going on 
or what people are talking about? 
<Andy> Not really, I mean, if you don't know Unix, or you've 
never seen the inside of a computer, you're likely to get lost in a 
teclmical discussion. It's all a matter of what's being discussed at 
the moment. It's impossible to know everything about everything. 
There is simply too much to keep up with. I'm trying to catch up 
on ipv6 right now, because I got lost the other day in a chat, heh. 
<Steve> So a lot of technical talk? 
<Andy> Of course, we're computer geeks, after all ;-) (interview) 

By being able to dialogue on the same level as others in the community, hackers 

are able to share in the group's ideas. While variants of terminology exist, there 

is still enough common ground between hackers that shared understandings of 

technical ideas are able to transcend the different groups. 
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Jargon 

Jargon is the slang ofthe hacker language. While the various tenns which 

make up the hacker jargon may eventually become part oftechspeak (i.e., become 

fonnalized in dictionaries and manuals), they usually remain at the level of 

informal usage and often do not relate to technology. Hacker jargon has an 

extensive history dating back to the early days of the culture at the MIT labs 

(Raymond,2000b). In fact, hacker jargon appears to be one of the most 

developed traditions of the subculture. Take for example the 450 plus page 

"J argon File." The Jargon File is somewhat of an infonnal dictionary of the 

hacker language, defining not only the "established" jargon of the subculture, but 

also describing jargon construction procedures and the reasoning behind these 

teclLl1iques. The first version of the Jargon File was developed as a collaborative 

initiative fl.·om 1973 to 1975 (Raymond, 2000b). Like any language, not all fonns 

of jargon are frequently employed by the subculture. Some groups extensively 

use hacker jargon, while others mix in the odd term with teohspeak and the 

English language. Still others develop their own unique tenninology to reflect 

such things as the insider jokes, interests, events and activities of their particular 

group. 

What follows is a discussion of the various fOlIDS of jargon commonly 

used by hackers as observed during the fieldwork and interview portions of the 
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thesis research. Some of these different forms of jargon include: (a) Netspeak and 

conventions of online communication; (b) 31337SP34K; and, (c) role labels.
29 

Netspeak and the COllventions of Online Talk 

There are various forn1s of online vocabulary, commonly refened to as 

Netspeak, which have been in more or less constant development and use since 

people began using the Internet (and networked computers more generally). 

Although hackers have played a significant role in formulating this form of online 

jargon, most adept "netizens,,3o are familiar with at least the basics of Nets peak. 

There are slight variations in Netspeak from one online communication medium 

to the next. I will focus on Internet Relay Chat (IRC) in this section, as it was the 

primary communication medium through which I interacted with hackers while 

online. 

One hacker points out, " ... we [hackers] tend to abbreviate a lot. We use 

our own slang, our grammar sucks and so does our spelling (see my repeated use 

of 'cuz' in place of because)" (interview). Another interviewee suggests that he is 

convinced that much of what is distinctive about hackers' online vocabulary is a 

result of "lazy typing" and "honest typos" (interview). Written mistakes and 

abbreviations are quite common in real-time chats as there is a general consensus 

that people should try to communicate as efficiently as possible. This often 

29 These three categories of hacker jargon are by no means exhaustive, however, they do 
represent some of the most conmlon aspects of hacker jargon observed and discussed during the 
research for this thesis. For an extensive glossary of hacker slang I reconmlend turning to "The 
Jargon File" (Raymond, 2002b). 

30 "Netizen" is Netspeak for Internet Citizen. 
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means not taking the time to write-out full words, phrases and sentences and not 

correcting spelling and grammatical errors. To simulate real-time conversations, 

IRC chats (and other forms of instant messaging such as ICQ and Microsoft 

Messenger) tend to include more short forms (e.g., w = with, Y = yes, n = no, als/l 

= age/sex/location, ppl = people) and acronyms (e.g., 101 = laugh out loud, btw = 

by the way, np = no problem) and a greater frequency of all lowercase messaging 

(e.g., "and mr. smith is my teacher for cs") and typos (e.g., "wher are we gong?") 

than other text-based asynchronous (i.e., delayed response) messaging (e.g., e

mail, news group postings). As a result, for those unfamiliar with this aspect of 

the hacker argot, real-time chats can he reasonably complicated to decipher. 

Instant or real-time messaging requires that online users be able to follow 

the often-complicated flow of conversation. Given the time interval between 

receiving, reading, interpreting, writing and sending a message, the ordering of 

messages in an online conversation can be difficult to follow. Furthermore, when 

there are more than two parties simultaneously engaged in an IRe chat it can be 

difficult to determine who is speaking with whom. Note the disjuncture in the 

following IRe conversation on the left and then compare it to my interpretation 

on the right (see Table 1): 
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Table 1. IRC Chat "Translated" 

IR C chat as it occurred: 

* Ted is confused 
<Marcus> heya Ted! 
<Sean> I'm seriously thinking of eating 
out this evening tho 
<Sean> Ted: about what? 
<Ted> heya Marcus 
<Marcus> how was your day 
<Ted> how are you today? 
<Ted> it was alright, pretty boring 
<Marcus> i am alright 
<Marcus> hold on a sec 
* Ted thought that said, hold on sex 
*** Morgan has quit IRC (Quit: ) 
<Marcus> Ted can't read? 
<Daniel> back to work i go. 
<Daniel> byebye 
<Marcus> later Daniel 
<Sean> bye Daniel 
*** Daniel has quit IRC (Quit: ) 
<Ted> yeah, but my mind wanders 
<Ken> Sean how much did you pay for 
the floppy? and did you try fUhlreshop or 
any of the stores on king? 
<Marcus> nune too 
<Sean> Ken: I bought a box and I dunno 
how much ... king? guy, I'm in Dmmsville 
:b 
<Ken> so? 
<Ted> Marcus, you missed a fun night last 
night 
<Ken> should have though about it while 
you were in queensville :P 
<Marcus> really?what made it so much 
fun 
<Sean> I didn't need it while I was in 
queens ville :b 
<Ken> suuurreee ;) 
<Ted> i was there :-) 
<Sean> heh 

McMaster - Sociology 

My interpretation of the chat: 

* Ted tells the people in the IRC channel he is 
confused 
<Sean> About what, Ted? 
(Ted does not respond to the question) 

<Sean> I'm seriously thinking of eating out this 
evening though. 
(No one responds to Sean's commellt) 

<Marcus> Hey, Ted! 
<Ted> Hey, Marcus. 
<Marcus> How was your day? 
<Ted> It was all right, but pretty boring. 
<Ted> How are you today? 
<Marcus> I am all right. 
<Marcus> Hold on a second. 
* Ted indicates that he thought that Marcus said, 
"hold on sex." 
<Marcus> Can't you read Ted? 
<Ted> Yeah, but my nund wanders. 
<Marcus> Mine too. 
<Ted> Marcus, you missed a fun night last night. 
<Marcus> Really? What made it so much fun? 
<Ted> It was fun because I was there (Ted says with 
a smile). 

*** Morgan has quit IRC 

<Daniel> Back to work I go. Bye-bye. 
<Marcus> Later, Daniel. 
<Sean> Bye, Daniel. 

*** Daniel has quit IRC 

<Ken> Sean, how much did you pay for the floppy 
drive for your computer? And, did you try 
FUhlreshop or any of the stores on King Street? 
<Sean> Ken, I bought a computer and I don't know 
how much it was for the floppy drive. King street, 
in Queensville? Guy, I'm in Dunnsville (Sean says 
with a smirk) 
<Ken> So? You should have bought it while you 
were in Queensville (Ken says with a smirk). 
<Sean> I didn't need it while I was in Queensville 
(Sean says with a smirk). 
<Ken> Suuure (Ken says with a wink). 
Sean laughs 
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As can be seen in this example, the flow and thus, one's understanding of each 

comment and conversation, is hampered by people interjecting comments into an 

ongoing dialogue, by individuals entering and leaving the chat room, and by 

overlapping discussions. 

While the distinctive aspects of the hacker argot and online talk mentioned 

thus far may be a problem for an outsider, most insiders have acquired a sense of 

what the various short fom1s and abbreviations mean and acknowledge that others 

will take shortcuts and not always backtrack to COlTect mistakes so that real-time 

dialogue occurs efficiently. Of course, if it becomes obvious that people do not 

understand what someone else is saying, they will ask for clarification. This is 

accomplished through a process of (re-)definition and explication. For instance, I 

found it necessary at the begin of the online interviews to situate the discussion, 

define the meaning behind some of the symbols I would be using, and provide 

some indication as to how the respondent should interpret my lack of response to 

his or her answers: 

<Steve> The objective of the study is to leam more about certain 
characteristics of the hacker culture, as defined by participants. 
Some of the main characteristics of interest include common 
pattems of activity, ideology, language, identity, nom1S, and 
objects or artefacts. I'm also interested in examining how people 
become involved in the hacker culture. For this, it is necessary to 
speak with people who consider themselves to be part ofthe 
culture and have them share their perspectives with me. 
<Steve> Please keep in mind that I'm interested in your 
experiences. Quite often I will ask you to give me an 
example/instance of what you are talking about. 
<Steve> The key to this research is having those in the culture 
share their perspectives and experiences. Please be straight and 
up-front, there's no judging that goes on here. I will be using 
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infonnation you give in my research paper, but everything will 
remain confidential as all your comments will remain anonymous. 
If you don't want to answer a question just tell me "next question." 
<Steve> If I cut you off at any point (i.e., sometimes I might 
interpret a pause as you anticipating the next question) please 
continue with what you were saying and I will ask the question 
after you are finished. 
<Steve> If you plan to continue on with a train of thought just use 
an ellipsis ... 
<Steve> If you see me pause too long, that may mean I'm thinking 
that you have something else to say. Just say "done" if you're 
finished what you have to say (e.g., for a big paragraph). 
<Bmce> ellipsis? 
<Steve> ellipsis = ... 
<Bmce> Doh! 
<Bmce> okay 
<Steve> hehe ... just need these little conventions to help the chat 
go smoother ;) 
<Bmce> It's standard. I use them all the time ... just like that 

even ... 
<Steve> hehe (interview) 

As mentioned, during real-time IRe conversations there is a certain level 

of expectation that each party in the conversation will respond to a message in a 

reasonably short period of time. That is unless people indicate in some way to 

others in the chat room that they will not be able to reply fOlihwith. To do this, 

people use Netspeak conventions, which notify others of their online status. In-

IRe this is done by setting your "away status" or changing your pseudonym to 

reflect your availability. For example, a person calling himself "Dave" in IRe 

might change his nickname to "Dave[away]" to let others know he is away from 

his computer and likely will not be immediately responding to any messages. 

Altematively, people will simply indicate to others in the chat room that they are 

going to be away from their computer for a bit. They might say, "I'm afk for 10" 
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(I'll be away from my keyboard for 10 minutes), "brb" (be right back) or "bbiab" 

(be back in a bit). Another indication that a person might not resporid to a 

message in IRe is if their "idle status" indicates they have been idle (i.e., they 

have not sent any messages) for a significant period oftime. An idle message 

such as "Dave has been idle for: 6 hrs 18 mins 5 sees" would suggest that Dave 

has his computer on, but might not respond to messages as he is likely away from 

his computer or busy doing something else on his computer. 

As there are fewer ways to contextualize a message (e.g., through 

intonation in the voice, hand gestures, facial movements) via text-based 

communication, determining the meaning behind online messages becomes 

somewhat more difficult. Instead of relying on face-to-face cues, Internet-based 

text communication forces those interpreting messages to rely on fewer symbols 

from which meaning can be interpreted. In an attempt to compensate for this 

technical shortcoming, individuals add symbols and preface their responses to 

demarcate intention. 

The most common set of symbols used to denote intention, and more 

specifically, emotionality, are what are known as "emoticons" (emotion icons). 

There are many different emoticons used online and they appear as both 

keyboard-based character symbols (e.g., :-) or :) = happy, :-( = sad, :-0 = shock) 

and, more recently, graphical images (e.g., CD = happy, © = sad, (~') = shock), 

which can be added to some fonns of online messaging. Note the extra meaning 

added by the emoticons in the following dialogue: 
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<Rick> It appears as though Steve has a low self esteem. Why you 
may ask? The lack of capitalization on your name represents such 
a conclusion. Either that or his pinkie fingers have been cut off, 
and he can't use the caps. ;) '" 
<steve> Haha. I think it was just me quickly typing my name ... 
hmmm ... or was it? Now I'm going to have to pull out my psych 
books. 
<Rick> Sure, sure. Freud would have something to say about that. 
Especially in a person whom uses the computer often, the 
difference between hitting the shift button, and not hitting it 
becomes a subconscious issue in some. I would hypothesise that 
the case is as such here .. 101.. 
<steve> Okay ... I looked it up, Freud never wrote on typed 
communication. Hal 
<Rick> You are COlTect Steve. 
<steve> Yes. 
<Rick> But neo-Freudians have. ;) 
<steve> Nooo!!!! (field notes) 

Although it is likely clear from what Rick was saying that he was joking around 

with me, his use of emoticons reinforces his intention. 

Along with emoticons, hackers use other symbols to denote particular 

virtual actions and will cordon-off phrases with words that are meant to add 

intention to their remarks, which, in turn, add further meaning to the conversation. 

This is done by surrounding or prefacing a word or phrase with an asterisk(s) or 

less than and greater than signs. Note the following examples: 

* Bailey chuckles (field notes) 

<Andy> *cough* mr.icreatedhacking *cough* (interview) 

<Matthew> <sarcasm> Now I'm really afraid! </sarcasm> 
(interview) 

For those familiar with programming, and more specifically web page design, 

Matthew's use of "XHTML tags" (i.e., <sarcasm> </sarcasm» adds another layer 
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of meaning to the discussion. Using programming code in such an opportune 

manner during one's online chats may be seen as a witty, inventive use of 

language. Without the use of emoticons and other symbols to convey intention 

and set the tone of the conversation, it is easy to misinterpret someone else's 

comments. 

Beyond such manifest intention conveying symbols, people must rely on 

their understanding of the context of the conversation and the person who is 

communicating to determine the meaning behind the message. In order to 

develop a more complete sense of shared understanding - i.e., intersubjectivity, 

newcomers often have to move beyond dictionaries and their own interpretation 

of the conversation (which may be infonned by previous experiences to a lesser 

or greater extent), and have others take the time to convey what a certain tenn 

means or how one should interpret a specific comment. In the informal 

interactions of everyday life, it is seldom the case though, that this sort of direct 

tutelage takes place. Rather, like any new aspect oflanguage, it is thTough the 

experiential development of argot that hackers come to understand the meaning -

behind the various jargon and witness and leam the different ways in which 

people in different groups and contexts use particular words. The relativity of 

words and the meaning they convey must be interpreted based on the context, 

while taking into consideration the person conveying the message, as well as any 

interpretation cues he or she might offer. 
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13375p34k 

One rather common and contentious style of the hacker argot is what is 

known as 13375p34k. 13375p34k can be translated as Elitespeak or simply Leet 

for short: 

<Max> elite = eleet = leet = 133t. (interview) 

Leet involves the substitution of numbers, other non-alphabetical characters (e.g., 

§, I, +, &, .0), and combinations of these symbols (e.g., ><, {}, 'II) for letters or 

groups of letters. Sometimes a number is used to represent the sound of a group 

ofletters: 

<Cory> Then there's l8er ... Or m8 is mate. 8 sounds like ate I guess. L
ate··r. l-8-r. (interview) 

Other times, numbers and other non-alphabetical symbols are substituted for the 

letters that they resemble. Take for instance the following two examples: 

Only t#en '11!11 jOO +mlyb '337! (StankDawg, 2002, p. 41)31 

<Steve> I've been seeing a lot of writing in this style: "AAS lCAN AT 
LEaST ADMlT .. .lame i 4lso underst4mnd", what's the significance of it? 
Why.the numbers and seemingly random caps? 
<Max> Well the numbers are meant to look like letters, it was a thing in . 
the 80's that people would do, if you look at my handle '14rry-ph33r' it 
means 'Larry-fear' (3 = E and 4 = a and 1 or i = 1) dunno about the random 
caps that's just lameness?! (interview) 

As Max indicates, hackers usually see the overuse of capital letters as being 

"lame." Lame is used frequently in the subculture as a derogatory statement. The 

term "lamer" is reserved for those people who have poor communication style and 

those with very little hacking skill who feed off other people's work to crack 

31 This line ofLeet can be translated as, "Only then will you truly be elite!" 
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computers (Raymond, 2000b). In this way we begin to see how the use of certain 

words and communication styles get used by members of the hacker community 

to identify individuals and distinguish them as particular "types." 

One hacker indicates that Leet is used, " ... so that other people don't 

understand what they're saying" (interview). Similarly, another hacker states: 

<Cory> It's like code. Some people won't have a fucking clue 
what you mean and write it off. Or they will try and decipher it and 
since there is no code they won't get shit. (interview) 

Beyond Leet (and possibly being confused with Leet), other types of "coded" 

communication exist in the hacker culture. As with Leet, such coded messages 

might be seen as an attempt to maintain a level of secrecy around what is being 

discussed. Two forms of code that were observed included real-time encrypted 

messages and the use ofBinarl2 to write messages. Note the following two field 

note passages. In the first excerpt the two hackers are sending encrypted 

messages to one another: 

<Mike> (CRYPT:O) eXk.S/tvN6i10fZ/POKpgYpl 
<Mike> hehehe 
<Bailey> (CRYPT:O) 
19FXt.YY10mOvwFQK.7Gfss.TbsV91pFCzU1M2g100kpcYm. 
<Mike> (CRYPT:O) 
jZnqXOhPpm10Mupgu/k177N.hM6Tx.kvB8G. 
<Steve> what was that? 
<Bailey> (CRYPT:O) OFQ3e/QGDf60 
<Mike> It's encrypted, heh. 
* Bailey giggles 
<Mike> A little script I wrote. (field notes) 

32 Used by computers and other electronic devices, Binary is a series of ones and zeros, 
which relate to on and off elechoical impulseso 
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In this next excerpt people are trying to read Binary messages posted by one of 

the people in the channel: 

<Dan> 0100010001000101 01 00011 00100001101 001111 01 00111 
<Dan> Read that. What does it say? 
<Tanya> 4 or 8 bit chars? 
<Tanya> 01000100 0010001010100011 0010000110100111 
1010011168,34,163,33,167,167 
<Tanya> D"u!OO + 
<Tanya> D"u!OO? 
<Tanya> What is that supposed to mean? C'mon Ijust convelied 
Binary to decimal to ASCII for ya? What is a D"ll!OO ? 
<Dan> No, just straight to ASCII. 
<Tanya> 
01000100010001010100011001000011010011110100111. I 
miscounted the places. Only 47. You're missing a digit ... Admit 
it, it's BS or tell me the purpose behind your 47 bit binary jargon. 
=) 
<Steve> What are they doing with the ASCII? . 
<Dan> They're trying to read binary, but they're screwing it up ... 
She is trying to use math. She needs to just do the straight ASCII 
conversion. (field notes / interview) 

While these forms of code might be used for covert conversations, creating a 

program to write encrypted messages and being able to read and write Binary 

demonstrate a certain level of computer knowledge. There is also a significant 

degree of entertainment, enjoyment and challenge derived from speaking in and· 

deciphering code. 

In an miicle entitled, "A History of '31337SP34K'" a hacker using the 

pseudonym StankDawg (2002), describes that Leet became established during the 

early days of newsgroups. It was used as a way to get around news group 

administrators who would use filters to delete objectionable material from their 

servers. He argues that: 
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Since "hacking" fell under the "objectionable material" category, 
we had to intentionally misspell the word to avoid getting kill
filed. 33 OK, so they [i.e., administrators] add "hakker" to their 
filter. But what about "H4ck3r," "H4kk3r," "HaxOr," and so on? 
We kept adapting the language (and don't think this is any less ofa 
language than Ebonies) until the censors finally gave up. We 
could make every word adapt and change to avoid being blocked. 
(2002, p. 40) 

As StankDawg (2002) indicates, Leet is constantly being adapted and there are 

often many variations of a single word, thus making it hard for outsiders to read 

and computer filters to censor. 

Although some hackers use Leet, people interviewed for this thesis 

described it as "a paii1 to read", "annoying to type", "lame", and "laughable." 

One informant indicates that Leet is only used by "real" hackers with heavy 

sarcasm to make fun of those people who think they are hackers because they talk 

using Leet: 

<Shawn> It's old, most people grow out of it, and just use it to 
emulate the "punk kids" ofthe hacking (h4xOr) world. (interview) 

Similarly, othet hacKets suggest that Leet is only used jokingly or is w~ed to 

deride others who call themselves hackers: 

<Kris> the big myth is that w3 41L t41K llk3 tHIs. It's more of 
an inside joke that we perpetuate to the uninfonned that we talk 
like that. (interview) 

<Max> [Leet is] a bit of a joke really, well I hope it is. (interview) 

<Rick> '" usually when someone is talking like that [using Leet] 
either they're making ajoke, or they're what we refer to as "script 

33 A kill-file is an electronic file, which has a list ofwords and phrases that a computer 
program will look for in articles being posted to a newsgroup. If the preset text is found in the 
article, the article will not be posted to the newsgroup. 
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kiddies" or people that really don't know much, but think they're 
the best. (interview) 

<Mike> Now I think leet speak is kind of used mostly as ajoke. 
(interview) 

Given how certain hacker groups see the use of Leet, interviewees advised that 

this fOID1 of jargon should be used sparingly and appropriately (i.e., as ajoke) so 

as to avoid ridicule and possibly being stigmatized as a "script kiddy" or 

"newbie. " 

While "wannabe" hackers are now criticized for using Leet, some 

infonnants who are familiar with Leet's history pointed out that it once had its 

place, but has now been bastardized and overused. One hacker explains that Leet 

has become laughable because it is "primitive" compared to how it was once 

used. He goes on to describe that, in his view, the idea behind Leet was to be 

creative and show that you were knowledgeable about the more latent textual 

capabilities of computers: 

<Matthew> 1337 speak makes me laugh because it has become so 
primitive compared to the (British 
pound)(sigma)(sigma)(drawchar-top-centre) speak we used to use 
on BBS systems. (By the way, my IRC wodt allow the real 
characters in here, so I had to give you the next best thing). MS
DOS supports 255 characters, and we used nearly 200 of them for 
variations ofleetspeak. 
<Steve> What was the idea behind leetspeak? 
<Matthew> Creativity. It started using extended characters in 
signatures to show that you even knew they existed. (find an old 
MS-DOS computer, hold down the alt key, and type 157 on the 
numeric keypad to get one of them ... the yen symbol I think). 
Many people added ANSI colour codes to them - drawing mini
pictures. (intervie\v) 
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Raymond (2000b) indicates that the term "elite" came into use in the 

hacker culture in the early 1980s. It was reserved for those hackers who were 

given access to the "hidden" or "privileged" sections of Bulletin Board Systems 

(BBSs). Matthew indicates that during the BBS era of the 1980s "elite" was 

mainly used as a-label for "rippers" and "couriers." These people were held in 

high regard in the hacker community for transporting software programs, files and 

games across BBSs and making it possible for others to copy commercial 

software: 

<Steve> I have been told that leet can be read as elite, is that true? 
<Matthew> Yes. That takes me back. "Elite" was the original 
word used to distinguish normal users from the chosen few. 
Generally, it was the couriers and rippers that were "elite" back 
then. Couriers were the people who formed networks to transport 
files across the country without getting long distance bills. Hence 
the "Hayes Courier" 14.4, 16.8, and 19.2 modems with HS 
compression. They allowed full bi-directional transfers, so you 
could be uploading and downloading full speed at the same time -
very useful when you sit in the middle of a courier network. This 
is back in the days of flO-day warez,,34 - except anything under 7-
day was considered an exceptionally well cOlmected BBS ... 
Rippers are the ones who removed copy protection schemes. 
(interview) 

Hackers who were considered "elite" were often those who -were the most 

knowledgeable about computers and thus aware of the computer's capabilities to 

produce a set of somewhat hidden characters. They were also the ones who had 

the most interest in avoiding the filtering software that would be used to censor 

their discussions. Thus, these individuals were the ones who began altering the 

34 O-day warez is slang for a software program that is "cracked" and distributed on the 
same day it retails. 
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characters in their words, a style of jargon that became known as elitespeak or 

71337SP34K. 

While the hackers whom I spoke with are somewhat more proud of the 

historical use and development of Leet, the point that particularly bothers them is 

that a person no longer has to be "elite" to use today's version of Leet. Add 

current "wannabe" hackers' lack of appreciation for the history of Leet' s 

development (and the hacker communit'y and its ideology and norms more 

generally), their belief that speaking in Leet will make others think they are 

hackers, and the more recent alterations of Leet,35 and it becomes comprehensible 

how those considering themselves to be "tme" hackers are irritated by the latest 

generation of "hackers." 

Picking up on this last point, Raymond (2000b) argues that the frequent 

substitution ofletters for numbers (e.g., 53nd m3 fiBS = send me files), 

abbreviated wording (e.g., u r supa cOOl! = You are super cool!), and intentionally 

misspelled words (e.g., phreaks = phone + freak), are often ovemsed and typically 

only employed by the underclass ofthe hacker subculture (e.g., script kiddies, 

wannabes, warez dOOdz, warez kiddies, leechers). He contends that the closest 

that a "tme" hacker will get to such usage is the switching of the dollar sign for 

"s" in the names of companies whose services are felt to be overly expensive and 

who are seen as being solely interested in their financial bottom line (e.g., 

Compu$erve, Micro$oft). The intentional misspelling of words, blatant 

35 For example, writing sentences in mixed case to make it look like traditional Leet = 
hERe i aM (see StankDawg, 2002). 
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grammatical errors, and other forms of wordplay may also be related to the 

counter-culture/anti-authoritarian attitude of hackers. Such misuse expresses 

unconcealed disrespect for the conventions of proper English and show contempt 

towards those who are seen as pushing society to confo1111. 

As can be observed from the examples of quotes from hackers, a great 

deal of the creativity in their language can only be appreciated through 

observation of their written text. For example, the pronunciation of words such as 

dOOd, warez, and ph33r are the same as their English language counterparts

dude, wares, and fear. An interviewee explains, " ... haxOr means hacker, if you 

say it, it should sound the same." However, a number of hackers will make fun of 

someone who does not use the tenn in a satirical sense. For example, one 

respondent explains that his group uses the tenn haxOr as: " ... a derogatory term to 

describe someone or a group who are pretending to be hackers" (interview). To 

denote sarcasm, some hackers will pronounce "haxOr" phonetically, just as it 

appears: h'ax'or. Aside fTom this use of rhetoric, which transpires as hackers 

attempt to draw lines between "real" and "false" hackers, the general point not to 

be lost is that hearing a celiain word such as "Microsoft" does not convey the 

same meaning as it does when observed by the reader: "Micro$oft." This seems 

fitting as a great deal of hacker-to-hacker communication takes place via the 

Intemet in textual fonnat. 
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Role Labels 

As was discussed in the chapter on definition, hackers use a number of 

labels to distinguish between the various actors in their subcttlture. Some labels 

such as "script kiddy", "warez dOOd", and "leecher" are specific to the hacker 

subculture, whereas other labels are adopted from other subcultures and take on 

new meaning or are given further meaning in the context of the hacker 

community (e.g., guru, wizard, newbie, cracker, wonn). Some role labels are 

simply attached to individuals to denote a particular area of expertise. Two good 

examples of this are the aforementioned "couriers" and "rippers" who were 

responsible for transpOliing files across BBSs and developing ways to defeat 

software copyright schemes. Othe~' role labels are more value-laden and are used 

to laud or denigrate other members of the "hacker" community. For instance, 

being referred to as a "guru" or "wizard" represents particularly high praise for 

one's hacking ability. At the other end of the labelling spectrum, being called a 

"newbie", "script kiddy", "lamer", "leech" or "warez dOOd" tends to denote a low 

level of hacker knowledge and signify one's relative immaturity regarding what it 

takes to be a hacker. The name, "troll" is given to those people on newsgroups 

and in chat channels who are solely interested in or become known for disrupting 

a group's communication. A person who frequently "flames" other people within 

the news group or chat room is often referred to as a troll. Therefore, hackers 

indicate that they may avoid using news groups as they are "oven'un by trolls and 

kiddies" (interview) and develop rules about how to avoid instigating a troll: 
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<Andy> Don't feed the trolls ... easy as that... didn't your mother 
ever teach you that those people are just out for attention? 
(interview) 

These few examples are just a small sample of the various role labels used within 

the hacker community. 

Certain role labels are based on elements of hacker folklore, both real and 

mythical, which are comprised of insider jokes, stories, and events. For instance, 

in "The Jargon File", Raymond (2000b) describes the fictional hackers;B1FF and 

JeffK., whom hackers use to refer to prototypical "newbie" or "wannabe" 

hackers: 

:B IFF: Ibif/ [Usenet] (alt. 'BIFF') n. The most famous {pseudo}, 
and the prototypical {newbie}. Articles from B1FF feature all 
uppercase letters sprinkled liberally with bangs, typos, 'cute' 
misspellings (EVRY BUDY LUVS GOOD OLD BIFF CUZ 
HE"S ~f>.,. KOOL DOOD AN HE RITES REEL A WESUM THINGZ 
IN CAPITULL LETTRS LIKE THIS!!!), use (and often misuse) 
of fragments of {talk mode} abbreviations, a long {sig block} 
(sometimes even a {doubled sig}), and unbounded naivete. B1FF 
posts articles using his elder brother's VIC-20 ... (p. 60) 

[1993: Now It Can Be Told! My spies inform me that B1FF was 
originally created by Joe Talmadge ... , also the author of the 
infamous and much-plagiarized "Flamer's Bible". The BIFF filter 
he wrote was later passed to Richard Sexton, who posted 
BIFFisms much more widely. Versions have since been posted 
for the amusement of the net at large. See also {JeffK.} --ESR] 

:JeffK.: The spiritual successor to {B1FF} and the archetype of 
{script kiddies}. J effK. is a sixteen-year-old suburbanite who 
fancies himself a "133t haXOr", although his knowledge of 
computers seems to be limited to the procedure for getting Quake 
up and mnning. His Web page 
.http://www.somethingawful.com/jeffk. features a number of 
hopelessly naive articles, essays, and rants, all filled with the kind 
of misspellings, {studlycaps}, and number-for-Ietter substitutions 
endemic to the script kiddie and {warez dOOdz} communities. 
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Jeffs offerings, among other things, include hardware advice (such 
as "AMD VERSIS PENTIUM" and "HOW TO OV ARCLOAK 
YOUR COMPUTAR"), his own Quake clan (Clan 40 OUNSCE), 
and his own comic strip (Wacky Fun Computar Comic Jokes). 

Like BIFF, JeffK. is (fortunately) a hoax. JeffK. was created by 
internet game joumalist Richard "Lowtax" Kyanka, whose web 
site Something Awful (http://www.somethingawful.com) 
highlights unintentionally humorous news items and Web sites, as 
a parody of the kind of teenage {luser} who infests Quake servers, 
chat rooms, and other places where computer enthusiasts 
congregate. He is well-recognized in the PC game community and 
his influence has spread to hacker {fora} like Slashdot as well. (pp. 
229-230) 

Hacker argot in general is largely premised on creativity and humour. Language 

employing the use of wit, sarcasm, satire and quips is highly valued. For the 

uninitiated, such humour is often lost as these individuals are typically unfamiliar 

with the history behind folklorish witticisms and parodies like B IFF and JeffK. 

Even dictionary excerpts from "The Jargon File", which provide specific 

definitions for ternls, are likely to lose a significant amount of meaning on those 

unfamiliar with the hacker subculture and its history. As can be seen in the B 1 FF 

and JeffK. citations, a general familiarity with cultural artefacts (both virtual and 

physical) such as software, web sites, and computers, and other role labels such as 

newbie and script kiddie, as well as the historical context ofthe jargon's 

development, all add further meaning to the passages. The linkages between all 

the various cultural elements affixed to a particular telID or phrase come together 

to give each piece of jargon a more complete, and often multifaceted and many-

layered definition. 
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As with other subcultures, role labels are used to situate individuals within 

the community. These labels are used to compmimentalize the various functions 

particular individuals serve or fonn of behaviour and attitude they become known 

for. In addition, each label often carries with it a value or a moral position and 

thus, serves to stigmatize in a negative or positive light. It should be noted that 

labels are interpreted differently depending on the particular group of hackers 

using them. To one group of hackers the term "cracker" might be looked lipon 

with scorn, whereas another group might take pride in their title. 

DISCUSSION 

This chapter highlighted a number of different elements of the hacker 

language, which separate and distinguish it from other cultures. The two broad 

areas of hacker argot that were discussed included techspeak and jargon. 

Techspeak is not so much unique to the hacker subculture. Rather 

individuals working in fields related to teclmology frequently incorporate 

techspeak into their technical discussions. Given their keen interest in computers, 

and electronics more generally, Techspeak figures in quite centrally to hacker 

conversations. It provides them with a unique set of vocabulary that is specific to 

the types of artefacts and activities, which hackers commonly work with and 

make reference to. 

While Techspeak may be seen as the more formal language ofthe hacker 

argot, hackers also have their own brand ofinfOlmaljargon. As discussed in this 
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chapter, hacker jargon includes, but is not limited to, Netspeak, 31337SP34K 

(Elitespeak or Leet) and role labels. 

Netspeak includes a number of uniquely identifiable styles of writing that 

have been developed to coincide with the particular online communication 

medium being used. For instance, while attempting to preserve the meaning and 

intent ofthe messages, a number of short forms and acronyms are used during 

real-time communication to help speed-up discussions. To compensate for the 

dialogue accessories normally present during people's face-to-face interactions, 

hackers also make use of intention conveying symbols and remarks, such as 

emoticons, to denote activity, emotionality, and intent while communicating 

online. hl this way, a number of keyboard-based characters and combinations of 

other symbols come to hold special meaning to hackers. Non-hackers who make 

extensive use of the Internet to communicate with other individuals are also often 

"fluent" in Netspeak. 

Leet is the exchange of letters for non-alphabetical characters, which the 

letters are seen to look or sound like. Some hackers see the use of Leet as a fonn 

of code, which is used so that non-hackers will be unable to understand what is 

being said. Certain individuals feel that Leet has a somewhat more noble history 

when compared to its current usage. The general argument is that Leet has 

become too simplistic, overused and no longer characteristic of "tme" or "elite" 

hackers. 
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In general, hackers frown upon the excessive use of Nets peak and Leet. 

Making a number of spelling and grammatical errors (intentional or otherwise), 

overusing abbreviations, acronyms, and letter and number combinations makes 

writing both a nuisance to read and potentially incompressible. At the same time, 

an excess or inappropriate (i.e., non-satirical) use of Leet is seen as a blatant 

attempt to mimic the ways in which wannabe hackers feel "true" hackers 

communicate. As such, novice hackers have to not only learn whafspecific tenns 

mean, they also have to follow the particular norn1S surrounding the use of jargon 

as they move between groups and communicate in different contexts. 

The final fonn of jargon discussed in this chapter was role labels. As 

mentioned, these labels develop as ways to situate individuals within the culture 

and distinguish between different groups. Hacker jargon, of which role labels are 

just one example, is often based upon the folklore of the hacker subculture and 

therefore, holds special meaning only to those who are aware of the historical and 

i~terrelated cultural aspects36 of the hacker community. By observing and 

beginning to understand the various linguistic elements of the subculture, one 

comes to find that hackers revel in creative wordplay, which is displayed by their 

often witty and sarcastic humour. 

Adopting, understanding and employing hacker argot is important in the 

hacker community for at least a couple reasons. First, understanding what the 

different words and expressions mean allow individuals to contribute to 

36 For example, ho~ the various labels associated with different hacker types are related 
to the activities and artefacts of the culture. 
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discussions and engage in the group's activities with a shared level of 

comprehension. Second, the ability to communicate fluently serves as a marker 

of inside mess (and thus, becomes an aspect of the hacker identity). Note the 

foHowing passage from the "The Jargon File"; 

As usual with slang, the special vocabulary of hackers helps hold 
their culture together -- it helps hackers recogniz~ each other's 
places in the community and expresses shared values and 
experiences. Also as usual, _ not_ knowing the slang (or using it 
inappropriately) defines one as an outsider, a mundane, 01' (worst 
of all in hackish vocabulary) possibly even a {suit}. All human 
cultures use slang in this threefold way -- as a tool of 
communication, and of inclusion, and of exclusion. (Raymond, 
2000b, p. 2) 

Understanding and using the language contribute to one's continuity within the 

community and are taken into account when determining the status of individuals. 

Individuals' use of celiain forms of hacker jargon mark them as celiain "types" 

and thus, also becomes used to identify what role designations they will be 

assigned. That is, use of particular words or styles of communication mark the 

individual as a newbie, script kiddy, "hue" hacker, etc. Depending on the group 

the person is involved in, how he or she communicates with others will be seen 

differently. Within each group, shared understandings of what vocabulary is 

appropriate for their community will be negotiated and enforced informally 

through their discussions and activities. 

Elements of the hacker argot exist both on and off the Internet. There are 

also certain tenns and conventions of speech that are medium-specific, which 

have been adopted to reflect the various intricacies of a particular forn1 of 
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communication (e.g., face-to-face interaction versus text-based communication). 

As was discussed in this chapter, a great deal of hacker-to-hacker communication 

over the Internet only conveys its intended meaning when it is seen in writing and 

not spoken. However, there are other elements of the hacker argot that only 

convey their intended (or extra) meaning when they are articulated verbally. As 

such, researchers examining the symbols of a patiicular subculture should be 

cognizant of and attend to such differences so as to provide a more complete 

understanding of not only how meaning is conveyed, but also the various ways in 

which meaning becomes relative to the medium, context, actors, and time period. 

The hacker argot can also be seen as a reflection of their ideology. In 

particular, the hacker principles of creativity and anti-authoritarianism are quite 

evident ill tlleir vocabulary. As evidenced in trris chapter, hackers, in developing 

their own unique style of speech, emphasize creative wordplay, develop their own 

language and grammar rules, and place value on satirical rhetoric that ridicules or 

condemns those who are seen as imposiilg conformity. Hack~rs are iconoclasts 

even in their use of language. 
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SUMMARY 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 

McMaster - Sociology 

Until more recently it would have been difficult to characterize hackers as 

existing as a transnational subculture. While much of their activity still occurs in 

isolation, there has been a growing amount of information sharing occurring as 

wide area networks such as Bulletin Board Systems and the Internet have opened 

up the lines of cOlmnunication and made it more feasible for the once 

geographically disparate group to fornl international networks. The current 

statement has attempted to describe the hacker community by working from the 

interactionist perspective and taking an ethnographic approach to examine the 

subculture's ideology and language, as well as how insiders define themselves 

and their activities. 

By integrating insights acquired during the interviews and fieldwork, I 

was better positioned to represent the world of the hacker as hackers see it. The 

interview and field research data came together to provide a richer, more 

complete understanding ofthe experiential aspects of the hacker subculture than 

could have been achieved by using only one of these approaches. It is one thing 

to be told about how something happened or the way in which a particular object 
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functions and what it means, but it is quite another thing to be present as people 

are actually going about their activities and witness how reality is constmcted and 

situationally defined through their everyday negotiations and interactions. 

Immersion within the actual life-worlds of hackers or, at the very least, certain 

aspects oftheir life-worlds such as online discussions and offline meetings, 

assisted in acquiring a better of sense of the types of thil}gs that interested 

hackers, the emotionality tied to their experiences, and the subtle qualities of these 

events that could only be gained from being there. By being able to follow these 

things up during later field excursions and interviews, I was provided with a 

greater sense of how hackers understand and actively work toward constructing 

their subculture. Over the course of the research I was able to demonstrate my 

genuine interest in wanting to learn about the subculture from those who were 

actively involved in its constmction. In doing so, I was also able to develop the 

type of rapport necessary to be permitted to observe and participate in their 

interactions and activities and GonduGt upfront interviews with participants. 

Previous research indicates that the term hacker has undergone a series of 

definitional shifts. Galvanized by claims-makers, including the media, 

govemment and computer security industry, within public discourse, "hacker" has 

moved away from its more positive non-deviant definition of computer 

programming genius to its present deviant meaning of computer criminal. A 

closer look at how hackers define themselves reveals that insider perspectives are 

often at odds with mainstream media portrayals of the community. Given that the 
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media tend to focus on the sensational in order to capture the public's attention, 

highlighting the criminal exploits of crackers (over the more mundane field of 

lawful hacking, as practiced by elite computer programmers) is very much in 

keeping with their agenda. However, this biased attention on the criminal realm 

of hackers stigmatizes other hackers who do not use their knowledge for 

malicious purposes. 

Hackers criticize media portrayals of their community as it is felt that such 

representations are often inaccurate and depict the entire community as a 

homogenous group predominantly defined by certain individuals' illegal 

behaviour. In doing so, hackers see the media as perpetuating deviant stereotypes 

about all hackers to a public that is all too trusting about what is presented in the 

media. 

Research for this thesis indicates that the hacker subculture is quite 

diverse. Individuals considering themselves hackers have a wide range of 

interests. In order to differentiate between the various actors within the hacker 

community insiders have developed a number of different role labels. These 

labels serve to distinguish individuals in tel111S of their level of knowledge and 

creative approach to problem-solving and the imputed ethics underlying the 

activities they engage in. For instance, these labels act as ways of differentiating 

the "good" true hackers or whitehats from the "bad" crackers or blackhats. 

Traditional hackers suggest that crackers and other malicious "hackers" such as 
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script kiddies, warez dQQdz and cyberpunks are the ones that end up giving the 

subculture a bad name. 

Although the subculture is quite diverse, characteristics such as the hacker 

ideology and language are shared more or less across the various local cultures of 

the hacker community. The hacker ideology or hacker spirit incorporates a 

number of principles that, as a whole, are unique to the subculture. However, 

hackers maintain that the hacker mindset is not so much unique to their 

community, but elements oftheir philosophy are employed by other "kindred 

spirits", including doctors and musicians. 

Consistent with the overarching goal of striving towards ever-greater 

understandings of how things work, the principles of the hacker spirit include: 

1. Higher understanding requires an unorthodox approach - be 
inventive, think outside the box; 

2. Understanding things, solving problems and generating new ideas 
requires hard work - dedicate yourself to this task; 

3. Learning should be self-directed - learn by doing; 
4. A hacker's learning time is precious - share your knowledge with 

others; 
5. You are evaluated on what you know and how you leam -looks 

and degrees are not important - show us your skill; 
6. People in positions of power often value and impose conformity

this attitude must be rejected as it stifles creativity - mistmst 
authority; and, 

7. Hackers require as much information as possible to understand 
things - access to infonnation should be free and unrestricted. 

The ideology oftoday's hacker is closely related to the "Hacker Ethic" coined by 

Levy (1984), which he used to describe the ideology of the first generation of 

hackers. However, unlike the first generation, subsequent generations of hackers 

have employed the hacker ideology to rationalize an increasing range of activities 
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that are often illegal. As a result, traditional hackers chastise the younger 

generation of hackers for not properly adopting and utilizing the hacker mindset 

and only engaging in the sorts of superficial things necessary to make people 

think that they are hackers. 

This thesis has also argued that there is a hacker argot, primarily 

composed of two distinctive fonns of vocabulary: techspeak and jargon. 

Techspeak is the fonnal technical language of the hacker subculture and is shared 

with others working in the area of computers and electronics. Aspects of 

techspeak have been fom1alized in dictionaries and the professional manuals of 

the computer profession. Techspeak is used as a way of more precisely 

communicating about the different objects and activities that are specific to the 

hacker culture (e.g., operating systems, disks, networks, booting, fonnatting). 

Jargon on the other hand is the slang of the hacker subculture. Three 

aspects of hacker jargon discussed in this thesis were Netspeak, 31337SP34K 

(Elitespeak or Leet) and role labels. Netspeak includes the different symbols 

(e.g., emoticons such as the sideways smiley face), short fonns (e.g., cya = see 

you) and acronyms (e.g., 101 = laugh out loud, np = no problem) used by hackers 

and others who make extensive use of the Intemet to speed-up online 

communication and convey intention and emotionality. 

Leet is the exchange of non-alphabetical characters and combinations of 

these symbols for the letters that these characters look or sound like (e.g., 1337 = 

Leet, mS = mate). For some, Leet is seen as a SOli of code that outsiders cannot 
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understand and online censoring programs do not recognize. Some hackers argue 

that Leet had a more noble history, but given the way in which it is currently used, 

typically by script kiddies, warez dOOdz, and newbies, it has become laughable 

and is used by real hackers to identify these "lame" individuals. 

Role labels such as cracker, newbie, troll and leecher have been developed 

by hackers to situate the different subcategories of hackers within the community 

and distinguish between the different groups. Hacker jargon such as role labels is 

often based on the folklore of the community. As such, the meaning associated 

with each of the different ternlS can only be understood by acquiring an 

understanding of the subculture's history, inside jokes "and stories. 

THEORETICAL AND SUBSTANTIVE CONTRIBUTIONS 

Beyond the findings already discussed in the last section, there are at least 

twelve theoretical and substantive conclusions that can be drawn about the hacker 

subculture. First, findings con finn the existence of a hacker subculture. 

Although hackers' subcultural interests are diverse and the subculture is quite 

complex, the consistency of identifiable and unique characteristics such as the 

cOlmnunity's ideology and argot support this conclusion. The subculture is 

developed through individuals' interactions within a series oflocal subgroups and 

overlapping activities that are mediated through the Internet, subcultural 

publications, outsider representations, and local, national and international 

gatherings. Through these communication chalmels individuals directly and 

indirectly interact with one another and negotiate a mutual set of perspectives and 
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subsequently attribute meanings to themselves and the world they see. In this 

way, elements of local subcultures, developed within more geographically 

restricted settings and chalmels of interaction, are shared across groups, and 

contribute to the formation of a transnational subculture. . 

Second, hackers tend to place a significant amount of blame on the media 

and a subsequently unifoD11ed public for perpetuating misunderstandings and 

misleading definitions about the hacker community. However, given the highly 

debated nature of the term within the hacker culture itself - as individuals whom 

consider themselves to be hackers defend different meanings of the ternl to suit 

their paliicular interests and perspectives - they further confuse any concrete or 

enduring definition. Therefore, definitions are constantly being redefined as 

individuals negotiate and defend the term from others both inside and outside the 

community. Consequently, the meaning of "hacker" is necessarily relative as 

definitions change over time and within different contexts, and differ from group 

to group, and individual to individual. 

Third, this study has reinforced a key point of labelling theory (Becker, 

1963) regarding the implications of being labelled. That is, although a person 

labelled as a hacker may have never committed a rule-breaking act such as 

engaging in the unauthorized access of a computer system, by virtue of the hacker 

label, his or her public identity has been diminished. By being associated with a 

label that publicly identifies a group of people as rule-breakers (i.e., computer 

criminals), each individual hacker is consequently identified by outsiders in terms 
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of traits associated with the label- e.g., socially inept, young, criminal, geek. 

This in tum has consequences for how the hacker is perceived and feels he or she 

is perceived by outsiders. 

Fourth, to deal with their deviant public identity, hackers engage in stigma 

management techniques. Similar to the condemnation o/the condemners 

technique of neutralization identified by Sykes and Matza (1957)37, hackers blast 

the media for categorizing all hackers as computer criminals. Consequently, 

hackers indicate that the media are at fault for perpetuating the deviant image of 

hackers and making celebrities out of inappropriate criminal role models, which 

wannabe hackers end up replicating. Thus, the media are seen as also having a 

hand in perpetuating computer crime. As another way of managing stigma, 

hackers apply various labels to the different actors 'within the hacker subculture to 

distinguish the "good" from the "bad." These labels are used in a claims-making 

bid to "properly" define the malicious crackers from the non-malicious hackers. 

Furthermore, hackers link tll.eir ideology to the mindset of individuals whom 

society looks upon favourably such as doctors and athletes. In doing so, hackers 

attempt to promote a more positive image of their subculture. 

Fifth, while most hackers disagree with being labelled as criminals, they 

very much agree with the counterculture overtones of their ideology and 

activities. Recognizing that outsiders see their subculture as deviant, hackers feel 

37 Along with this technique it would appear that hackers also employ other techniques of 
neutralization identified by Sykes and Matza (1957) such as denial a/injury, denial a/victim, and 
appealing to higher loyalties. This assertion, however, was not directly examined in thesis and 
therefore, would constitute an area for future investigation. 
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that their ideology and activities are nonnal and often admirable. Like thejazz 

musicians described by Becker (1963) or the mystics in Simmons' (1973) study, 

hackers see their perspective as being elite and a better way of doing things and 

seeing the world than other outsider belief systems. Freedom of infonnation over 

ownership of infonnation, creativity over conventionality, hard work and self

direction over indolence, intellectualism over looks and style, unolihodoxy over 

confonnity, these are all highly valued and very noble pursuits within the hacker 

subculture. 

Sixth, by fODnulating an ideology built on principles that are not only 

consistent with and compliment one another, but also resonate with outsider 

beliefs such individualism, creativity, hard work, and freedom, aspects of the 

hacker ideology may also be valued by outsiders. However, since outsiders see 

hackers and their associated characteristics as deviant, it is unlikely that they 

would admit to the validity of such a belief system. 

Seventh, by invoking principles of the hacker spirit to rationalize their 

actions, hackers present their activities as justified and normal behaviour. In this 

way, the explication of their ideology within specific situations acts as a 

vocabulary of motive, a way of no Dna Ii zing their behaviour and thus, a further 

stigma management technique. 

Eighth, by interacting with others who share a common set of 

perspectives, where people's beliefs and attitudes are supported, the ideology of 

the group is reinforced and n01TI1alized. During their interactions hackers are able 
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to espouse their ideals within a relatively non-hostile environment and therefore, 

are not reprimanded for their views. If an individual does not find support for his 

or her beliefs within one group, given the diversity of the subculture, other 

subgroups of hackers may engage in the types of activities the person is interested 

in and relate to the same ideology as the individual. 

Ninth, as new individuals enter into the hacker community and introduce 

new interpretations, as outsiders make claims against the subculture, and as long

standing insiders leave the community, hackers are constantly negotiating their 

reality and the subculture necessmily evolves. Therefore, the subcultural 

characteristics ofthe hacker community are relative across time. As evidenced by 

the varied uses of the ternl hacker and the meanings placed on aspects of the 

hacker ideology and language, insider and outsider interpretations are also relative 

and intersubjectively defined through their interactions with others. 

Tenth, beyond serving as a way of communicating more specific 

understandings about subcultural objects and activities, employing the hacker 

argot also acts as a mark of insiderness and is used to identify the type of hacker- a 

person is (e.g., script kiddy, lamer, old-school hacker). What is and is not 

appropriate use of the hacker language and what actually constitutes the 

vocabulary of the language is defined and enforced differently in the various 

subcommunities. In addition, the meaning underlying a particular word is also 

relative to the communication medium being used. For instance, certain words 
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take on different meanings when they are viewed (e.g., Micro$oft) compared to 

when they are heard (e.g., Microsoft). 

Eleventh, the hacker argot can also be seen as a reflection of the hacker 

ideology. The creative use oflanguage, invention of new words and grammatical 

mles, and development of vocabulary and idioms focused on deriding institutions 

and corporations that are seen as imposing conformity, demonstrate hackers' 

creative and anti-authoritarian mindset. The way in which their ideology is 

intertwined within the other characteristics of the subculture such as their 

activities and artefacts is quite evident. Further research would pennit for a more 

developed analysis ofthis insight. 

Finally, while online research is essential in understanding the hacker 

community, there are some limitations to this form of investigation that must be 

taken into consideration and minimised wherever possible. A significant amount 

of research for this thesis was based on my online interactions with hackers. 

Perhaps the main reason for engaging hackers in this way is that the Intemet 

represents a significant communication medium for this group. As such, it is 

necessary to be involved in and witness hackers' interactions as they take place 

online. I would argue that this component of the research, with a group that 

makes extensive use of the Intemet, is just as important as it is to meet with them 

face-to-face and be a part of and observe the types of activities they engage in off 

the Intemet. Although it has become increasingly possible to physically meet 

with these individuals (at least in my area) and develop fmiher offline contacts, 
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the Internet helps to facilitate interviews and interactions with other hackers in 

different parts of the world. 

The Internet is one of the most significant artefacts of the hacker culture. 

Hackers built the Internet and through it they communicate their cultural 

understandings, create their identities and give meaning to symbolic objects, 

develop their argot, forn1Ulate norms and perspectives, and engage in online 

activities. As such a central component oftheir culture, the Internet must 

necessarily be a key medium through which the ethnographer investigates this 

subculture. 

Althoughit is indeed necessary to engage this culture through online 

fieldwork, it is equally essential that the researcher interacts with this community 

on a face-to-face basis and be cognisant of the limitations of both 011- and off-line 

investigation. The key limitation of online research, which in some cases actually 

benefits the researcher, is mediated distance. A central feature of mediated 

distance tllat limits online interactions in some instances, while facilitating them 

in others, is one's perceived anonymity. As a result of these two aspects of online 

communication, the researcher has to try to overcome obstacles that are not 

present, or are present in different ways, when interacting on a face-to-face basis. 

The ultimate limitation posed by the anonymity that typically results from 

mediated distance is not knowing for sure who you are communicating with. 

Someone can choose to pose as another person online, which can significantly, if 

not totally, undermine the research effort. There are certain cues that we can look 
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for that can help us to identify other people online. The researcher can take a 

number of different measures to encourage truthfulness and verify the authenticity 

of a respondent's identity and remarks, but at some point it ultimately comes 

down to trust. The researcher has to not only trust that the other parties are who 

they say they are, but also that they are not trying to deceive us in other ways 

during the course of our investigation. In order to establish this sort oftmst it is 

essential to engage in rapport building both on and off the Intemet. When 

possible, a good approach to dispel infOl1nants' suspicions is to have other parties 

vouch for the authenticity of your research. 

With a limited range of online dialogue accessories, it can become 

difficult to assess the truthfulness of people's responses. However, the other side 

of anonymity is that participants are likely to be more forthcoming about their 

experiences and perspectives ifthey trust that you are who you say you are and 

are interested in providing you with their viewpoints. For this reason, developing 

rappOli, assuring confidentiality, and verifying the purposes of your research and 

your affiliation are paramount. By being open and honest with participants, the . 

hope is that they will do the same for you. 

The limited range of dialogue accessories also inhibits our understandings 

when communicating in real-time over the Intemet. However, if the researcher 

does not understand something, he or she can easily ask for clarification. This can 

usually be done during the interview and sometimes even months after the 
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interview takes place. In all fairness to respondents, if necessary, it is best to 

follow-up with them as soon as possible. 

Another result of mediated distance is that the researcher only knows what 

is happening on the other end of the communication by having the responding 

pmiy make this known. Someone who is multi-tasking might not be completely 

focused on the interview. Maybe the individual is simultaneously involved in a 

series of different online communications or is doing something else away from 

the computer. Technical difficulties such as power outages, software failures, and 

Internet slowdowns also impede on the ability of the researcher to conduct online 

research. 

Mediated distance also allows people to justify a lack of response based on 

factors out of their control, without you easily being abie verify the veracity of 

their claims. "My computer crashed." "The power went out." "I had to answer 

the door or telephone." Whether honest or not, like face-to-face interviews, what 

matters is that the researcher attempt to minimize controllable distractions and 

encourage honesty. After all, both the researcher and the participants have a 

vested interest in the results of the study. Some recommendations to help reduce 

distractions and encourage straightforward responses include: 

• Schedule interviews for when respondents can give you their complete 
attention; 

• Recognize that long interviews will likely require breaks for both 
parties and may have to be carried out over the course of a few 
sessions; 

• Let respondents know how long the interview could last for; 
e Be attentive and interested in what respondents are saying, because if 

you are not interested it is likely that they will not be either; 
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• Make questions meaningful and understandable; 
o Emphasize that you are interested in their experiences as they tmly are 

the star of the show; 
• Try to make pmiicipants feel as comfortable as possible about their 

responses and if they do not want to answer a question, make sure 
they know that skipping questions is not a problem; 

• If there are any special words or conventions that you want to use to 
help make the interview go smoother, make these clear at the outset of 
the interview; and, 

• Develop as much rappOli as possible with infom1ants before 
interviewing them. 

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

At the outset of this research I had plam1ed to investigate and report on the 

following six characteristics of the hacker subculture: (a) ideology; (b) argot; (c) 

activities; (d) artefacts; (e) nonns; and, (f) identity. The initial process of 

involvement into the hacker "career" constituted an additional area of inquiry that 

I had hoped to analyse. However, given the focus devoted to examining the 

hacker ideology and argot, as well as definitional issues surrounding the term 

hacker, I was unable to repOli on the data I had gathered on the other five areas. 

As demonstrated by the outline in Appendix A, a significant amount of material 

was collected on these topics and has been preliminarily coded. Analysing and 

integrating findings on each of these areas can only lead to a more complete 

understanding of the hacker subculture. 

As Huss (1998) also advocates, it is necessary to collect data on the full 

range of hacker activities· as described and enacted by participants, and not just 

their (outsider defined) criminal behaviours. Therefore, data should be collected 

on the different groups of hackers from script kiddies to elite traditional hackers. 
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This type of inductive exploratory research will allow social scientists to identify 

more specific areas for future empirical studies. 

Findings from this thesis indicate that subcultural characteristics such as 

the fonnation of perspectives and creation of linguistic variants are not unique to 

the hacker community. For instance, other groups such as mountain climbers and 

professional thieves develop their own argot to account for the different activities 

they engage in and new meanings given to objects in their community. Although 

not a specific focus of this thesis, it is recommended that researchers continue to 

identify, investigate and verify the legitimacy of the generic social processes that 

occur transcontextually and thus, underlie the social constmction of reality (Pms, 

1996, 1997). 

The hacker subculture is diverse and quite complex. Vlithout exploring 

how hackers actually accomplish their activities by engaging them about their 

perspectives and examining their behaviour, any outsider definition of the 

community is bound to be limited. Although this thesis is pteHmlnary in certain 

ways, it has paved the road for a more infonned understanding of the hacker 

subculture as it is socially constmcted during the course of hackers' everyday 

interactions. 
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APPENDIX A: CODING SHEET 

DEFINITION (1) 29 Reservations 42 Miscellaneous 
Activity 

11 Choice Quote 2a Seekership 
43 Coding & 

12 Miscellaneous 2c Learning the Ropes Ingenuity 
Definition 

IDEOLOGY (3) 44 Conference 
13 Classifying & 
Hierarchy 31 Choice Quote 45 Feelings 

14 General Application 32 Miscellaneous Ideology 46 Group vs. Alone 

15 Hacker/Cracker 33 Anti-authoritarianism 47 Hardware: Building 
& Mods 

16 Hats 34 Creativity 
48 Humour 

17 Media 35 Elitism 
49 Malicious 

36 Freedom of Speech & 
INVOLVEMENT (2) Infom1ation 4a Meetings 

21 Choice Quote 37 Historical Knowledge 4b Referencing 
Matenals 

22 Miscellaneous 38 Knowledge 
Involvement 4c Social Behaviour . 

39 Learning 
23 Closure 4d Techtalk 

3a Push Limits of Tech 
24 Made Inv. easier 4e Time Spent 

3b Rationalizations & 
25 Group / Subcultural Justifications 

LANGUAGE/ 
26 Multiple Routes 3c Sharing Infom1ation ARGOT (5) 

27 Obstacles 51 Choice Quote 
ACTIVITY (4) 

28 Recmitment 52 Miscellaneous 
41 Choice Quote Language 
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53 Conventions 77 Icons 96 Tmst & Rapport 

54 Jargon 78 Mindset MISCELLANEOUS 
79 Online vs. Offline (11) 

55 Leet Speak 
7a Presentation of Self aa Choice Quote 

56 Program Language 
7b Reputation bb Miscellaneous 

57 Techspeak Misc. 
7c Roles cc History of Hacking 

RULES & NORMS (6) 7d Stereotyping ddMotive 

61 Choice Quote ee One-upsmanship 
AR TEF ACTS (8) 

62 Miscellaneous Rules ff Subculture 
81 Choice Quote 

63 Enforcement gg Legality & ethics 
82 Miscellaneo~ls Artefacts 

64 Gender hh Sources of info. 
83 Food & Beverages 

65 Opensource 
84 Literature (books & 

66 Leaming the Ropes mags) 

67 Security 85 Personalized Items 

68 Up-to-date re: tech 86 Technology & Gadgets 

87 Virtual Artefacts 
IDENTITY (7) 

71 Choice Quote LIMITATIONS (9) 

72 Miscellaneous 91 Choice Quote 
Identity 

92 Miscellaneous 
73 Background Limitations 

74 Deviance 93 Gatekeepers 

75 Difference 94 Non-face-to-face 

76 Handle 95 Technological 
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APPENDIX B: "THE CONSCIENCE OF A HACKER" 

(Article from Phrack magazine) 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

The following was written shortly after my arrest ... 

\/\The Conscience of a Hacker/\/ 

by 

+++The Mentor+++ 

written on January 8, 1986 

Another one got caught today, it's allover the papers. 
"Teenager Arrested in Computer Crime Scandal", "Hacker Arrested 
after Bank Tampering" ... 

Damn kids. They're all alike. 

But did you, in your three-piece psychology and 1950's 
technobrain, ever take a look behind the eyes of the hacker? Did 
you ever wonder what made him tick, what forces shaped him, what 
may have molded him? 

I am a hacker, enter my world ... 

Mine is a world that begins with school ... I'm smarter 
than most of the other kids, this crap they teach us bores me ... 

Damn underachiever. They're all alike. 

I'm in junior high or high school. I've listened to 
teachers explain for the fifteenth time how to reduce a fraction._ 
I understand it. "No, Ms. Smith, I didn't show my work. I did 
it in my head ... " 

Damn kid. Probably copied it. They're all alike. 

I made a discovery today. I found a computer. Wait a 
second, this is cool. It does what I want it to. If it makes a 
mistake, it's because I screwed it up. Not because it doesn't 
like me ... 

Or 
Or 
Or 

Damn kid. 

feels threatened by me .. . 
thinks I'm a smart ass .. . 
doesn't like teaching and shouldn't be here ... 
All he does is play games. They're all alike. 
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And then it happened ... a door opened to a world ... 
rushing through the phone line like heroin through an addict's 
veins, an electronic pulse is sent out, a refuge from the day-to
day incompetencies is sought ... a board is found. 

"This is it ... this is where I belong ... " 

I know everyone here ... even if I've never met them, 
never talked to them, may never hear from them again ... I know 
you all ... 

Damn kid. Tying up the phone line again. They're all 
alike ... 

You bet your ass we're all alike ... we've been spoon-fed 
baby food at school when we hungered for steak ... the bits of 
meat that you did let slip through were pre-chewed and tasteless. 
We've been dominated by sadists, or ignored by the apathetic. 
The few that had something to teach found us willing pupils, but 
those few are like drops of water in the desert. 

This is our world now ... the world of the electron and 
the switch, the beauty of the baud. We make use of a service 
already existing without paying for what could be dirt-cheap if 
it wasn't run by profiteering gluttons, and you call us 
criminals. We explore ... and you call us criminals. We seek 
after knowledge ... and you call us criminals. We exist without 
skin color, without nationality, without religious bias ... and 
you call us criminals. 

You build atomic bombs, you wage wars, you murder, cheat, and lie 
to us and try to make us believe it's for our own good, yet we're 
the criminals. 

Yes! I am a criminal. My crime is that of curiosity. My 
cr'ime is that of judging people by what they say and think, not 
what they look like. My crime is that of outsmarting you, 
something that you will never forgive me for. 

I am a hacker, and this is my manifesto. You may stop 
this individual, but you can't stop us all ... after all, we're 
all alike. 

+++The Mentor+++ 
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